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1 | Introduction

1.1 Motivation

To meet the ever-increasing demands in biomedicine and life sciences, optical visu-
alization tools have consistently been developed and improved upon ever since the
invention of the first crude light microscopes. Different aspects of the interaction
between electromagnetic radiation and biological specimens have been exploited for
creating a contrast. Bright-field light microscopy, that allows the discrimination
of different structures in cells and tissues based on the absorption of white light
in the sample, has been prominently used in biological investigations and conven-
tional pathology. The contrast obtained from light microscopy has been enhanced
by using different techniques such as phase [1], differential interference contrast [2]
among others. The information obtained from such techniques is limited to mor-
phology which is just one aspect of the samples being investigated. Considering the
particular example of pathological examination, diseases also affect the biomedical
composition of tissue thereby necessitating chemical contrast to be obtained from
the techniques used. This preludes staining procedures that have elevated light mi-
croscopy into becoming the state of the art for histo-pathological investigations and
biological imaging in general [3, 4]. However, typically, only few structures in the
sample can be stained and thus the contrast obtained is limited. Staining is also a
time-consuming and cumbersome process that causes perturbation of the sample.

Fluorescence microscopy, initially utilizing the native, weak, single photon ex-
cited auto-fluorescence of molecules in the sample, is another milestone in the devel-
opment of light microscopy techniques with regards to obtaining chemical contrast.
This approach has subsequently been greatly advanced with the introduction of flu-
orescence labels [5]. Although fluorescent labels improve chemical sensitivity, the
inherent invasiveness of the process leads to perturbation of the sample with possible
photo-toxicity and image acquisition times are sometimes limited due to fluorophore
photobleaching.
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Introduction

Spectroscopic techniques based on infrared (IR) absorption [6] and Raman scat-
tering [7] have augmented the myriad of chemical information that could be ex-
tracted from samples to a great extent. These techniques have, consequently, been
integrated into microscopic setups for use in the assessment of biological samples
as they are capable of probing the unique spectral signature of biomolecules. IR
spectroscopy is based on the net absorption of light in the IR region of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum. The spatial resolution achievable with IR spectroscopy is
limited and imaging in aqueous environments is problematic due to the large back-
ground signal from water [8]. Raman spectroscopy, on the other hand, is based on the
inelastic scattering of light by the characteristic vibrational and rotational modes of
molecules [9, 10]. Accordingly, molecular signatures that could serve as markers for
disease-related abnormalities have been probed using Raman spectroscopy in a diag-
nostic framework [11]. Generally, potential utilization of information from Raman
spectroscopy has been hindered by the weakness of signals from biomolecules re-
sulting in long integration times and overwhelming single-photon fluorescence back-
ground. The shortcomings of the techniques elucidated so far indicate the need for
the development of novel optical technologies to visualize biological samples.

The various qualities needed from such visualization tools hinted at in the afore-
mentioned discussion could be summarized by analysing the typical work flow of
histo-pathological investigations. The process begins with the inspection of sus-
pected lesions on the human body followed by the excision of the affected tissue
for examination under a light microscope. This process is usually aided by staining
procedures. The first important aspect is the acquisition of chemical contrast to
complement visualizations of morphology. This is relevant because diseases affect
the biomedical content of cells or tissue and these changes are usually precursors
to morphological alterations. What naturally follows from this requirement is the
capability to detect small amounts and changes in molecules and discern between dif-
ferent molecular sub-species in the sample. Augmenting on the information collected
will allow one to make more informed decisions and hopefully improve objectivity.
This, however, should not be achieved at a cost of invasiveness, a major shortcom-
ing of staining and labelling approaches whereby the sample being investigated is
perturbed by the technique. This factor also affects the suitability of the method
for in vivo investigations.

Another aspect is spatial resolution which is inherently intertwined with the abil-
ity to identify small, sub-cellular structures within the sample. In light microscopy,
spatial resolution is dependent on excitation wavelength, as formulated in Abbe’s
diffraction limit equation. The wavelength of the excitation light also affects the
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depth of penetration in tissue. There has to be a compromise between this compet-
ing requirements in general. This is particularly an issue in diagnostic tools such
as optical coherence tomography (OCT) [12], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
[13] and ultrasonography (US) [14] that allow deep tissue investigations and even
whole body imaging but do not offer cellular resolution that is critical in diagnostic
applications.

The speed of image acquisition is another critical parameter in the practicality of
a diagnostic imaging tool. There are many facets intrinsically associated with image
acquisition rate. One is the capability to track dynamic processes that could serve
to highlight the mechanism of pathological change. Faster imaging also translates to
shorter diagnostic cycle and the investigation of larger volume of samples which in
turn means more robust results. There of course has to be a compromise between all
these qualities and the need for affordable, compact and easy to use imaging tools.
The later attributes are the usual culprits for ineffective translation of different
photonic technologies developed throughout the years into clinics and everyday use.

Non-linear optical microspectroscopic techniques can fulfil the elucidated require-
ments by allowing a fast, non-invasive, in vivo investigation of cells and tissue with
high resolution. Information regarding the morphology and chemical composition
of samples can be extracted from these non-linear methods without the need for
additional stains. These techniques also have inherent optical sectioning capabili-
ties allowing three dimensional imaging of thick tissue samples. Here, particularly,
non-linear multimodal microscopy combining the modalities coherent anti-Stokes
Raman scattering (CARS), second harmonic generation (SHG), and two-photon ex-
cited fluorescence (TPEF) microscopy has been employed to image and characterize
biological samples. First the non-linear multimodal imaging of histological slides for
disease diagnostics is presented. Then the focus of the CARS modality is shifted
from the usually exploited CH group of stretching vibrations to the C=C stretching
vibration in the fingerprint region. In that respect, the utilization of multimodal
imaging for visualizing vitamin A in hepatic tissue and carotenoids in microalge is
discussed. Lastly efforts for improving the image acquisition rate and lateral res-
olution of the CARS microscopic setups are presented. Basic theoretical concepts
necessary to understand the non-linear techniques are modularly presented in the
following subsections.
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1.2 Nonlinear Multimodal Micro-spectroscopy

All classical optical phenomena are described by Maxwell’s equations. The response
of matter to applied fields is encompassed in the constitutive relations that sup-
plement the basic Maxwell’s equations. In particular, the effect of electric field on
matter is formulated as:

D⃗ = ϵoE⃗ + P⃗ (1.1)

where D⃗ is the electric flux density or the electric displacement, ϵo is the permittivity
of free space, E⃗ is the electric field intensity and P⃗ is the Polarization [15]. P⃗

is a macroscopic term that embodies the properties of the material’s charges and
molecules in the presence of an electric field.

When the intensity of the applied field is weak the material responds linearly
and thus the induced Polarization can be described by:

P⃗ = ϵoχ
(1)E⃗ (1.2)

Here, the constant χ(1) is the linear susceptibility. Typical optical phenomena
observed in materials such as absorption and reflection can be expressed using this
linear constant of proportionality. However as the applied electric field becomes
stronger the response of the material is no longer linearly proportional to the strength
of the field. The expression for the induced polarization could subsequently be
represented in a power series that includes higher order terms as:

P⃗ = ϵo

(
χ(1) · E⃗ + χ(2) · E⃗ · E⃗ + χ(3) · E⃗ · E⃗ · E⃗ + · · ·

)
(1.3)

Where, χ(2) and χ(3) are the second order and third order non-linear suscepti-
bilities, respectively. The second order non-linear polarization P⃗ (2) = ϵoχ

(2)E⃗ · E⃗
is related to physical processes such as SHG. On the other hand, the third order
non-linear polarization P⃗ (3) = ϵoχ

(3)E⃗ · E⃗ · E⃗ describes two-photon absorption and
CARS. Typically the higher the order of the non-linear susceptibility the smaller
it’s magnitude and therefore intense pulses from ultrafast laser sources are needed
to produce noticeable non-linear polarizations [16].

Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS)

Molecules vibrate at characteristic frequencies depending on, among other things,
the specific type and strength of chemical bonds they contain. Vibrational spec-
troscopy refers to the ensemble of techniques that probe these molecular vibrations
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to extract information about the molecular composition and structure of samples.
One of the most frequently used vibrational spectroscopic techniques is Raman spec-
troscopy [9] which is based on the inelastic scattering of a photon from a sample.
Some incident photons can give energy to the molecular vibration resulting in a
scattered photon with lower energy thereby constituting a Stokes radiation. If the
molecule is a vibrationally excited state some scattered photons will gain energy
from the molecule and will contribute to an anti-Stokes radiation. Although the
Raman spectra of molecules serve as chemical fingerprints in a multitude of ap-
plications ([17, 18, 19, 20]), the Raman scattering efficiency of most molecules is
quite low. This necessitates long acquisition times that limit the applicability of the
technique especially for imaging purposes.

CARS is a non-linear variant of Raman scattering that produces coherent vi-
brations and much stronger signals than spontaneous Raman scattering that con-
sequently enable faster image acquisition. CARS is a four-wave mixing process in
which a pump (ωp) and a Stokes (ωs) beam applied on a sample coherently drive
Raman active vibrations at their difference frequency (ωp−ωs). A probe beam (ωpr)
is then inelastically scattered off these vibrations to produce an anti-Stokes signal
ωas = ωpr+ωp−ωs. For experimental simplicity the same source is used to generate
the pump and probe beams resulting in an anti-Stokes signal at ωas = 2ωp − ωs.
This process is depicted in the energy level diagram in figure 1.1(a).

Figure 1.1: (a) Energy level diagram of the CARS process. When the beat frequency
of the pump and Stokes beam ωp−ωs is equal to the molecular vibrational frequency ωv

an anti-Stokes signal is generated at ωas = 2ωp − ωs. (b) Phase matching condition
for forward-generated CARS signal. (c) Phase matching condition for epi-CARS
signal, where k = nw/c is the wavevector and ks, kp, kpr, and kas are the Stokes,
pump, probe, and anti-Stokes wavevectors, respectively.

The classical description of the Raman and CARS processes is presented in brief
below. Applied electric fields set the electrons of a molecule in oscillatory motion.
This effect is embodied by the expression that relates the induced electric dipole
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moment µ(t) to the polarizablity α(t) as:

µ(t) = α(t)E(t) (1.4)

For an incident field E(t) = Ae−iωt+ c.c with an amplitude A and frequency ω. The
motion of the electrons is affected by the motion of the nuclei to which they are
attached. This perturbation of the polarizablity by the presence of nuclear modes
is introduced by applying a Taylor series expansion.

α(t) = α0 +

(
δα

δQ

)
0

Q(t) + . . . (1.5)

where Q is the nuclear coordinate and δα/δQ embodies the effect of the nuclear
motion on the polarizablity. Assuming a classic harmonic oscillatory motion with
the frequency ωv for the nuclei along the nuclear coordinated Q, an incoming field
at ω will result in a Stokes Raman signal with the intensity I(ωs) give by:

I(ωs) =
ω4
s

12πϵoc3
Q2

0I0

(
δα

δQ

)2

0

(1.6)

where ωs = ω − ωv is the Stokes frequency, Q0 is the amplitude of the nuclear
motion, and I0 = |A|2 is the incident beam intensity. As each of these molecular
vibrations from different molecules have their own phase the radiation generated is
incoherent and the total Raman signal intensity scales linearly with the number of
scatterers N . In the case of the CARS processes, the pump (Ep(t) = Ape

−iωpt + c.c)
and Stokes (Es(t) = Ase

−iωst + c.c) beams applied on the sample cause the cloud
of electrons around the nuclei to oscillate at the difference frequency Ω = ωp − ωs.
This electron cloud motion will exert a force on the nuclear modes of the molecule
resulting in a damped oscillatory motion with amplitude given by:

Q(ωv) =
1

m

(
δα

δQ

)
0

ApA
∗
s

ω2
v − Ω2 − 2iΩγ

(1.7)

where γ is the damping constant, Ap and As are the amplitudes of the pump and
Stokes beam respectively, and ωv is the resonance frequency of the nuclear mode.
This in turn translates into alteration of the electronic polarizablity. The propagat-
ing incoming fields will then experience this perturbation. The coherent superposi-
tion of these microscopic induced dipoles generates a macroscopic polarization that
contains contributions at different frequencies. The amplitude of the third order
macroscopic polarization at the anti-Stokes frequency is |P (3)|2 ∝ |χ(3)|2I2pI∗s , where
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the intensity of the pump and Stokes beam given by Ip = |Ap|2 and Is = |As|2 respec-
tively. Herein the third order non-linear susceptibility is related to the microscopic
parameters as:

χ(3) =
N

m

(
δα

δQ

)2

0

1

ω2
v − Ω2 − 2iΩγ

(1.8)

Because the nuclear motions of all N molecules driven by the external fields have
a well-defined phase relationship the resulting signal builds up due to the coherent
superposition of the fields.

The generation and propagation of waves from the third order non-linear polar-
ization can be determined from the non-linear wave equation of the form:

∇2E⃗ − n2

c2
∂2

∂t2
E⃗ =

1

ϵoc2
∂2

∂t2
P⃗ (3) (1.9)

In a plane wave approximation, the Stokes and pump beam can be assumed to
propagate co-linearly through a homogeneous χ(3) sample of thickness L. Solving
the scalar wave equation with the use of the slowly varying envelope approxima-
tion (SVEA) results an intensity of the CARS signal given by:

IAS ∝ |χ(3)|2I2pIs · L2 sinc2
(
∆kL

2

)
(1.10)

where k = nw/c is the wavevector, ∆k is the wavevector mismatch computed as
∆k = kas − (2kp − ks) for the case kpr = kp, and L is the interaction length.

A number of observations can be made about the evolution of the CARS intensity
from this formula. The intensity of the CARS signal is quadratically dependent on
χ(3) which in turn scales with the number of scatterers in the sample N . Equation
1.10 also introduces another important parameter, the wavevector mis-match ∆k

which has to be minimized for getting strong CARS signals. This condition is
termed as phase matching condition and is visualized in figures 1.1(b) and (c) for
forward and backward propagating CARS signals, respectively.

In the early experimental implementation of CARS the incident fields were
weakly focused. This necessitates the adoption of bulky non-collinear beam ge-
ometries such as in Box-CARS in order to satisfy the phase matching condition
[21, 22]. This has historically constrained CARS to spectroscopic applications such
as for the inspection of gases in flames. Tight focusing of the beams has relaxed this
phase matching condition because of the shortening of the interaction length which
minimizes the sinc2 term in equation 1.10 [23]. This has made CARS microscopic
imaging accessible by allowing the raster scanning of the beams.
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Although the classical formulation of χ(3) in equation 1.8 provides an intuitive
insight into non-linear interaction of light and matter it merely provides a qualitative
picture. Quantum descriptions of the CARS process provide a quantitative descrip-
tion by taking into account the quantized nature of both the field and the matter.
This considerations result in expressions that fit into the observed characteristics of
the third-order non-linear susceptibility such as the presence of both resonant and
non-resonant (NR) contributions created by coherent four wave mixing [24]. The
energy level diagram for such four photon non resonant component of the third order
susceptibility is depicted in figure 1.2(a).

Figure 1.2: (a) Energy level diagram showing the non-resonant contributions to the
CARS process. (b) The total CARS spectrum (solid green line) with individual con-
tributions: (I) non-resonant contribution (dotted black line). (II) Raman resonant
contribution (solid blue line). (III) mixing term (dashed red line).

This four-wave mixing, non-resonant component is incorporated in the expression
for the χ(3) as:

χ(3) = χ
(3)
NR + χ

(3)
R . (1.11)

while the Raman-resonant contribution to the susceptibility χ
(3)
R is given by :

χ
(3)
R =

AR

∆− iγ
(1.12)

where AR is the normalized vibrational mode strength, ∆ is the detuning fre-
quency given by ∆ = ωp − ωs − ωv in which ωv is the vibrational frequency, and γ

corresponds to the bandwidth of the Raman line. The magnitude of χ(3)
R is enhanced

when the difference frequency of the pump and the Stokes matches the frequency
of a Raman active vibration of the target molecule. It is a Lorentzian function
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approximation of the solution to a damped harmonic oscillator formulation of the
frequency dependence [25]. Inserting equation 1.11 into equation 1.10 results in:

IAS(∆) ∝ |χ(3)
NR|2 + |χ(3)

R (∆)|2 + 2χ
(3)
NRRe{χ(3)

R (∆)}. (1.13)

The first term on the right side of the equation is purely frequency independent
and manifests in CARS images as a constant offset term. The second term is the
actual relevant contribution to the CARS imaging process. The last interference
term couples the resonant and non-resonant components and is the major drawback
for CARS imaging as it cannot be simply subtracted from the total acquired signal.
The responses of each of these terms and their total sum to the detuning ∆ is shown
in figure 1.2(b). A number of approaches, such as frequency modulation (FM) CARS
[26], polarization sensitive detection CARS [27], time-resolved CARS [28] have been
proposed to remove the background or detect only the resonant contribution and
have been reasonably successful but do so at an overhead complexity of detection
modules.

Different vibrational modes have been investigated using CARS including the
OH stretching vibration mode in water molecules [29] and the phosphate stretch
vibration in DNA [30]. Nonetheless, most investigations have focused on probing the
limited number of strong Raman modes in the high wavenumber (2500–3500 cm−1)
region of the vibrational spectrum. In particular, the CH2 symmetric stretching
vibration at 2845 cm−1 typically found in abundance in lipids has been exploited
for investigating the fat content in tissue [31, 32, 33].

In comparison, there have been far less CARS investigations in the information-
rich fingerprint region (800–1800 cm−1) region. One reason for this the lack of strong
resonances, in comparison with the non-resonant background, in the fingerprint
region making it difficult to isolate the spectral signature of a molecule from the
CARS spectra acquired. This problem is illustrated in figure 1.3(a) in which the
total CARS spectrum is plotted for different Raman-resonant to non-resonant CARS
ratios. The more the non-resonant contribution overwhelms the resonant part, the
less the CARS spectrum resembles the spontaneous Raman resonance (which is
proportional to the imaginary part of the third-order susceptibility χ3). Another
complication in the fingerprint region is the presence of multiple, overlapping peaks
from different molecular groups in biological tissue within the fingerprint region.
This congestion of the spectra makes it difficult to extract individual molecular
contributions to the CARS spectrum. This particular issue is elaborated in figure
1.3(b) wherein CARS spectra of two neighbouring resonances under two different
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Figure 1.3: Complications arising from the dispersive shape of the CARS spectrum
in the fingerprint region. (a) Shape of CARS spectra from varying ratios of Raman-
resonant to non-resonant background. Raman spectrum (blue), χ(3)

R = 10χ
(3)
NR (green

dots), χ
(3)
R = 5χ

(3)
NR (green solid), χ

(3)
R = χ

(3)
NR (green dashes). (b) Effect of CARS

spectrum on two neighbouring peaks. Well separated Raman resonances (top). Over-
lapping peaks (bottom).

conditions are displayed. When the two resonances are well separated (top plot)
the CARS spectrum agrees reasonably well with the spontaneous Raman resonance.
For very close resonances (bottom plot) the dispersive nature of the non-resonant
CARS background obscures individual components.

Two-Photon Excited Fluorescence (TPEF)

TPEF is a non-linear fluorescence technique that can be used to image autofluo-
rophores in tissue samples as in case of single fluorescence. In the latter, a single
photon is absorbed by a chromophore resulting in an electronic excitation from the
ground state into an electronically excited state. From the excited state the electron
undergoes fast radiation-less de-excitation steps and eventually relaxes back to the
electronic ground state by emitting a fluorescence photon. This incoherent process is
depicted in figure 1.4(a). In the case of TPEF the excitation mechanism is changed
and two photons are simultaneously absorbed to excite the electron [34]. The first
photon excites the electron to a virtual level and the second photon excites to an
excited electron state as in figure 1.4(b). The de-excitation path then proceeds as
in the case of one-photon fluorescence.

With paraxial approximation considerations, the intensity of TPEF If can be
formulated as:

⟨If⟩ ∼= σTPEF · I2o . (1.14)
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Figure 1.4: Jablonski diagram for (a) single photon excited fluorescence. (b)
TPEF. (c) Energy level diagram for SHG.

where Io is the intensity of the incident field and σTPEF is the TPEF cross-section
which encapsulates the two photon absorption cross-section σTPA and the fluores-
cence quantum yield η as σTPEF = σTPA · η.

In contrast to one photon fluorescence, in TPEF microscopy the signal gener-
ated is spectrally remote from the excitation wavelength allowing easier collection
of the generated signal. The non-linearity of TPEF is observable from equation
1.14 as the intensity of the generated signal depends quadratically on the intensity
of the incident field [35]. Though typical intrinsic TPEF cross-sections are lower
than that of exogenous labels, there are a number of endogenous fluorophores in
mammalian tissue that have been investigated using TPEF. Among such autofluo-
rophores include porphyrins, aminoacids, macromolecular proteins like collagen and
elastin, enzymes such as NADH and flavines [36]. Similarly, the absorption of more
than two low-energy photons simultaneously could result in the excitation of an
electron from the ground state to an electronic excited state. The non-linearity in
the dependence of fluorescence intensity on the incident fields correspondingly scales
with the number of photons involved. Fluorescence arising from such non-linear ab-
sorption of photons, including TPEF, is in general termed as multi-photon excited
autofluorescence (MPEF).

Second Harmonic Generation (SHG)

SHG is a second order, non-linear, coherent scattering optical process. In terms
of photon exchange, in SHG, two photons of frequency ω are consumed to form a
photon with twice the frequency 2ω of each incident photon. Figure 1.4(c) shows
the energy level diagram of this process.

SHG is the result of the second-order non-linear contribution to the polarization
P⃗ (2) = ϵoχ

(2)E⃗ · E⃗. The second order non-linear susceptibility χ(2) vanishes for
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a centrosymmetric medium. As such, SHG occurs only in non-centrosymmetric
materials. Proceeding as in the CARS case, the intensity of the SHG signal can be
determined starting from the non-linear wave equation. Accordingly, the intensity
of the SHG signal after traversing a χ(2) material of thickness L is given by:

I(2ω) ∝ (χ(2))2 · I2w · L2 · sinc2
( |∆k|L

2

)
. (1.15)

The intensity of the SHG signal scales quadratically with the incident field inten-
sity. The wave-vector mismatch here is formulated as ∆k = 2kω − k2ω in which the
kω, k2ω are the wave-vectors for the excitation and the SHG fields respectively. SHG
microscopy collects morphological information about the distribution of anisotropic
structures in biological tissue [37]. Typically in mammalian tissue SHG arises from
collagen, a highly-ordered, non-centrosymmetric structure that has large hyper-
polarizablity [38]. Consequently, the structural organization of collagen at different
levels has been investigated using SHG microscopy [39]. Other structural proteins
that are SHG active include actin-myosin, tubulin and cholesterol crystals.

Multi-modal Imaging Scheme

Combining CARS, SHG and TPEF into a single multi-modal microscope allows
one to obtain complimentary information from endogenous indicators in the sam-
ple. Accordingly, mammalian tissue samples can be characterized with regards to
the distribution of different molecular groups, collagen and endogenous autofluo-
rophores. Such high resolution morpho-chemical information about cells and tissue
enables the assessment of physiological as well as pathological states.

These techniques are non-linear and as such there are some inherent advantages
gained when imaging biological samples. First, because the signal generation is con-
strained to a tight focal volume in non-linear imaging, there is an intrinsic optical
sectioning capability. This allows three-dimensional imaging of thick tissue samples
and whole cell volumes. In contrast to optical sectioning provided by pinholes in con-
focal microscopy, here the efficiency of signal detection is not compromised and no
de-scanning is required. Second, during imaging, photodamage and photobleaching
of the sample are constrained to the focal volume (wherein the excitation intensi-
ties are high enough). Moreover, when compared to the ultraviolet-visible beams
used for single photon fluorescence, the longer excitation wavelength of non-linear
imagining incur less photodamage to the tissue. The near-infrared (NIR) excita-
tion wavelengths also allow for better depth of penetration in tissue due to lower
absorption, by water and hemoglobin, and lower scattering [40, 41, 42]. Another
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contributing factor for an improved penetration depth in non-linear imaging is the
fact that rather than just the ballistic photons as in confocal microscopy, all of the
scattered photons from the tissue contribute to the detected signal from a single
scan position. Non-linear multimodal frameworks that exploit these merits have
found diverse application in biological and diagnostic research areas [43, 44, 45].
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2 | Discussion

2.1 Multimodal Microscope [FBL1]

The basic features of microscopic platforms that combine the non-linear modalities
CARS, SHG and TPEF are discussed using the setup shown in figure 2.1(a) as a
reference.

The first critical aspect of such setups is the excitation laser source. High photon
fluxes are required for non-linear excitation. This necessitates the use of ultrafast
laser sources that keep the average power low but result in intense peak powers
at the focal spot. Historically the first among the modalities to be incorporated
into laser scanning microscopes, TPEF has been implemented using laser sources
that generate pulses of duration ranging from 100 femto-seconds (fs) to few pico-
seconds (ps) [35]. SHG modality has been incorporated to such setups by making
small modifications to the detection system with regards to the detection filters
used and the placement of the detector. In these implementations, fs pulses are
preferred as they keep the average power (Pavg) minimum thereby limiting tissue
photodamage without compromising on the high peak power (Pp) needed to generate
the non-linear effect (as apparent in the equation Pp ∝ Pavg/ (fp · τp) where τp is the
pulse duration and fp is the pulse repetition rate). The more stringent constraints
in the multi-modal framework in terms of the laser source are placed by the CARS
modality as it requires two excitation wavelengths that need to be overlapped both
spatially and temporally in the sample. In conventional CARS systems based on
bulk sources, the outputs of a mode-locked laser and a synchronously pumped optical
parametric oscillator (OPO) are the sources of the Stokes and pump beams for the
CARS excitation, respectively. For CARS microscopy, the ps mode of operation is
preferred over the fs as it increases the resonant signal to non-resonant background
ratio and reduces photodamage to the tissue. This is because typical Raman line
width’s are smaller than the bandwidth of fs pulses leading to inefficient use of the
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Figure 2.1: Non-linear multimodal imaging for disease diagnosis. (a) Experimen-
tal setup for multimodal imaging. (1) Ti:sapphire laser (2) OPO (3) Laser scanning
microscope (LSM Zeiss 510 Meta). (b) Multimodal image of a head and neck squa-
mous cell carcinoma. Scale bar: 500 µm (c) Inset pictures showing, elastin fibers
surrounding a blood vessel (B), adipocytes containing lipids (A), collagen in blue, and
healthy squamous epithelial tissue(E). Scale bar : 100 µm (d) cancerous squamous
epithelial tissue. green: CARS, Red: TPEF, blue: SHG. Scale bar : 100 µm

laser power available, high NR background and in case other resonances are nearby
reduced spectral resolution.

In the particular case presented in figure 2.1(a) a Ti:sapphire laser (1) gener-
ates 2 ps laser pulses at pulse repetition rate of 76 MHz. A beam splitter divides
the beam into two and part of the beam serves to pump a tunable OPO (A.P.E,
Germany) (2) wherein parametric process in a χ(2) PPLN crystal generates a NIR
signal (1000-1600 nm) and an IR idler beam (1600-3200 nm). Wavelength tuning in
the OPO is possible by cavity length detuning exploiting the intrinsic group velocity
dispersion (GVD) of an additional 48 mm glass block. An SHG crystal in the path
of the signal beam doubles the frequency of the output to provide a beam in the
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visible range between 500 to 800 nm. As the cavity length of the OPO is matched
with the pump the pulses generated are synchronous. Different combination of the
beam from the Ti:sapphire laser and the signal and idler from the OPO can be used
for the CARS process. To illustrate, for probing the Raman-active vibrational peak
of the CH2 stretching vibration centred at 2845 cm−1 the fundamental output from
Ti:sapphire laser tuned to 831 nm is used as CARS Stokes beam and the OPO signal
set to 671 nm serves as the CARS pump beam. The two beams are then combined
using a dichroic mirror and overlapped temporally and spatially before being sent to
a laser scanning microscope. Temporal overlap is ensured by adjusting a mechanical
delay stage equipped with a retro-reflector, a reasonably manageable task when ps
pulses are involved. Spatial overlap can be ensured by making use of two pinholes
placed at a certain distance before the microscope.

For the multiphoton imaging experiments performed a commercial inverted laser
scanning microscope (LSM 510 Meta, Zeiss, Jena, Germany) is repurposed (3). In
the microscope a tightly focused laser spot is raster scanned over the sample and
signal intensities are recorded point by point. Here, beam scanning, made possible
with non-resonant galvanometric scanners, is selected over sample scanning because
it is faster and a large field of view can be covered. The forward generated CARS and
SHG signals are collected by a condenser placed after the sample. The anti-Stokes
signal generated from the CARS process and the SHG signal produced from the
fundamental Ti:sapphire beam are then separated using a beam splitter and further
filtered by band pass filters before being detected by photomultiplier tubes (PMTs).
The TPEF signals are collected in the backward direction by the focusing objective
and filtered by a dichroic mirror, a shortpass filter, and a bandpass filter before
being detected by a PMT placed at the base of the microscope.

When the sample to be imaged is bigger than the field of view of the objective,
tile scans, which are then stitched into larger mosaics, are acquired. These measure-
ments are performed stepwise by translating the sample in lateral direction with
the motorized stage (Märzhäuser Wetzlar, Wetzlar, Germany, accuracy ±3 µm in
lateral direction). These mosaics are usually affected by visible edge artefacts due to
grey-level differences across tile boundaries. A technique was previously introduced
for seamlessly stitching the tiles into an artefact-free mosaic [46]. The algorithm
first corrects for the uneven illumination that appears in each of the tiles with a
multiplicative average brightness tile. Then neighbouring tile edges are compared
and the brightness at each corner is forced to a single common value. The correc-
tion at the edges is then broadcast to the rest of each tile using a mask that takes
the values of each tile corner into consideration. This stitching algorithm has been
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successfully applied to the non-linear images acquired using the microscopic setup
shown in figure 2.1(a).

The described non-linear multimodal imaging platform has been integrated into
the work flow of diseases diagnosis in case studies involving a number of patients
and tissue samples. In the standard clinical procedure, suspected tissue lesions are
inspected and tissue excisions are made. Histopathological slides are then prepared
from these excisions. Typically these slides are examined under bright field mi-
croscopes. From these observations, mostly morphological information is extracted
because the chemical contrast provided by the methods is limited. For instance in
the commonly used hematoxylin and eosine (H&E) staining protocol, structures in
a cell that can be stained with a basic dye(hematoxylin) such as DNA in the nuclei
are discriminated against the components mostly found in the cytoplasm that are
stained with the acidic dye(eosin). Such staining procedures are time consuming
and destructive. This is where non-linear multimodal imaging fits into the picture
by allowing the examination of the unstained slides. It also provides the necessary
morpho-chemical contrast at diffraction limited resolution.

HNSCC and Multimodal Image Analysis

The multimodal imaging approach introduced above together with state of the art
image analysis procedures has for instance been used to discern between healthy
and cancerous tissue in the case of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma [FBL1]
as shown in figure 2.1(b) on page 15. In the tissue samples imaged, different struc-
tures are discernible with the complementary morphological and chemical contrast
provided by the combination of the CARS, TPEF and SHG modalities. In par-
ticular, the CARS modality tuned to match CH2 stretching vibration allows the
imaging of lipids. Similarly, elastin, NAD(P)H, and keratin produce strong TPEF
signals. The main contribution in the SHG channel arises from collagen in the tissue.
The recognition of functional tissue subunits based on this complementary morpho-
chemical contrast is exemplified in figure 2.1(c) wherein lipid rich adipose tissue, a
blood vessel with high elastin fiber content and collagen tissue are apparent from
the CARS, TPEF and SHG modalities respectively. Similar to visual inspection of
stained tissue samples, characteristic morphological changes affiliated with malig-
nant transformation, such as altered cytoplasm to nuclei ratio, are observable from
these multi-modal images 2.1(d).

Moreover, the relative intensity of the modalities provides additional information
that can be used in the discrimination of cancerous and healthy tissue areas. In this
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regard multidimensional histograms, typically employed in co-localization analysis,
are suitable ways to present the information contained in multiple channels. From
such analysis, it is evident that healthy and cancerous areas form separate clusters in
the scattergrams. Quantitatively such information can be formulated as a Michelson
contrast to establish the discriminatory parameters TPEF to CARS contrast (TCC)
and TPEF to SHG contrast (SAAID). Consequently, TCC is for example higher
in cancerous tissue compared to healthy tissue albeit with significant inter-patient
variance that prevents automatic prediction.

Another set of image attributes that correlate well with the morphological in-
formation in the images are texture features. A previous study ([47]) has examined
the viability of using texture features extracted from CARS images in the automatic
prediction of healthy and cancerous tissue. The performance of various texture de-
scriptors has been analysed in an automatic feature selection framework to select
the ones optimal for classification. Analogously, in [FBL1], the statistical texture
properties, mean, standard deviation (SD), smoothness, third moment, uniformity,
entropy were computed for all the three modalities and a Fisher’s discriminant ratio
was used to rank their performance in discriminating healthy and cancerous tissue.
Accordingly, the 20 top-performing parameters were employed in a linear discrim-
inant analysis (LDA) model with four classes (’healthy’, ’cancerous’, ’other’ and
’background’). The resulting LDA predictions compared well with the pathologist’s
diagnosis. For the majority of the subsequently presented work in this thesis the fo-
cus of CARS imaging is shifted from the highly investigated, CH group of stretching
vibrations to the vibrational peaks in the relatively unexplored fingerprint region.

2.2 CARS imaging in the Fingerprint Region ([FBL2],

[FBL3])

The abundance of spectral signatures from various molecules found in cells and
tissue make the spectral fingerprint region (800–1800 cm−1) the most biologically
relevant. CARS micro-spectroscopy in this region is challenging for that same rea-
son as elaborated in section 1.2.1. Specifically, the congestion of the spectral peaks
and their interference with each other and non-resonant background complicates
the isolation of individual contributions in the CARS spectra acquired. However,
there are organelles and compartments in cells and tissue that serve as repository
to relatively high concentrations of certain molecules that have strong Raman sig-
natures in the fingerprint region. For instance, as much as 80 % of the vitamin A in
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the liver is enclosed in lipid droplets of hepatic stellate cells [48]. The high-density
localization of such molecules within discernible repositories could be utilized as a
means of contrast in CARS microscopy.

The influence of the non-resonant CARS background is reduced when using NIR
excitation wavelengths for both the pump and Stokes. This is mainly owing to
the fact that two photon absorption responsible for the non-resonant background
is reduced as there are fewer two photon electronic resonances in tissue that can
be excited by NIR wavelengths. However, the setup introduced above (shown in
figure 2.1 on page 15) is not suited for working with NIR excitation wavelengths as
the pump beam is selected to be in the visible range. This is because the optical
components in the microscope reduce the overall throughput to as low as (< 10 %)
for wavelengths above 850 nm. For the experiments in the NIR wavelength region
an in-house built microscopic setup depicted in figure 2.2(a) is employed instead.
The depth of penetration that is achievable with optical microscopic methods is also
dependent on the wavelengths of the excitation beams. The NIR photons utilized
in this setup travel deep into tissue as they lie within the biological window of the
electromagnetic radiation. There is less scattering by mammalian tissue (scattering
scales with λ−4) and less absorption by water and hemoglobin within this window
as can be seen in figure 2.2(b).

The laser source for this microscope is an Nd:vanadate picosecond laser (High-Q
picoTrain, High-Q laser, Austria)(1) that generates a 1064 nm, 7.5 ps long pulses
at 80 MHz repetition rate. An in-cavity crystal in the pico-train frequency doubles
this fundamental beam to produce an output that pumps a tunable OPO (Levante
Emerald, A.P.E, Berlin, Germany)(2). The parametric process in the OPO occurs in
a temperature tunable LBO crystal. The signal from the OPO is tunable from 660 to
960 nm while the respective idler tuning range is 1120 - 2030 nm. The signal from
the OPO can be directly used for the CARS process without further conversion
resulting in a stable system. The two excitation beams are overlapped, spatially
and temporally, and coupled into the in-house built microscope (3). Assembling
such a custom microscope enables easy access to the optical components so that
efficient signal generation and collection can be optimized for each modality. This
is particularly relevant to non-linear microscopy because the generated signals are
weak compared to the excitation beams and proper collection of the signals and
rejection of the interfering signals than what is provided from commercial systems
is needed. The galvo-scanners of the microscope (4) direct the beams to the back
focal plane of the objectives using NIR optimized scan and tube lenses. Depending
on the objective used different relay lenses can be fitted on the microscope. Here,
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Figure 2.2: (a) Experimental setup for non-linear multi-modal imaging with NIR
excitation wavelengths and an in-house built laser scanning microscope. One out-
put of a Nd:vanadate picosecond laser (High Q picoTrain) (1) is used as Stokes
beam for the CARS process while a frequency doubled output pumps an OPO (Lev-
ante Emerald) (2) which is used as CARS pump. The two beams are combined and
sent directly to a laser scanning microscope (3). The combined beams are directed
by the galvo-scanners (4) of the microscope onto the back focal plane of a focusing
objective lens (5). Forward generated CARS is detected by a PMT (6) placed af-
ter a condenser lens. The backward generated CARS signal can be separated from
the excitation beams and redirected to another PMT with beam splitter (7). In the
multimodal detection configuration a dichroic mirror (8) separates the CARS from
MPEF and/or SHG signals. (b) Absorption spectra of water and blood by mam-
malian tissue, elucidating the clear optical window for tissue imaging (adapted from
[42]).

when working with a 20×, 0.4 numerical aperture (NA) NIR objective (M Plan Apo
NIR 20×, Mitutoyo, Japan) (5) four NIR achromatic doublets that keep the 4 mm
diameter of the beam incident on the scan mirrors are used to fill the relatively
small back aperture of the objective. For studies with a larger back aperture, 25×,
1.1 NA water immersion objective (CFI Apo LWD 25XW, Nikon Inc., U.S.A) a
more compatible NIR tube scan lens combination (MPM-SL, Thorlabs, originally
designed for Thorlabs multiphoton imaging systems) is fitted onto the microscope.

The different detection configurations possible with this setup are depicted in
the inset pictures of figure 2.2(a). The forward generated CARS and SHG signals
can be collected in the forward direction using a condenser or a simple focusing lens
with aperture comparable to the focusing objective as shown in the F-CARS con-
figuration. The signals are ultimately detected by a PMT (H10721-20, Hamamatsu,
Japan) (6) after passing though band pass filters appropriate for the modality. For
the backward generated CARS and TPEF signals the collection in the epi direc-
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tion with the E-CARS configuration is possible. Here a beam splitter (7) is needed
to separate and redirect the generated signal from the excitation beams. For the
CARS modality additional series of band pass filters are placed before the PMT to
selectively detect the anti-Stokes signal. Analogously, for the TPEF modality cor-
responding band pass filters can be employed to detect the non-linear fluorescence
excited by the fundamental beam of the Ti:sapphire. To detect the three non-linear
modalities at the same time the multi-modal configuration is used. In this case, an
additional dichroic mirror (8) in the backward beam path is needed to separate the
CARS signal from SHG and fluorescence signals.

Initial experiments with this setup in the fingerprint region involved pure Retinoid
molecular species (retinol synthetic, retinyl palmitate, retinoic acid and trans-Retinal)
(Sigma – Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Germany). These molecules feature intense vibra-
tional peaks in their Raman spectrum in the vicinity of 1590 cm−1. This arises from
the conjugated carbon double bonds (C=C) in their elongated polyene structure.
The functional groups specific to each species result in various shifts in the position
of the peak. The estimated spectral resolution of the CARS setup (≈ 5 cm−1), in
principle, allows the discrimination of the different retinoid species. This has conse-
quences in liver imaging because the retinoid metabolite composition of healthy and
pathological liver is different [49]. To test the capability of the setup, CARS images
were acquired from diluted (1:10 in ethanol) (figure 2.3(a-c)) and pure (figure 2.3(d-
f)) forms of retinol and trans-Retinal placed alongside each other on a microscopic
slide. CARS spectra were extracted from a series of images that are acquired by
varying the pump wavelength. The OPO output tuned to 909 nm combined with
the fundamental beam from Nd:vanadate allows probing of the Raman-active vibra-
tional peak of retinol at 1595 cm−1 and results in an anti-Stokes signal at 795 nm.
Trans-Retinal has a shifted vibrational peak at 1572 cm−1 which can be probed by
tuning the OPO beam to 911 nm leading to an anti-Stokes signal at 797 nm [50]. In
these experiments a 775 nm dichroic mirror (FF775-Di01-25x36, Semrock, U.S.A)
is used to separate the anti-Stokes signal from the excitation beams. The series of
band pass filters (FF01-785/62-25, FF01-794/160-25, FF01-731/137-25, Semrock,
U.S.A) placed in the detection path work well for both vibrational peaks probed.

The normalized mean intensity of regions in the acquired CARS images were
then presented in box-plots as a function of the pump wavelength. The spectra ob-
tained are also fitted to examine the influence of the non-resonant background in the
acquisitions. This entails the reformulation of equation 1.13, that summarizes the
frequency dependence of the anti-Stokes signal intensity by inserting the Lorentzian
expression for just the Raman resonant part in equation 1.12 resulting in:
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Figure 2.3: CARS spectral properties of pure Retinoid molecular species. A spectral
series CARS images of retinol and trans-Retinal diluted (1:10 in ethanol) (a-c) and
in pure solid form (d-f). The images with the CARS setup tuned to match 1595 cm−1

(a,d) show just the retinol. In the spectral position between the two resonance peaks
(1580 cm−1)(b,e) both retinol and trans-retinal are visible with reduced contrast.
When the CARS setup is tuned to match 1571 cm−1 (c,f) the trans-retinal forms a
stronger contrast than the retinol in the images. (g) CARS spectra from the series
of images show two distinct peaks for the two molecular species.
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Γ, AR and χ
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From such CARS spectral acquisitions, depicted in figure 2.3(g), it is evident that
the peak of retinol can be clearly discriminated from that of trans-Retinal. The two
observed resonances resemble Lorentzians indicating the major contribution in the
CARS spectrum arises from the Raman-resonant components that is proportional to
the imaginary part of χ(3). Similar results are obtained for the other Retinoid molec-
ular sub-species envisaging the potential of the microscopic setup for investigating
retinoid metabolism. The subsequently presented sections demonstrate the appli-
cation of the finger-print CARS contrast in tissue (hepatic) and cellular (diatoms)
environments.

Hepatic Retinol Content Investigation

Vitamin A is instrumental in vision, immune system, growth and development in
general [51, 52, 53]. Most of the vitamin A in the body is stored in the liver,
particularly in the Hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) encapsulated in the lipid droplets
within the cytoplasm [48]. Pathological states of the liver manifest alterations in the
metabolism of vitamin A early on [49] and the loss of retinol content by the HSCs
is characteristic of an injured or diseased liver [54]. This prompts the investigation
of hepatic tissue retinol content for understanding liver diseases.

Single photon fluorescence of vitamin A in fresh liver cryosections when excited
by UV light has helped to image its distribution in a label-free manner in contrast
to the invasive gold-standard technique of gold chloride impregnation [55, 56]. How-
ever, rapid photobleaching and tissue photodamage by UV light has long prevented
fluorescence from being a practical approach for long duration investigation of hep-
atic tissue [48]. These problems are circumvented when using CARS microscopy
which also enables thick tissue imaging because of its optical sectioning capability.
Particularly with the use of NIR excitation wavelengths better penetration depths
can be achieved and the photobleaching of the specimen is avoided.

These factors prompted the study in [FBL2] wherein CARS microscopy is em-
ployed to assess the vitamin A content of thick liver tissue by probing the character-
istic retinol vibrational peak in the Raman spectra. Consequently, freshly sampled
tissue from mouse and pig livers were studied with the NIR CARS microscopic setup.
Sample preparation was kept to a minimum and only entailed the excision of tissue
blocks and hydration before a cover-slip is placed. A representative CARS image of
the mouse liver is depicted in figure 2.4(a). In the image, Raman resonant contribu-
tion from the bright spots form a strong contrast with the relatively darker uniform
tissue background. Similar contrast is also obtained from the pig liver sample. The
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Figure 2.4: Imaging Retinol in liver tissue samples. (a) Representative CARS im-
age of a freshly excised mouse liver tissue with the CARS modality tuned to probe the
retinol peak at 1595 cm−1. The bright spot that form a strong contrast with the rest
of the tissue background correspond to retinol containing droplets. Scale bar: 50 µm
(b) CARS spectra of pure retinol (red) and droplets in pig liver tissue (blue) computed
from a series of images obtained by varying the pump wavelength. The characteristic
peak of retinol is observable in the CARS spectra from the tissue droplets, though it
features a small red shift of the peak (in wavenumber) and an asymmetry in the peak
indicating a minor contribution of the non-resonant background.

extracted CARS spectrum from these spots is compared to that of pure retinol with
its characteristic vibrational peak at 1595 cm−1 due to the C=C stretching vibra-
tion in its conjugated polyene structure. Although, the spectrum from the tissue
droplets has a slight dispersive shape because of the non-resonant contributions the
peaks do correspond indicating that the bright spots are indeed deposits of vitamin
A. These CARS spectra correspond very well, in terms of peak position and width,
with the SRS/CARS spectra of pure retinol recorded by Freudiger et al. [57].

Although the CARS signal from the vitamin A sample is strong, information
about its distribution in the bulk sample is lacking as there is no information from
the rest of the tissue. Particularly, considering the architecture of the liver depicted
in figure 2.5; the liver is comprised of roughly hexagonal structures termed hepatic
lobules containing a central vein in the middle and portal triads consisting of hepatic
veins and arteries at the corners. The liver sinusoids are enlarged capillaries that
run from the central vein to the hepatic arteries and veins of the portal triads. The
major cells of the liver, the hepatocytes, occupy the hepatic lobule space between
the sinusoids. The vitamin A containing hepatic stellate cells are situated in the
space of Disse between the liver sinusoids and the hepatocytes. Imaging the lobular
structure of the hepatic tissue would provide the missing contextual information.

For these purposes, the modalities SHG and MPEF can be utilized to provide
complementary morpho-chemical information. The collagen in the connective tissue
that surrounds the hepatic lobules provides decent SHG signal because it is a non-
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Figure 2.5: A schematic showing the architecture of the liver. The hexagonally
shaped hepatic lobules contain the blood filled sinusoids (S) that run from the central
vein (CV) to the portal traids (P). The rest of the hepatic lobule space is lined with
the major cells of the liver, the hepatocytes (H). The hepatic stellate cells (HS) that
encapsulate the retinol-containing lipid droplets are situated in the space of Disse
between the liver sinsuoid and the hepatocytes.

centrosymmetric structure (see figure 2.6(a)). Collecting fluorescence from a broad
spectral window allows to image other structures in the hepatic tissue. In particular
the bright plates of hepatocytes form a contrast with the dark blood filled sinusoids
due to the NADH autofluorescence. Such a multimodal image of a bulk liver tissue is
depicted in figure 2.6(b). A corresponding image of the tissue area with the CARS
modality tuned to retinol detection is presented in figure 2.6(c). The composite
image in figure 2.6(d) better illustrates the merit of using multiple modalities.

The fact that vitamin A is stored in lipid droplets in liver presents another ap-
proach to confirm the contrast observed in the CARS images. The image of the lipid
droplets in the tissue acquired with the CARS modality reconfigured for detecting
the CH2 stretching vibration at 2845 cm−1 results in bright spots that co-localize
with those of the retinol (see figures 2.6(e-h)). The extended structure of the liver
tissue can be imaged at high resolution by stitching multiple tiles together (with the
technique described in section 2.1). Representative stitched MPEF images depicted
in figure 2.7(a,c), show the complete structure of a liver louble as introduced above.
Independently acquired CARS images from the respective tissue areas presented
figure 2.7(b,d) show the distribution of retinol within the elucidated structure. Si-
multaneous acquisition of the modalities that is made possible by compromising
some of the image quality ensures an error-free co-registration of the modalities.
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Figure 2.6: Multimodal imaging of hepatic tissue is illustrated (a-d). (a) Connec-
tive tissue surrounding hepatic lobules visualized using SHG imaging of a pig liver
tissue (≈ 15 µm below the surface). (b) Visualization of hepatocytes and liver si-
nusoids using MPEF. (c) Vitamin A droplets imaged with the CARS modality. (d)
An overlaid image of the modalities showing complementary contrast (red: retinol
CARS, green: MPEF plus SHG). The encapsulation of vitamin A in lipid droplets
is demonstrated in (e-f). (e) and (f) show pig liver tissue (≈ 20 µm below the sur-
face) imaged using CARS (tuned for vitamin A detection) and MPEF respectively.
(g) lipid droplets in the hepatic tissue imaged by re-configuring the CARS setup for
probing the CH2 stretching vibration. (h) overlaid composite image (retinol-CARS:
red, multi-photon fluorescence: green, lipid-CARS: blue, lipid-CARS: green) shows
the co-localization of the bright spots from both modalities.

Such simultaneously acquired multimodal images are presented in figures 2.7(e) and
(f).

The presented approach of hepatic retinol imaging with CARS microscopy does
not lead to photobleaching of the signal or tissue photodamage as confirmed by the
inspection of a time series of images taken from a single tissue area. A comparative
TPEF image of the retinol in hepatic tissue using the setup in figure 2.1(a) with
comparable average power leads to the bleaching of the signal and an observable
photodamage to the tissue with the multiple scanning.

Such bulk tissue CARS imaging in the fingerprint region is potentially instru-
mental in the in vivo assessment of abnormalities in vitamin A metabolism. The
introduced setup could also be applied in nonperturbative investigation of living
cells as elaborated in the following section.
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Figure 2.7: Representative large mosaic multimodal images of hepatic tissue. (a)
The SHG signal from the connective tissue(C) outlines the partial boundary of a
hepatic lobule. The MPEF from the hepatocytes (H) forms a contrast with the dark
sinusoids (S). The subsequently acquired image of the same tissue area using the
CARS modality tuned to retinol detection shows how the vitamin A droplets scatter
throughout the lobular structure. Similar, sequentially acquired multimodal images in
(c) and (d) show a more complete structure of a smaller hepatic lobule. Overlaid im-
ages from simultaneous acquisition of the MPEF (green) and CARS modalites (red)
in (e) and (f) better demonstrate the intra-lobular distribution vitamin A droplets
in a classical liver lobule and a liver acinus (the functional unit of the liver), respec-
tively. Scale bars: 100 µm

Pigment Accumulation in Microalgae

In addition to the principal aim of bio-fuel production, the extraction of value
added co-products from microalgae is an active field of research [58]. A number
of biomolecules and pigments extracted from microalgae have found various ap-
plications in the pharmaceutical, food and cosmetic industries [59]. Particularly,
carotenoids extracted from diatoms such as fucoxanthin (Fx) have anti-oxidative
and anti-inflammatory properties [60]. The extraction efficiency of pigments from
microalgae is influenced by different environmental factors such as light regimen and
nutrient composition. With substantial sample preparation involved, the metabolic
response of microalgae to these factors, in bulk volumes, can be monitored by
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high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) and mass spectrometry. Raman spec-
troscopy has helped bring the assessment of microalgal pigment content to single
cell levels and native aqueous environments [61, 62]. The typical Raman scatter-
ing efficiency of pigments found in microalgae is low thereby necessitating longer
acquisition times that are impractical when large numbers of cells are involved.

CARS presents itself as a viable alternative for these purposes as it provides
stronger signals. CARS allows fast, label-free investigation of a large number of
cells. In addition, strong single photon fluorescence from chlorophyll is avoided
as the anti-Stokes signal detected is blue-shifted from the excitation beams. Ac-
cordingly, CARS microscopy was utilized to first map the distribution of pigments,
carotenoids in particular, in the uni-cellular autotrophs Ditylum brightwellii and
Stephanopyxis turris and subsequently monitor the effect of different light cycles on
the accumulation of these pigments ([FBL3]). From band assignments of Raman
spectra from these diatoms [63] there is a prominent peak in the molecular finger-
print region around 1528 cm−1 that is attributed to the carotenoid pigments in the
diatoms. The single band CARS microscopy experiments focused on these particular
bands. The NIR setup described in section 2.2 was used for these studies with the
OPO signal tuned to 915 nm as the CARS pump beam and the fundamental output
of the pico-train at 1064 nm as the CARS Stokes excitation beam. In these studies
the microscope was configured for detection in the epi-direction with simultaneous
acquisition of a complementary TPEF.

Typical multimodal microscopic images of D. brightwellii and S. turris are pre-
sented in figure 2.8(a) and (b), respectively. In these images, the red channel cor-
responds to the CARS modality and the green represents TPEF. The stretching
vibration of the conjugated double bonds (C=C) in the carotenoids contained in
the chloroplasts of the diatoms form strong resonant CARS contrast to the rest of
the cell. In parallel, fluorescence from chlorophyll found throughout the cell forms a
complementary contrast in the TPEF channel. To confirm the carotenoid contrast
in the CARS images, the spectral properties of the observed high-intensity areas
are co-plotted with corresponding measurements of pure fucoxanthin (Fx) and β-
carotene in figure 2.8(c). These plots portray the mean intensity from the regions
in an image series taken as the pump wavelength is varied. The CARS spectra ex-
tracted from the diatoms have a Lorentzian shape signifying a major contribution
from the Raman-resonant component. Although various pigments with peaks near
this spectral region are found in the diatoms in varying concentrations, the domi-
nating contribution here is apparently from the Fx which has a peak at 1531 cm−1.
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Figure 2.8: Non-linear microscopic images of diatoms. Composite images of the
diatom D. brightwellii (a) and S. turris (b) with the modalities epi-collected CARS
at 1528 cm−1(red) and TPEF from chlorophyll (green). (c) CARS spectra computed
from series of images of D. brightwellii (in blue), pure fucoxanthin (in green) and
β-carotene (in red). The peaks of D. brightwellii, and pure fucoxanthin (in green)
agree well indicating the later to be the major carotenoid contribution in the diatom.
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This carotenoid imaging potential of the CARS modality helps map its spatial dis-
tribution in the entirety of the diatom cell at diffraction limited resolution.

The effect of varying the light regimen on the amount of carotenoid accumulated
in the diatoms can thus be investigated with CARS microscopy by imaging the
carotenoid distribution in a large number of cells. Sample CARS images of D.
brightwellii kept under different light-dark cycles are presented in figure 2.9(a) and
(b). Evidently, cells kept under longer dark cycles (20:4) display stronger CARS
signal intensities. As the CARS signal intensity is quadratically proportional to the
pigment concentration, this differences in the images imply that longer dark cycles
lead to accumulation of pigments.

Figure 2.9: Investigating the effect of different light intensities on pigment accu-
mulation in D. brightwellii. The diatom under 20:4 light:dark cycle (a) under 4:20
light:dark cycle (b). (c) Mean CARS intensity of D. brightwellii for three different
light cycles for three consecutive days of experiments showing increased caroteinoid
accumulation for longer dark periods. (d) Spontaneous Raman spectra of the diatom
D. brightwellii displayed along with linear discriminant (LD) coefficients (mean and
standard deviation). (e) Score plots for a randomly chosen iteration step contain-
ing two different layers. One layer with 2-dimensional histogram (hexagons) for the
distribution of projected training data into LD and another layer for projections of
the corresponding test data that was left out from modelling.
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Comprehensive studies involving large number of D. brightwellii cells were car-
ried out to assert the above claim. To analyse the large volume of images acquired
automatically, a marker based watershed algorithm developed in MATLAB (The
MathWorks, MA, USA) was utilized. The algorithm segments the chloroplasts that
encapsulate the carotenoids in the diatom images which are then used as masks for
computing the mean intensity of the carotenoid areas. The results of the analysis
summarized in figure 2.9(c) are concurrent with the observation on the sample im-
ages. The observed pigment accumulation for longer dark cycles, consistent over
days of experiments, is repeated for studies with Stephanopyxis turris as well.

To reveal possible relative pigment contribution changes that might occur simul-
taneously, spontaneous Raman spectroscopic measurements of limited sample points
within the diatoms were performed concurrently (results displayed in figure 2.9(d)).
PLS-LDA classification of the Raman results identified changes with contributions
solely coming from carotenoid molecules as the light regimen is varied (see figure
2.9(e)). A reallocation in pigment composition favouring the accumulation of photo-
protective pigments diatoxanthin (Dtx) and diadinoxanthin (Ddx) is uncovered with
these studies. In conclusion, CARS microscopic imaging allowed the incorporation
of spatial carotenoid distribution information from a large number of diatoms for
analysing the effect of light-dark cycles on pigment accumulation.

2.3 Optimizing Image Acquisition [FBL4], [FBL5],

[FBL6]

The experimental setups discussed so far are based on bulk laser sources that have a
large footprint and are costly. In addition they are very sensitive to environmental
condition such as the temperature in the room, mechanical vibrations and skilled
personnel are usually needed to configure and handle the systems. For eventually
transitioning the technology to the end user compact, robust, easy to use, turn key
systems are needed. This motivated the research for employing fiber-laser sources
in non-linear microscopy. Consequently, fiber laser sources that employ four wave
mixing inside photonic crystal fibers (PCF) to generate excitation beams needed for
CARS microscopy have been developed [64, 65]. Such a laser source, together with
a variant of the home-built laser scanning microscope described above have been
integrated into a compact, portable platform that is robust, easy to handle and thus
suitable for end users [66].
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Image Acquisition Rate

Related to the aforementioned development, the discussion in section 2.1.1 high-
lighted the demonstratively viable use of multi-modal imaging in providing molec-
ular as well as morphological contrast useful for life sciences. However, the studies
only highlighted potential use of multimodal imaging because they involved only
limited number of tissue samples. For making automatic diagnostic predictions,
the image analysis and classification models need to incorporate a large volume of
samples. This will also allow incorporation of information from complete biopsies.

However, considering the image acquisition parameters in the clinical studies
performed with the multi-modal setup in [FBL1], pixel dwell time of 1.6 µs and
averaging twice requires half a minute for acquiring a single tile that corresponds
to a tissue area of 450× 450 µm2. This easily scales to hours when imaging typical
cryo-sections. Consequently the time needed for imaging a large number of samples
would be impractical in a medically meaningful setting. This motivates the need
for an improvement in the image acquisition rate of multimodal setups. Such a
progress would also have impact on other multimodal imaging application areas.
Particularly, the imaging of dynamic processes that is often essential in unraveling
intricate molecular processes occurring in living cells that would benefit if video-rate
multimodal image acquisition is easily manageable.

A number of ideas have been put forth for improving the image acquisition rate of
laser scanning microscopes. Single-focus approaches increase the image acquisition
rate by increasing the scanning speed of the scan mirrors. This can be performed
by using polygonal mirrors or resonant scanners [67, 68]. The speed of scanning in
laser scanning microscopes is constrained by, among other factors, the pixel dwell
times needed for imaging which is inherently intertwined with the imaging modality
involved. As such, if the signal obtained from the contrast forming mechanism
is weak increasing the scanning speed beyond a certain specified limit will only
lead to reduced signal to noise ratio. This is usually counter-acted by increasing
the excitation powers used for imaging which leads to tissue damage. Another
consequence of faster scanning is thermal (linear) damage to the tissue as the sample
does not have enough time to cool down between successive scans. These issues are
compounded by the complexity of implementing such faster scanning modules to
begin with. Particularly, polygonal mirrors are very sensitive to beam fluctuations
and the optical design of the entire setup is complicated when dealing with the
subsequent artefacts caused. The fixed speed with which resonant scanners are
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driven, needed for constant frame garb rates, leads to variation in the pixel dwell
times across the field angle of the mirrors.

The other subset of techniques for speeding the image acquisition process paral-
lelize the whole process using multiple beams. These methods split the excitation
beam into a number of small beamlets, using different approaches, and apply mul-
tiple well separated foci onto the sample [69, 70, 71]. The eventual detection of
the signals is then of course carried out using area detectors such as CCD cameras
which are less suitable for non-linear imaging when compared to PMTs. Collecting
signals from multiple spots at the same time leads to coherence artifacts wherein
interference of the multiple signals degrades the images quality. Time multiplexing
in which the excitation beamlets are temporally delayed from one another, e.g using
thick glass plates, solves this particular problem and allows single point detection
as the signals obtained can be temporally de-multiplexed [72]. The generation of
the multiple excitation beamlets, typically using microlens arrays, presents its own
challenges such as in-homogeneities of illumination across the different arms and
the inefficient use of the laser excitation light. Another variant of multi-focus ap-
proaches circumvents this beam splitting problems by starting with a multi-beam
output laser source [73]. This method is based on bulk laser sources with cumber-
some oscillator designs that are difficult to scale up in terms of the number of beams
to be generated.

In a novel approach to increase the image acquisition speed, some of the elements
just discussed were taken and transferred to the compact fiber laser designs intro-
duced in the previous section. In the first step, the concepts of time multiplexed
multi-beam excitation and de-multiplexed detection were tested on dual-focus SHG
microscopy as it requires only a single excitation beam ([FBL4]). Accordingly, the
output of the fiber laser source is divided 10:1 into two parts using a beam split-
ter and one part is delayed by half the repetition rate of the oscillator by passing
through a single mode fiber. 100 m of a single mode fiber (SM800, Thorlabs) is
required for the 1 MHz repetition rate fiber laser. The power of the minor part is
reduced after transmission through the delay fiber, consequently, an amplification in
an additionally spliced 1.5 m of Ytterbium (Yb) fiber (LAS-YB-07-01, CorActive)
that is core-pumped at 976 nm is needed to result in power levels similar to the
other arm. Sending the two beams at different angles to the galvo-mirrors of the
laser scanning microscope results in two laterally separated focal spots at the sam-
ple. The signal from these two spots is then sequentially detected (demultiplexed)
to record two images within one cycle of the laser oscillator. For demultiplexing the
SHG signal, 80 ns long voltage pulses generated by the fiber laser internal photodiode
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Figure 2.10: Experimental setup for dual focus SHG microscopy. The fiber laser (1)
output is split 10:1 by a reflective filter (2) and the minor part is coupled into a 100m
single mode fiber (3) that delays the pulses by half the repetition rate of the laser. The
amplified delayed beam and the un-altered beam are coupled onto the galvo-scanners
of the microscope at different angles forming two distinct laterally displaced foci in
the sample. Demultiplexing by a triggered PMT separates the responses of the signals
from the beams. The time multiplexing principle is illustrated in the inset.

are temporally delayed (9520 Digital Delay Pulse Generator, Quantum Composers)
for gating the PMT readout. This whole approach is graphically depicted in figure
2.10.

The two laterally displaced focal spots cover two separate fields of view in essence
speeding up the image acquisition process by a factor of two. Another benefit of
the dual focus setup can be exploited by varying the divergence of the incoming
beams so that two different focal planes can be acquired simultaneously. This is
particularly useful when imaging thick tissue samples. These two applications of
the dual focus setup are depicted in figure 2.11.

The next milestone in the development of the dual focus concept was to realize
it for CARS microscopy ([FBL5]) The fiber-delaying and amplification steps per-
formed on the output of the laser source for the single color in SHG microscopy
are impractical to perform for both colors needed for CARS microscopy simultane-
ously. Therefore, the fiber laser itself was redesigned to provide two outputs each
containing two colors. To help illustrate the changes made the schematics of the
dual focus CARS fiber laser source is presented in figure 2.12. The original design of
the fiber laser introduced in the previous section is highlighted in grey. The laser is
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Figure 2.11: Dual-focus SHG microscopy of human skin tissue. (a) In-plane lat-
erally separated focal spots resulting in an extended horizontal field of view. (b) focal
spots at different depths, achieved by varying the divergence of one beam, enabling
the acquisition of two focal planes within the same laser pulse cycle. Scale bars:
50 µm.

based on a Yb fiber oscillator that generates 1032 nm laser pulses at repetition rate
of 1 MHz. The oscillator output is amplified in two steps in Yb fibers followed by
four wave mixing inside a PCF fiber wherein signal and idler beams are generated.
The dispersion characteristics of the PCF are adjusted to generate a signal output
at 797 nm so that it can be used as a pump for the CARS process together with
the fundamental output of the oscillator to probe the CH2 stretching vibration at
2850 cm−1. In the redesign for dual focus CARS the oscillator output is first split
using a beam splitter placed before the main amplification step and one part (shaded
in yellow) is fiber delayed by half the repetition rate of the oscillator and two paths
proceed with further amplification and four wave mixing in a PCF as in the original
laser design. The result is a dual output laser source with each output containing
both colours needed for CARS microscopy.

The two outputs can be utilized as in the case of dual focus SHG microscopy, to
result in two laterally displaced fields of view by controlling the angle with which
they hit they scan mirrors. CARS images of human artery tissue acquired with
such displaced but overlapping fields of view are presented in figures 2.13(a-b).
Manipulating the distance between the fiber ends and achromatic doublets that
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Figure 2.12: Schematic of a dual focus CARS laser source. An oscillator, bounded
by a semi-conductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) at one side and a fiber
Bragg grating (FBG) at the other produces an output that is split into two paths
after being amplified. A fiber delay in one path allows time multiplexed outputs.
This is succeeded by further amplification in a Yb fiber and second color generation
using four-wave mixing in a PCF in both arms of the laser. The modification to the
original laser layout, presented first in [64] (grey-shaded), is highlighted in yellow.

collimate the beams enables one to modify the divergence of the beams. This can
be used to acquire two laterally displaced focal planes within one cycle of the fiber
oscillator as shown in figure 2.13(c-d). The focus of the second beam in this case is
placed on the border between the thin tissue slice and the sample holder made of
quartz glass to emphasize the lateral separation of the two focal planes.

The characteristics of the beams obtained from the redesigned laser source con-
figuration are comparable to the single focus laser designs and consequently the
quality and contrast on the CARS images obtained are maintained. There appear
to be no coherence artefacts and interfocus cross talk indicating the effectiveness of
the time multiplexing and demultiplexing modules. Although the results demon-
strated here are for the CARS modality, this approach might as well be used for the
other non-linear modalities, TPEF and SHG with the placement of proper filters
in the detection path. In general, the proof of principle experiments carried out
demonstrate the potential of multiple focus non-linear microscopy based on com-
pact fiber laser sources. Increasing the number of foci points is also possible by
adding similar beam paths of varying delay fiber lengths. The theoretical constraint
is the number of pulses that can be accommodated within the temporal window
of the detector. In practice, other factors also hinder the relay of multiple beams
onto the scan mirrors of the laser scanning microscope. The current mechanism
of coupling multiple beams onto the small surface area of the scan mirrors using
just steering mirrors is not a practical approach when a large number of beams are
involved. For these purpose, dedicated beam scanning module design that involve
multiple scan mirrors could be a solution. Alternatively, the twice-fold increase in
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Figure 2.13: Dual-focus CARS microscopy of human artery tissue. (a) and (b)
show two laterally displaced fields of view acquired simultaneously with overlapping
parts emphasized with red dashed lines. (c) and (d) show two axially shifted images
with one being out of focus. Scale bars: 50 µm.

the image acquisition rate can be sacrificed for an improvement in the signal to noise
ratio by simultaneously increasing the pixel dwell time. The setup also presents an
opportunity to accommodate different non-linear modalities on a single detection
module.

Spatial Resolution

Collinear beam geometries for the CARS excitation beams allow the prospective use
of alternative excitation beam profiles. Resolution enhancement is an area that is
usually explored when employing beam profiles other than the standard Gaussian.
Consequently a comparison is made between the focal intensity distribution of a
typically employed Gaussian beam with that of a Bessel beam ([FBL6]).

When examining the resulting two beam profiles it became evident that, al-
though it features side lobes, the Bessel beam has a thinner lateral dimension than
the Gaussian at the focus. Since the induced anti-Stokes polarization in CARS is
given by |P (3)

as |2 ∝ I2pIs choosing a Gaussian profile for the Stokes beam would mul-
tiplicatively remove the side lobes and preserve the narrow lateral profile. This is
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Figure 2.14: Bessel Beam experimental setup (a) and measurement results (b-g).
(a) The pump and Stokes beam in the fiber laser source output are separated by a
beam splitter. Four lenses reshape the pump into a ring-shaped beam. The two beams
are then recombined before being sent to the galvo-scanners of the microscope.The
generated anti-Stokes radiation is collected in forward direction and detected by a
PMT. (b) and (c) present CARS images of polyethylene beads under Gaussian and
Bessel illumination, respectively. (d) plots the profile of bead at the position of the
green dotted line. The blue graphs show the profile and Gaussian fits of the Bessel
illuminated sample while the green graphs plot corresponding data for the Gaussian
illumination. (e) displays a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the a
micro-structured cyclic-olefin copolymer (COC) sample. (f) and (g) show CARS
images of a the COC sample under Gaussian and illumination, respectively. The
yellow, red, green and white scale bars correspond to 0.5 µm, 1 µm, 5 µm and 2 µm
respectively.

expected to result in higher resolution in the lateral direction when a Bessel pump
beam is used instead of a Gaussian in CARS microscopy. For an ideal Bessel beam
the improvement in lateral resolution would be a factor of 1.33. In an experimentally
realizable Bessel like focal intensity profile, achieved by focusing a thin laser ring,
an enhancement by a factor of 1.25 is expected.

To experimentally demonstrate this resolution improvement the microscopic setup
in figure 2.14(a) was used. For lossless generation of the laser ring in the pump arm
of the excitation path two axicons were used. A keplerian telescope is then used to
reduce the beam to a size small enough to fit the scan mirrors of the microscope. A
collection objective with an NA larger than the focusing objective was chosen based
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on the numerical analysis of the anti-Stokes beam far field radiation that highlighted
the strength of the signal at angles higher than the excitation beam.

The experimental results obtained for these parameters are presented in fig-
ures 2.14(b-g) wherein polyethylene (PE) beads are imaged with Gaussian (figure
2.14(b)) and Bessel (figure 2.14(c)) pump beams. The resulting differences are bet-
ter illustrated in the single line profile extracted and the respective Gaussian fits
in figure 2.14(d). Similar experiments with cyclic-olefin copolymer (COC) samples
demonstrate that small structures are more pronounced in the Bessel images when
compared to Gaussian CARS images figure 2.14(e-g).
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3 | Summary

Innovative visualization techniques are needed to meet the increasing demands in
life sciences and biomedicine. For instance, the escalating burden on healthcare
systems due to the ageing of the world population and the subsequent prevalence
of cardiovascular diseases and cancer necessitates the development of novel means
to screen and diagnose diseases in a manner that reduces costs and inflicts minimal
inconvenience on patients. Such techniques need to provide morphological as well as
chemical information about the sample being investigated at high resolution. They
also have to be fast and label-free to allow the sample to be examined in its native
environment.

Multimodal non-linear imaging techniques can fulfil this role because they pro-
vide non-invasive and potentially in vivo means to investigate tissue with cellular
resolution. A particularly promising approach that has garnered attention as of
late is the combination of coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS), second
harmonic generation (SHG) and two photon excited autofluorescence (TPEF) mi-
croscopy. CARS microscopy, a non-linear variant of Raman, provides a contrast
based on intrinsic molecular vibrations in the sample. SHG microscopy images
non-centrosymmetric structures in the tissue such as collagen. TPEF is a non-
linear fluorescence imaging technique that is used to image autofluorophores in a
tissue sample. Therefore a multimodal approach integrating these modalities per-
mits the detailed characterization of tissue samples with regards to the distribution
of different molecular groups (e.g, CH2, CH3), anisotropic biological structures, and
endogenous autofluorophores. Laser scanning microscopic setups that incorporate
these modalities have been developed by accommodating the different requirements
of each technique and the resulting complementary contrast has been employed for
various applications. Analysis of images acquired by such microscopes has to be
preceded by preprocessing steps. In this respect, stitching algorithms incorporat-
ing uneven illumination correction procedures have been developed and applied to
mitigate visible edge artifacts that arise when tile scans are used to image extended
biological specimens that exceed the field of view provided by the microscope. Sub-
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sequent image analysis of the non-linear multimodal images have augmented the
typical morphological information obtained from such images.

In the first section of this thesis, the diagnostic potential of multimodal non-
linear imaging has been demonstrated in the case of head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma ([FBL1]). In the preliminary intensity analysis of the images obtained,
cancerous areas featured an increased median TPEF to CARS contrast (TCC) values
when compared to healthy squamous epithelium. Succeeding linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) predication of healthy and cancerous areas based on intensity and
texture features leads to results that are in good agreement with the pathologist’s
diagnosis.

Typically, as in the study just described, CARS microscopy has focused on lipid
imaging due to the strong contrast afforded by the abundance of the CH2 symmetric
stretching vibration at 2845 cm−1. In contrast, the second part of this thesis inves-
tigates the feasibility of CARS microscopy for imaging intense bands in the finger-
print region (800-1800 cm−1) wherein the presence of multiple overlapping peaks
and interference with non-resonant background present challenges. Specifically, the
emphasis is on imaging the prominent peaks arising from conjugated C=C double
bonds in retinol, tretinoin, β-carotene, and various microalgal pigments. To alleviate
the effects of the non-resonant CARS background, a setup with near-infrared (NIR)
wavelengths for both pump and Stokes beam and a corresponding high-throughput
in-house built microscope are used in these studies.

The first CARS fingerprint imaging application in the thesis is concerned with
the vitamin A content of liver tissue ([FBL2]). As the standard techniques for
liver vitamin A imaging either require staining or lead to photobleaching, CARS
microscopy presents itself as a potentially better alternative. Capitalizing on the
label-free, non-disruptive merits of CARS microscopy, bulk liver tissue samples un-
der physiological conditions have been imaged. Vitamin A forms a strong CARS
contrast in the pig and mouse liver tissues investigated. Morphological information
of about the lobular structure of the hepatic tissue missing from the CARS images
was provided by simultaneously acquired SHG and multi-photon excited autofluo-
rescence (MPEF) modalities. Subsequently, the intra-lobular distribution of vitamin
A has been mapped in a multi-modal framework incorporating the three modalities.
The results foresee prospective application of CARS for in vivo assessment of het-
erogeneity in vitamin A distribution in pathological hepatic tissue abnormalities.
The study has also reiterated the significance of combining the CARS with SHG
and MPEF modalities to obtain complementary contrast.
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Analogously, in a uni-cellular application, CARS has been employed to image
carotenoids in the diatoms D. brightwellii and S. turris ([FBL3]). Various environ-
mental factors affect the extraction yield of these pigments from the microalgae.
CARS microscopy is suited for monitoring the effects of these factors because it is
fast and disruption-free thereby allowing the whole-cell imaging of a large number
of diatoms within limited time scale. The strong contrast obtained from CARS mi-
croscopy has been utilized to effectively investigate the accumulation of microalgal
pigments in response to photoperiod variations. Accordingly, using a marker based
watershed analysis of the acquired images, it is observed that carotenoids amass
when the diatoms are kept in extended dark-light regimens.

For ultimately transferring multimodal microscopic technologies to the end-user
compact fiber laser sources have been developed to replace the bulky sources used
in the applications presented above. Concurrent to this progress an improvement in
image acquisition speed is also required. This will enable processing of large number
tissue sample within a limited time and allow imaging of dynamic processes.

As part of this effort, the third part of the thesis examines two beam excitation
and demultiplexed detection as a means of doubling the speed of laser scanning
microscopes based on compact fiber laser sources. The practicality of this basic
approach was first demonstrated for SHG microscopy ([FBL4]). This entailed fiber-
delaying part of the fiber laser output and coupling both beams (the delayed and
the undelayed one) into the microscope at different angles or divergences to result in
two laterally or axially displaced fields of view within one laser cycle. This in-effect
translates to the doubling of the image acquisition rate. In a subsequent project, the
concept was realized for the CARS modality using a more involved implementation
that necessitated the re-design of a fiber laser source to produce two time multiplexed
outputs each containing two colours ([FBL5]). Other non-linear modalities can also
be accommodated in the setup by using the proper detection filters. The highlight
of the technique, as compared to bulk laser sources with multiple outputs, is its
scalability which can be achieved by adding similar extensions of varying fiber length.

Another area of improvement explored is the resolution of the CARS microscopic
setup. Herein, based on results from numerical studies, a Bessel like beam was
employed as one of the excitation arms in the setup to enhance lateral resolution
([FBL6]). A factor of 1.25 improvement in the lateral resolution was experimentally
demonstrated for polyethylene (PE) and cyclic-olefin copolymer (COC) samples
using a double axion construction for lossless generation of a laser ring on the pump
arm of the CARS setup.
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In summary, this dissertation makes an important contribution to pushing the
boundaries of multimodal imaging with regards to both, the development of new
fields of application (by assessing relatively less pursued wavenumbers) and the
improvement of implementation techniques (with respect to the image acquisition
rate and lateral resolution).
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4 | Outlook

The capability to obtain strong CARS contrast in the fingerprint region in thick
sample tissues is potentially instrumental in drug delivery studies. Typically, confo-
cal spontaneous Raman microspectroscopy has been employed to obtain longitudinal
penetration profiles of drugs. Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) microscopy has in
addition allowed lateral mapping of retinoic acid distribution applied on fresh mouse
skin [57]. Analogously, in preliminary investigations, the microscopic setup intro-
duced above was used to visualize the penetration of tretinoin on pig skin samples.
First, cryo-sections excised from thick skin tissue samples that have been incubated
with tretonin were imaged. The corresponding on and off resonance images acquired
with the CARS modality, presented in figures 4.1(a-b), indicate penetration through
the stratum corneum of the epidermis.

These investigations are underpinned by label-free visualization of the skin lay-
ering by the complementary multimodal contrast as in previous studies [45](figure
4.1(c)). Such clearly imaged skin structures provide contextual background in the
label-free investigation of drug penetration. Corresponding bulk tissue imaging ex-
periments shown in 4.1(d) illustrate non-invasive investigation of drug penetration.
Further studies with different metabolites applied at the same time would provide in-
sightful information about possible different penetration pathways. Although CARS
fingerprint imaging in this thesis is discussed in the framework of life science appli-
cations, it could potentially be used in other areas such as material sciences as well.
In regards to the latter, the setup introduced has, for example, been employed in
understanding molecular self healing processes [74].
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Figure 4.1: Monitoring the delivery of tretonin on pig skin using CARS microscopy.
(a) A skin tissue cryo-section imaged with the CARS modality tuned to detect the
vibrational peak of tretonin at 1572 cm−1. The penetration of tretonin throughout the
stratum corneum layer of the skin is observable. (b) A corresponding off-resonance
CARS image of the cryo-section at 1600 cm−1. (c) A multimodal image of the skin
sample (CARS: red, TPEF: green, SHG: blue) shows the architectural organization
of the liver sample. (d) A depth series of images from a thick skin sample treated
with tretonin (with top and side views). Scale bars: 50 µm
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5 | Zusammenfassung

Innovative Visualisierungstechniken werden benötigt, um den steigenden Anforderun-
gen in den Biowissenschaften und Biomedizin gerecht zu werden. Zum Beispiel er-
fordert die zunehmende Belastung der Gesundheitssysteme, aufgrund der Alterung
der Weltbevölkerung und der nachfolgenden Prävalenz von Herz-Kreislauf-Erkrankun-
gen bzw. Krebs, die Entwicklung neuer Mittel zur Diagnose von Krankheiten.
Hierbei sollten idealerweise die Kosten der Untersuchungen gesenkt werden und
den Patienten nur minimale Unannehmlichkeiten bereitet werden. Solche Visual-
isierungstechniken müssen sowohl morphologische als auch chemische Informationen
mit einer hohen Auflösung über die zu untersuchende Probe liefern. Des Weiteren
müssen sie schnell durchführbar und markierungsfrei sein, damit die Probe in ihrer
natürlichen Umgebung untersucht werden kann.

Diese notwendigen Bedingungen können durch multimodale nichtlineare Bildge-
bungsverfahren erfüllt werden, da sie nicht-invasive und potentielle in vivo-Mittel zur
Untersuchung von Gewebe mit zellulärer Auflösung darstellen. Ein vielversprechen-
der Ansatz, der in den letzten Jahren Beachtung gefunden hat, ist die Kombina-
tion von kohärenter anti-Stokes-Raman-Streuungs (CARS)-, Frequenzverdopplungs-
(SHG) und Zwei-Photonen angeregter Fluoreszenz (TPEF)-Mikroskopie. Die CARS-
Mikroskopie, eine nichtlineare Variante von Raman, liefert einen Kontrast, der auf
intrinsischen Molekülschwingungen in der Probe beruht. Die SHG Mikroskopie
bildet nicht-zentrosymmetrische Strukturen im Gewebe wie Kollagen ab. TPEF ist
eine nicht-lineare Fluoreszenz-Bildgebungstechnik, die zur Abbildung von Autoflu-
orophoren in einer Gewebeprobe verwendet wird. Daher erlaubt der multimodale
Ansatz, der diese Modalitäten miteinander verknüpft, eine detaillierte Charakter-
isierung von Gewebeproben in Bezug auf die Verteilung der verschiedenen Molekül-
gruppen (z.B. CH2, CH3), anisotropen biologische Strukturen, sowie endogener Aut-
ofluorophore zu erzielen. Laser-Scanning-Mikroskop-Setups, die diese Modalitäten
beinhalten, wurden entwickelt, indem die unterschiedlichen Anforderungen jeder
Technik berücksichtigt wurden und der resultierende Komplementärkontrast für ver-
schiedene Anwendungen verwendet wurde. Der Analyse von Bildern, die mit solchen
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Mikroskopen aufgenommen werden, müssen Bearbeitungsschritte vorausgehen. In
dieser Hinsicht wurden Näherungsalgorithmen entwickelt, um ungleiche Beleuchtung
zu korrigieren und sichtbare Kantenartefakte zu mindern, die durch Kachelscans
entstehen, wenn ausgedehnte biologische Proben abgebildet werden, die das Sicht-
feld des Mikroskops überschreiten. Bildanalysen basierend auf Intensitätsniveaus
und Texturmerkmalen, die aus den nichtlinearen multimodalen Bildern extrahiert
wurden, haben die typische morphologische Information erhöht.

Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit wurde das diagnostische Potenzial der multimodalen
nichtlinearen Bildgebung beim Kopf-Hals-Plattenepithelkarzinom ([FBL1]) aufgezeigt.
In der vorläufigen Intensitätsanalyse der erhaltenen Bilder wiesen die Krebsbereiche
im Vergleich zu gesundem Plattenepithel einen erhöhten mittleren TPEF-zu-CARS-
Kontrast (TCC)-Wert auf. Eine nachgelagerte Identifikation von gesunden und
kanzerösen Arealen mittels Lineare Diskriminante Analyse (LDA), basierend auf
Intensitäts- und Texturmerkmalen, führt zu Ergebnissen, die eine gute Überein-
stimmung mit der Diagnose des Pathologen zeigen.

Wie auch im obigen Fall konzentriert sich die CARS-Mikroskopie typischerweise
auf die Lipidbildgebung, die aufgrund des starken Kontrastes, der durch die Häu-
figkeit der symmetrischen CH2-Streckschwingung bei 2845 cm−1 erzielt wird. Im
Gegensatz dazu untersucht der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit die Durchführbarkeit der
CARS-Mikroskopie für die Abbildung intensiver Banden in der Fingerprint-Region
(800-1800 cm−1), in denen das Vorhandensein mehrerer überlappender Peaks und
Interferenzen mit nicht-resonantem Hintergrund eine Herausforderung darstellt. Ins-
besondere liegt der Schwerpunkt auf der Abbildung der hervorstechenden Peaks, die
sich aus konjugierten C=C-Doppelbindungen in Retinol, Tretinoin, Beta-Carotin
und verschiedenen Mikroalgenpigmenten ergeben. Um die Auswirkungen des nicht-
resonanten CARS-Hintergrunds zu mindern, wird in diesen Studien ein Aufbau mit
nahinfraroten (NIR)-Wellenlängen, sowohl für den Pump-, als auch für den Stokes-
Strahl mit entsprechend hoher Lichtausbeute im selbstgebautem Mikroskop verwen-
det.

Die erste Anwendung des CARS-Fingerprint-Imagings in dieser Arbeit beschäftigt
sich mit dem Vitamin-A-Gehalt von Lebergewebe ([FBL2]). Da die Standard-
techniken für die Leber-Vitamin-A-Bildgebung entweder eine Färbung erfordern
oder zu einer Photobleichung führen, bietet sich die CARS-Mikroskopie als vielver-
sprechende Alternative an. Unter Ausnutzung der Vorteile der CARS-Mikroskopie
(markierungsfrei, zerstörungsfrei) wurden Bulk-Lebergewebeproben unter physiolo-
gischen Bedingungen untersucht. Vitamin A bildet in den untersuchten Lebergeweben
von Schweinen und Mäusen einen starken CARS-Kontrast. Morphologische Infor-
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mationen über die lobuläre Struktur des Lebergewebes, die in den CARS-Bildern
fehlen, wurden durch simultane Messung der SHG- und MPEF-Modalitäten erhal-
ten. Anschließend wurde die intra-lobuläre Verteilung von Vitamin A in einem
multimodalen Rahmen mit den drei Modalitäten abgebildet. Die Ergebnisse weisen
auf eine prospektive Anwendung von CARS für die in vivo-Bewertung der Hetero-
genität der Vitamin-A-Verteilung bei pathologischen hepatischen Gewebeanomalien
hin. Die Studie hat das Potenzial der Kombination von CARS mit SHG- und TPEF-
Modalitäten erneut aufgezeigt, da ein komplementärer Kontrast erhalten wird.

Analog dazu wurde CARS in einer uni-zellulären Anwendung verwendet, um
Carotinoide in den Diatomeen D. brightwellii and S. turris ([FBL3]) abzubilden.
Verschiedene Umweltfaktoren beeinflussen die Extraktionsausbeute dieser Pigmente
aus den Mikroalgen. Die CARS-Mikroskopie ist geeignet, um die Auswirkungen
dieser Faktoren zu überwachen, da sie schnell und störungsfrei ist und dadurch
die Ganzzell-Bildgebung einer großen Anzahl von Kieselalgen in einem begrenzten
Zeitbereich ermöglicht. Der starke, aus der CARS-Mikroskopie erhaltene Kontrast
wurde verwendet, um die Akkumulation von Mikroalgenpigmenten als Reaktion
auf Schwankungen der Photoperiode wirksam zu untersuchen. Unter Verwendung
einer markerbasierten Wasserscheideanalyse der aufgenommenen Bilder wird daher
beobachtet, dass sich Carotinoide ansammeln, wenn die Kieselalgen in ausgedehnten
Dunkellicht-Regimen gehalten werden.

Für eine erfolgreiche Anwendung multimodaler mikroskopischer Technologien
in einem medizinischen Umfeld wurde eine kompakte Faserlaserquelle entwickelt,
um die bisher verwendeten sperrigen Lasersetups zu ersetzen. Zusätzlich ist eine
Verbesserung der Bilderfassungsgeschwindigkeit erforderlich. Dies wird die Verar-
beitung einer großen Anzahl von Gewebeproben innerhalb einer begrenzten Zeit,
sowie die Abbildung dynamischer Prozesse ermöglichen.

Als Teil dieser Bemühungen werden im dritten Teil der Arbeit Zweistrahlanre-
gungs- und Demultiplexdetektion untersucht, um die Geschwindigkeit von Laser-
Scanning-Mikroskopen auf der Basis von kompakten Faserlaserquellen zu verdop-
peln. Die Praxistauglichkeit dieses grundlegenden Ansatzes wurde erstmals für die
SHG-Mikroskopie demonstriert ([FBL4]). Die verwendete Faser verzögerte einen
Teil des Faserlaserausgangs, bevor beide Strahlen (der verzögerte und der nicht
verzögerte) unter verschiedenen Winkeln oder Divergenzen in das Mikroskop eingekop-
pelt wurden. Dies führt zu zwei seitlich oder axial verschobenen Sichtfeldern inner-
halb eines Laserzyklus führte, was sich in der Verdopplung der Bilderfassungsrate
niederschlägt. In einem weiteren Projekt wurde das Konzept für die CARS-Modalität
unter Verwendung einer komplizierteren Implementierung realisiert, die das Re-
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Design einer Faserlaserquelle erforderte, um zwei zeitgemultiplexte Ausgänge zu
erzeugen, die jeweils zwei Farben enthielten ([FBL5]). Andere nichtlineare Modal-
itäten können ebenfalls in dem Setup unter Verwendung der geeigneten Detektions-
filter untergebracht werden. Im Vergleich zu Bulk-Laserquellen mit mehreren Aus-
gängen zeichnet sich diese Technik insbesondere durch ihre Skalierbarkeit aus, die
durch das Hinzufügen ähnlicher Erweiterungen variabler Faserlänge erreicht werden
kann.

Ein weiteres Gebiet, in dem im Rahmen dieser Arbeit Fortschritte erzielt wer-
den konnten, ist die Auflösung der CARS-Mikroskopie. Hier wurde, basierend auf
Ergebnissen von numerischen Studien, ein Bessel-ähnlicher Strahl als einer der Anre-
gungsarme im Aufbau verwendet, um die laterale Auflösung zu verbessern ([FBL6]).
Ein um den Faktor von 1.25 verbesserte laterale Auflösung wurde experimentell
für Polyethylen (PE)- und Cycloolefincopolymer (COC)-Proben unter Verwendung
einer Doppelaxionkonstruktion zur verlustfreien Erzeugung eines Laserrings an dem
Pumpenarm des CARS-Aufbaus gezeigt.

Die vorliegende Dissertation leistet einen wichtigen Beitrag zur Erweiterung der
Möglichkeiten multimodaler Bildgebung, sowohl in Hinblick auf die Erschließung
neuer Anwendungsfelder (durch Nutzung bisher selten verwendeter Wellenzahlen),
als auch auf verbesserte Implementierungstechniken (Bildwiederholrate und laterale
Auflösung).
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ABSTRACT: Background. Treatment of early cancer stages is deeply
connected to a good prognosis, a moderate reduction of the quality of
life, and comparably low treatment costs.
Methods. Head and neck squamous cell carcinomas were investigated
using the multimodal combination of coherent anti-Stokes Raman scat-
tering (CARS), two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF), and second-
harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy.
Results. An increased median TPEF to CARS contrast was found compar-
ing cancerous and healthy squamous epithelium with a p value of
1.8�10210. A following comprehensive image analysis was able to pre-
dict the diagnosis of imaged tissue sections with an overall accuracy of
90% for a 4-class model.

Conclusion. Nonlinear multimodal imaging is verified objectively as a val-
uable diagnostic tool that complements conventional staining protocols
and can serve as filter in future clinical routine reducing the pathologist’s
workload. VC 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Head Neck 38: 1545–1552,
2016

KEY WORDS: nonlinear microscopy, spectral histopathology, head
and neck cancer imaging, coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
(CARS), second-harmonic generation (SHG), two-photon excited fluo-
rescence (TPEF), image analysis

INTRODUCTION
Head and neck cancer is ranked the sixth most common
cancer1 with 13.4 age-adjusted incidences and a mortality
rate of 2.6 among 100,000 individuals in the United
States estimated for the year 2014.2 Among head and
neck cancer, the squamous cell carcinoma is, with a pro-
portion of 95%, the most frequently occurring laryngeal
malignant neoplasm. Fortunately, the mortality rate of
head and neck cancer decreased over the past 2 decades
in western European countries,3 which may be attributed
to the high accuracy of 87% to 94% of the available diag-
nostic tools and an effective multimodality treatment

combining chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Still, the
adverse impact of head and neck cancer treatment is high
for affected individuals and the society. Invasive and non-
invasive treatment side-effects derogates the patient’s
quality of life, including pain, physical and emotional
dysfunctioning, or xerostomia.4 Furthermore, high eco-
nomic burden is connected to head and neck cancer (eg,
attributable costs were estimated to range between $5000
and $15,000 per case per year in the United States).5 To
minimize the overall burden, early diagnosis seems to be
one of the most apparent solutions, because low-stage
tumors are often curable with function-preserving treat-
ments, improved prognosis, and reduced follow-up care.6

Early diagnosis7 or potential preventive medical examina-
tion programs inevitably rely on the availability of suita-
ble imaging techniques. An exclusive visual examination
is not suited for such purpose because it lacks sufficient
spatial resolution. For small localized and therefore early
tissue alterations, the ideal imaging modality combines
cellular resolution, short acquisition times to enable the
investigation of large areas in the range of millimeter to
centimeter, and meaningful contrast. The latter is required
to provide information about the tumor’s location as well
as prognosis. Established imaging modalities, such as
positron emission tomography, CT, or MRI, fail in partic-
ular to provide cellular resolution with current spatial
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resolving capabilities in the order of millimeters8,9;
although it should be noted that higher accessibility of
spatial resolution in the order of micrometers was demon-
strated in the laboratory.10

In contrast with positron emission tomography, CT, and
MRI, optical microscopy inherently provides spatial reso-
lution in range of the detection wavelength. The applica-
tion of linear optical microscopy, such as linear Raman,
fluorescence microscopy, or optical coherence tomogra-
phy, is connected to other major drawbacks (e.g., lack of
sufficient imaging speed, tissue penetration, or meaning-
ful contrast).11 Nonlinear optical imaging techniques,
however, allow for intrinsic confocal high-speed imaging
with pixel dwell times of microseconds, deep tissue pene-
tration up to 1.2 mm,12 and yield molecular contrast. Pro-
viding information about the lipid, autofluorophore, and
collagen distribution, the multimodal combination of
coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS), two-
photon excited fluorescence (TPEF), and second harmonic
generation (SHG) is suited in particular to investigate the
local tumor spread, metabolic activity, vascularization,
and the tumor stroma interaction.13,14 Today, no in vivo
multimodal system is commercially available enabling
imaging in the spatially confined laryngopharyngeal local-
ity. Nonetheless, the development of inexpensive and
compact fiber lasers15 combined with recent innovations
of miniaturized fiber optical probes16 for nonlinear imag-
ing render the advent of commercially available multimo-
dal imaging systems a question of time. To boost such
technology advances, the purpose of this article was to
demonstrate the match between clinical requirements and
the performance of the nonlinear CARS/TPEF/SHG mul-
timodal imaging approach by thoroughly examining ex
vivo 10 samples from different patients with a total of 30
tissue sections. It shall be noted that earlier studies of
ours already demonstrated the diagnostic potential of a
CARS/TPEF/SHG imaging approach for diagnosing brain
cancer,17 colon carcinoma, nonmelanoma skin cancer,13

and, recently, also laryngeal carcinoma.14 The present
study, however, significantly extents and exceeds our ear-
lier work with respect to the quantity of size and number
of the samples investigated. However, more importantly,
a rigorous image analysis procedure was developed and
added aiming for an automatic objective diagnosis to
guide pathologists and surgeons in future applications.
Until today, image analysis applied to nonlinear micros-
copy was performed mostly using only 1 or 2 modalities.
Analyzing SHG images by means of the gray level co-
occurrence matrix,18 fast Fourier transform19 methods, or
extraction of tumor-associated collagen signatures
(TACS),20 determines cancer-related morphology altera-
tion of collagen fiber bundles. Based on absolute intensity
values, colocalization was applied to TPEF or CARS
images discriminating transplanted neural precursor cells
and damaged axons21 or tissues of distinct lipid to protein
levels,22 respectively. For the 2 modalities, SHG and
autofluorescence an aging index of dermis (SAAID) was
derived23 by determining the ratio between collagen to
elastin fibers that can be readily linked to aging or pro-
longed sun exposure (i.e., solar elastosis). However, a
common analysis procedure for CARS, TPEF, and SHG
images extracting morphology and intensity related

features, is missing. In this study, we present, to the best
of our knowledge, the first extensive and quantitative
CARS/TPEF/SHG image analysis approach allowing for
the discrimination between healthy from cancerous squa-
mous epithelium. After this approach, often proposed
merely qualitative statements resulting from visual analy-
sis of multimodal images can be quantified and utilized
for a prediction of diagnosis. Further, future related stud-
ies can be compared on the grounds of numbers serving
for the improvement of prediction algorithms.

Thus, the presented results pave the way for ex corpore
in vivo multimodal imaging applications regarding diag-
nosis, guided surgery, or monitoring of the therapeutic
outcome of any (neo)adjuvant radiotherapy or chemother-
apy of head and neck cancer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Within this study, 30 tissue sections were investigated

using nonlinear multimodal microscopy. Approximately 3
sections each originate from 10 patients aged between 39
to 85 years (9 men and 1 woman) with a diagnosis of
head and neck cancer located at the hypopharynx, naso-
pharynx, and oropharynx. The diagnosis of head and neck
cancer was confirmed by histopathology of tumor biop-
sies of 10 patients corresponding to 17 sections with
squamous cell cancer. Additionally, control biopsies of
normal mucosa in the same patients were taken corre-
sponding to 13 sections with histopathologically con-
firmed normal mucosa. Note that the diagnostic
assignment was performed only on the grounds of the

FIGURE 1. Overview about the nonlinear optical techniques used in
terms of energy level diagrams and corresponding detected
molecular structures. Note that the two-photon excited fluores-
cence (TPEF) signal arises also from other endogenous fluoro-
phores, such as elastin, keratin, or collagen. CARS, coherent anti-
Stokes Raman scattering; TPEF, two-photon excited fluorescence;
SHG, second-harmonic generation. [Color figure can be viewed in
the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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hematoxylin-eosin stained tissue section. The patholo-
gist had no access to the multimodal images rendering
the present report to a “blinded” study. All sections
were investigated native (i.e., without prior washing or
staining procedure), using the joint combination of
CARS, SHG, and TPEF. Details about the experimental
configurations and imaging parameters concerning the
applied laser sources, image size, and acquisition time
can be found in the Supplementary Figure S1, online
only. The CARS excitation wavelengths were tuned to
match the CH2 symmetrical stretching vibration. Thus,
mainly CH2-rich lipids and comparatively weaker pro-
teins yield a pronounced CARS signal. TPEF signal is
collected in the spectral window between 426 and 490
nm arising from strong autofluorophores of the tissue,

such as elastin, NAD(P)H, keratin, and comparatively
weaker collagen. The distinction of fluorophores is par-
tially achieved if the signal strength and morphological
information are combined (eg, NAD[P]H is the strong-
est native fluorophore of epithelial cells and smooth
muscle cells),24,25 whereas elastin provides the strongest
TPEF signal and displays a fibrous texture that is
thicker than collagen. In addition, the latter is mapped
by SHG so that a misinterpretation is excluded. Thus,
combining CARS, TPEF, and SHG — referred to as
multimodal imaging — yields complementary molecular
contrast that provides information about different orders
of tissue organization ranging from supramolecular
structures (SHG), molecules (TPEF of NAD[P]H), and
molecular groups (CARS). An overview based on

FIGURE 2. Large area multimodal image and enlarged regions together with the corresponding hematoxylin-eosin stained parallel sections. (A1)
Large area multimodal image. Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS), second-harmonic generation (SHG), and two-photon excited fluores-
cence (TPEF) are displayed in false colors as red, blue, and green, respectively. The cancer islands are framed by white dotted lines. (B1) Healthy
squamous epithelium. The inset outlines the discriminability of cells and nuclei to estimate the nuclei: cytoplasm-ratio. (C1) Cancerous squamous
epithelium. Note the increased TPEF signal compared to healthy epithelial tissue. (D1) Crosscut blood vessel (upper white arrow) and adipocytes
(lower white arrow). (E1) Smooth muscle (upper white arrow) and glandular tissue (lower white arrow). (A2-E2) Hematoxylin-eosin stained parallel
sections corresponding to A1 to B1, respectively. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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energy level diagrams about the nonlinear optical tech-
niques applied can be found in Figure 1.

For conciseness reasons, only multimodal images of 1
head and neck cancer sample are displayed in detail in
Figure 2 as a representative of all 17 cancer samples
investigated. Figure 2(A1) shows a stitched scan of a
head and neck cancer arising from the oropharynx with a
sample diameter of approximately 1.6 cm imaged with a
step size of 220 nm. Analyzing Figure 2(A1), the major
tissue layers and important functional subunits of the oro-
pharynx can be readily retrieved. To accustom with multi-
modal contrast, Figure 2(D1) demonstrates the appearance
of lipid-rich adipocytes and a crosscut blood vessel with
high elastin fiber content in multimodal imaging. Note
the potential to monitor elastin-containing arteries and
veins, but not capillaries as part of the tissues’ vasculari-
zation. Further, Figure 2(E1) highlights the appearance of
smooth muscle and glandular tissue. Thus, the multimodal
contrast in combination with morphological information
allows for the localization of potential head and neck can-
cer areas, namely squamous epithelial tissue.

Although the localization of squamous epithelial tissue
in hematoxylin-eosin–stained images is performed by a
trained pathologist at first glance, the distinction of can-
cerous and benign epithelial tissue is challenging and per-
formed mostly by evaluation of morphological findings.
Similar morphological information can also be retrieved
by multimodal imaging, such as the nuclei to cytoplasm
ratio (see Figure 2[B1]). For an overview summarizing
morphological findings, we refer the interested reader to
earlier work.14 Here, it shall be focused on statistic meas-
ures, such as texture properties and intensity ratios of the
modalities.

Highlighting the intensity differences Figures 2(B1) and
2(C1) display benign and cancerous squamous epithelial
tissue, respectively. The major difference between healthy
and malignant transformed epithelium can be attributed
by an increased TPEF signal for the cancerous area aris-
ing most likely from an increased concentration of
NAD(P)H (note: NAD[P]1 appears dark in TPEF). This
finding and justification is in agreement with earlier
observations reported for other cancers located at various
body sides13,14 and can be further connected to an
increased metabolic activity that forms the basis for a fast
cancer growth. Note that the NAD(P)H concentration
within excised tissue decreases after resection within the
first 4 hours. Thus, the difference of the TPEF signal
strength between cancerous and healthy epithelial tissue
is expected to be higher for living cells facilitating the
image analysis in potential in vivo applications.

Aiming for quantification, a relative intensity (i.e., the
ratio of 2 modalities), is to be favored over the pure
TPEF, as reported earlier in biomedical tissue studies by
correlation of the SHG and TPEF signal strength. In this
study, the previously introduced Michelson contrast
(SAAID 5 [ISHG-ITPEF]/[ITPEF1ISHG]) designed to mea-
sure the aging of the dermis23 was applied for discrimina-
tion of healthy dermis from stroma in proximity to basal
cell carcinoma.26

Adopting the ratio of TPEF to SHG to head and neck
cancer permits for distinction of epithelial and connective
tissue. Unfortunately, it is not suited to differentiate

cancerous from benign epithelial tissue directly, because
both do not express collagen themselves, although head
and neck cancer is known to rebuild the extracellular
matrix by remote controlling of the surrounding fibro-
blasts.27,28 Thus, forming the ratio with an empty channel
(SHG) would degrease the information content. Conse-
quently, we selected the TPEF to CARS contrast (TCC 5
[ITPEF-ICARS]/[ITPEF1ICARS]) for visualization of the qual-
itative differences between healthy and cancerous squa-
mous epithelial tissue. As apparent from Figure 3,
cancerous squamous epithelium is characterized by an
increased TCC value as compared to healthy squamous
epithelium. However, the universality of such a simple
approach suffers from considerably high intrapatient and
interpatient variance (see Figure 3; ie, the median as well
as the width of the TCC distributions feature large varia-
tions). Nevertheless, Figure 3 supports 3 important state-
ments. (1) On median, the TCC level of cancerous
squamous epithelium exceeds that of healthy squamous
epithelium, as supported by a Wilcoxon Mann–Whitney
test resulting with a p value of 1.8 10210. (2) The interpa-
tient and intrapatient variance as well as the lack of sepa-
ration of the TCC distributions for healthy and malignant
transformed tissue forbids an automated prediction solely
based on a single TCC value of potential cancerous areas
and an accurate delineation of the malignant transformed
regions. (3) For an improved accuracy of cancer predic-
tion, features beyond the TCC level need to be extracted
utilizing all 3 imaging modalities. Because pathologists
mostly base their diagnosis on morphology, it seems
obvious to include texture features apart from the pixel-
wise absolute or relative intensity values. In fact, texture
features were extensively used for cancer prediction eval-
uating stained tissue section in the past.29–32

For bedside use, the texture analysis of multimodal
images – composed of up to several gigapixels of image
data – should be computationally inexpensive to result in
reliable predictions within seconds or few minutes. Fur-
ther, biomedical specimens are generally nonsymmetric

FIGURE 3. Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) to two-
photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) contrast (TCC) for cancerous
and healthy squamous epithelial tissue. Although the distribu-
tions do not separate completely, the median TCC of all 10
patients is lower than for the healthy squamous epithelium. Note
that every distribution is displayed both as histogram and boxplot
for clarity. For the calculation of the TCC, all pixels were included
that were assigned either as cancerous or healthy squamous epi-
thelium by a pathologist. The lower and higher whiskers are set
to the 5% and 95% percentiles of the TCC distribution, respec-
tively. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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FIGURE 4. Prediction of tissue type. From left to right: hematoxylin-eosin stained image. Tissue type classification performed by a trained patholo-
gist. Prediction of tissue type by linear discriminant analysis (LDA) for a 4-class model, including cancerous, healthy squamous epithelial tissue,
and “other” tissues, as well as one category for background. Scale bar is 1 mm. For an extended image analysis, we also included the classes of
inflamed and keratinized areas, glandular, adipose, necrotic and vascular tissue, and further muscle fiber bundles, as well as cartilage. Extended
areas of misprediction are observed in particular in subfigures A1 (false-negative) as well as B1, B2, B3, and B4 (false-positive). See text for tissue
types that are currently most likely to be confused with cancerous squamous epithelium as well as an explanation for these events. [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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limiting the useful parameter set to those that are rotation-
ally invariant. Otherwise, the orientation of the sample on
the sample holder or the direction along which the tissue
was sliced would influence the prediction results. After
these considerations, we selected simple statistical proper-
ties of the intensity histogram of the multimodal images,
such as mean, standard deviation (SD), smoothness, third
moment, uniformity, and entropy for our analysis.33 An
overview of all features evaluated, including their defini-
tion, is provided in the Supplementary Table S1, online
only. For each feature utilized, we calculated the Fisher’s
discriminant ratio to rank their significance for the dis-
crimination between cancerous and healthy squamous epi-
thelium as well as cancerous and nonsquamous epithelial
tissue. A summary of the Fisher’s discriminant ratio com-
putation results can be found in Supplementary Table S2,
online only. As a result of the texture analysis, it was
found that texture measures, such as the SD, smoothness,
and entropy of the TPEF and CARS channel, as well as
the mean TPEF and the TCC value, are of utmost impor-
tance for the discrimination between cancerous and
healthy squamous epithelium. To distinguish between
cancerous and other types of tissue, excluding healthy
squamous epithelium, in particular, the uniformity and
entropy of SHG as well as the SD, smoothness, and third
moment of the CARS channel are of major significance.

The total 18 texture features as well as the SAAID and
TCC values were utilized for prediction of all 30 multi-
modal images applying a linear discriminant analysis
(LDA). As a reference for machine learning and predic-
tion quality, a trained pathologist outlined distinct tissue
types as visualized in Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure
S2, online only. Here, the pathologist distinguished up to
8 different classes of tissue (ie, benign squamous epithe-
lial tissue, cancer squamous epithelial tissue, inflamed
area, glandular tissue, adipose tissue, vascular tissue, mus-
cle fiber bundles, and keratinization).

The results for the nontrivial distinction between
healthy squamous and cancerous squamous epithelium
adding only 2 further classes (i.e., “other” tissues and
background), are shown in Figure 4. For this simplest
model, the predictions of healthy epithelium are in great
visual agreement with the initial diagnosis. Further, Fig-
ure 4 illustrates a good compliance between true cancer-
ous and predicted cancerous tissue. In relative numbers,
the pixelwise true-positive rate for cancer is 63.0%, for
healthy epithelium is 74.2%, whereas the mean and SD of
the ratio of diagnosed and predicted cancerous area is
0.78 and 0.27, respectively (see also Supplementary Table
S3, and Figure S3, online only). Epithelium is mispre-
dicted as cancer with 17.3%. The true-positive prediction
values for background and nonsquamous epithelial tissue
are 89% and 68%, respectively, resulting in an overall
pixel weighted accuracy of 74%.

For an appropriate clinical treatment, however, the find-
ing of absence or presence of cancer is the ultimate goal
rather than the ability of a pixelwise classification. For
further diagnostic applications, the prediction may be
reduced to a simple “cancerous specimen” or
“noncancerous specimen” statement for an individual
sample section. To provide such a statement for all tissue
sections investigated, it was decided to set the threshold

to 5% of the overall number of pixels that needed to be
grouped as cancerous squamous epithelium by LDA. The
resulting prediction quality of this approach is summar-
ized in Table 1 as confusion matrix.

Table 1 displays high rates of 88% and 70% for true-
positive and true-negative cancer diagnoses based on mul-
timodal images, respectively. The major challenge, how-
ever, remains in a high rate of false-positive diagnoses.
Although, false-positive decisions in medical diagnosis is
less critical than false-negative diagnosis — with the
argument that all machine cancer predictions will force
particular attention of a trained pathologist and are there-
fore controlled — further efforts are required to improve
the accuracy of the automated prediction and diagnosis.

For a better understanding of the current challenges, the
false-positive diagnosed samples outlined in Figure 4 by
the subscript B1 to B4 shall be considered in more detail.
Samples B1 to B3 possess extended areas of smooth mus-
cle, glandular, and inflamed tissue, respectively, which
are falsely diagnosed as “cancer.” Like cancerous tissue,
smooth muscle, glandular, and inflamed tissue share a
high metabolic activity in order to fulfill their functional-
ities, which are physical contraction, secretion, and
immune defense, respectively. An increased metabolic
activity requires high NAD(P)H concentrations that result
in comparably high TPEF signal strength. As neither the
CARS nor the SHG signal strength differ significantly for
cancerous, glandular, and inflamed tissue, confusion of
tissue types may result. For sample B4, in particular, the
fast-growing and dividing basal layer between squamous
epithelium and dermis is mispredicted to a high extend.
Again, confusion is caused most likely by the high meta-
bolic NAD(P)H uptake and an increased cell density that
is also frequently encountered for head and neck cancer.

Less likely than a false-positive result, 2 of 17 samples
were diagnosed as healthy, although they were classified
as cancer (eg, the sample with subscript A1 in Figure 4).
The simple reason for this false-negative result can be
attributed to the prediction threshold of 5% cancerous tis-
sue of a whole multimodal image to be grouped into the
category “cancer.” In both cases, the LDA was able to
predict the cancerous areas correctly, but the predicted
areas were too small to force a positive diagnosis – see
also the prediction result of the sample with subscript A1
in Figure 4.

Because the presented LDA model is likely to confuse
cancerous squamous epithelium with the growing basal

TABLE 1. Confusion matrix for a linear discriminant analysis-based
cancer diagnosis for all 30 multimodal images.

Automatic predicted class

Cancer yes Cancer no

Pathologist’s
diagnosis

Cancer yes 88% (15/17) 12% (2/17)
Cancer no 30% (4/13) 70% (9/13)

The rate of the correct diagnosis can be found on the main diagonal. Although the prediction
of true-positive cancer is good, a comparably high false-positive result is obtained. False-
positive diagnosis results in particular from tissues with high metabolic activities, which are
smooth muscle, glandular, and inflamed tissue, as well as the highly proliferating basal layer.
False-negative diagnoses arise from samples with cancerous areas much smaller than the
selected image area threshold of 5%.
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layer of the epithelium, glandular tissue, as well as with
smooth muscles and inflamed areas, it seems imperative
to add more classes for a better distinction of tissue types.
Thus, we applied the LDA to a 10 class model, including
the tissue types: cancer, epithelium, inflamed area, adi-
pose tissue, glandular tissue, keratinization, smooth mus-
cle, vascular tissue, background, and “other” (see also
Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S2, online only). The
prediction results are summarized in Supplementary Table
S4. Although the confusion between cancer and inflamed
areas significantly dropped, new mispredictions as
“cancer” appeared mostly for glandular tissue, smooth
muscle, and keratinization. Different than desired, the
overall cancer prediction quality reduced for the more
complicated model demanding more information or
improved features involved for decision-making.

In order to overcome these difficulties, we introduce in
our study a second classifier, which is used for automatic
postprocessing. Such a procedure allows significantly
reduced false-positive rates because of using additional
information about the most difficult classes (ie, tissue
types), which are falsely predicted as cancer. Thus, the
overall workflow to derive an optimal diagnosis consists
of the following steps. First, we use the LDA that classi-
fies the images into the 4 classes, namely cancerous tis-
sue, healthy squamous epithelial tissue, “other” tissues,
and a category for background (see Figure 4). For each
sample, connected regions are grouped that are predicted
as cancer. The additional classifier constructs for each
cancer group 3 binary decisions for the 3 following pairs
of classes: cancer, glandular tissue; cancer, inflamed area;
and cancer, smooth muscle. For the construction of each
of these 3 binary classifiers, selected features are used
that are optimal for the particular decision. Cancer is pre-
dicted if at least one connected region exists, whereas all
3 binary decisions are positive in terms of cancerous tis-
sue prediction.

Table 2 shows the final results of the diagnostic 2-step
procedure. Note the improvements in quality of diagnos-
tics compare to the LDA classifier alone (Table 1). The
reduction of false-positive rates is done by incorporating
additional information about the tissue, which was
wrongly predicted as cancer, namely glandular tissue,
inflamed area, and smooth muscle. At the same time, the
true-positive rate is increased, because for the presented
diagnostic model the size of the cancer area is not impor-
tant anymore. The decision of “cancer tissue” is made
only if cancer is confirmed at least in one connected

region. Regardless, the described advantages in prediction
quality feature a drawback: the 2-step diagnostic model is
computationally more complex and, thus, requires more
time to make a final decision. Currently, the image acqui-
sition time is about 160 s/mm2, whereas the complete
image analysis requires 13 minutes (preprocessing 5 5
minutes; feature extraction 5 3 minutes; classification,
step 1 5 2.5 minutes; and classification, step 2 5 2.5
minutes) for the largest multimodal images on an Intel
Xeon processor E5-2643v2 (6 Cores, 3.50 GHz, 25 MB).
We would like to point out that the system was not yet
optimized for speed. Multifocus approaches as well as the
implementation of resonant or polygonal laser scanning
mirrors can increase the image acquisition speed by a
multifold, whereas additional computational power is just
a matter of time or funds.

CONCLUSION
We have shown that multimodal nonlinear microscopy

provides diagnostically relevant information. This infor-
mation content may be split into morphological features,
such as the nuclei to cytoplasm ratio and intensity find-
ings. For the latter, it was demonstrated that the TPEF to
CARS contrast (TCC) is enhanced for cancerous squa-
mous epithelium as compared to healthy squamous epi-
thelium on median with a p value of 1.8 10210 resulting
from a Wilcoxon Mann–Whitney test.34 The large intra-
patient and interpatient variances, however, prevent a
direct classification based on such simple measures. Aim-
ing for an automated classification, we extracted texture
features in addition to the TPEF to SHG contrast
(SAAID) and TCC. Using a total of 20 parameters, we
performed, we believe for the first time, a supervised pre-
diction of cancerous tissue based on multimodal images
applying an LDA. The pixel-weighted average accuracy
of prediction for a 4 class model (cancer, healthy squa-
mous epithelium, other tissue types, and background) was
found to be 74%, and the LDA prediction is in good
agreement with the pathologist’s diagnosis. In particular,
the SD, smoothness, and entropy of the TPEF and CARS
channel, as well as the TCC and the mean TPEF value
are of largest significance for the discrimination between
cancerous and healthy squamous epithelium. The pre-
sented LDA model is suited for a visualization of differ-
ent tissue areas. Another classification model was trained,
which converts the visualization of the tissue into a diag-
nosis if a cancer region is present or not. This fully auto-
matic procedure features a 90% accuracy compared to
gold standard diagnosis of a blinded pathologist. In addi-
tion, the false-negative rate is 6%, which is quite low.

The presented methodology may be regarded as a start-
ing point for further studies elucidating the origin of the
observed biological variations. To verify whether the vari-
ation originates from the area of resection, a future study
has to comprise a larger pool of samples that arise only
from one or a very few head and neck areas. Still, our
results clearly demonstrate the usefulness of automatic
prediction approaches evaluating multimodal images and,
therefore, will boost the development of objective diag-
nostic tools based on nonlinear optical microscopy. The
model reported in this contribution can be applied as a
filter that allows for the reduction of the pathologist’s

TABLE 2. Confusion matrix for a linear discriminant analysis-based
cancer diagnosis including the linear discriminant analysis postprocessing
for all 30 multimodal images.

Automatic predicted class

Cancer yes Cancer no

Pathologist’s
diagnosis

Cancer yes 94% (16/17) 6% (1/17)
Cancer no 15% (2/13) 85% (11/13)

Compared to Table 1, the additional LDA reduces significantly the confusion of cancerous epi-
thelium with smooth muscle, glandular and inflamed tissue and, thereby, the false-negative
and false-positive rate.
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workload and thereby increase overall quality of
diagnostics.
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Supplementary information - Materials and Methods: experimental Setup 

 

A detailed presentation of the experimental setup can be found elsewhere [35]. A schematic of the 

experimental setup is displayed in supplementary figure 1. Briefly, a Coherent Mira HP Titanium-

Sapphire (Ti:Sa) laser (Coherent, USA) is pumped by a continuous wave Neodymium-Vanadate laser with 

an average power of 18 W operating at 532 nm. The Ti:Sa-laser generates 2-3 ps pulses (FWHM) at 

830 nm with a repetition rate of 76 MHz. The 3.5 W averaged output power of the Ti:Sa-laser is split into 

two parts. The first part is used directly, i.e., without frequency conversion, as the Stokes beam. The 

second part is coupled into an optical parametric oscillator (OPO, APE, Berlin) that allows to adjust the 

pump wavelength in the range from 500 to 1600 nm. To match the CH2 symmetrical stretching vibration 

at 2850 cm-1 for the CARS measurements, the OPO is tuned to 671 nm. Both beams, pump and Stokes, 

are temporally and spatially overlapped and coupled into a laser scanning microscope (LSM 510 Meta, 

Zeiss, Jena, Germany) and focused onto the sample with a 20× (NA 0.8) achromatic objective (Zeiss). The 

optical non-linear response of the sample is wavelength filtered by means of various dielectric filters and 

detected by photomultiplier tubes (PMT, Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan). Large area scans of 

the samples of up to 12×15 tiles, each having a size of 450 µm × 450 µm, were recorded. Every tile was 
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acquired with a resolution of 2,048 × 2,048 pixels and a pixel dwell time of 1.6 µs. By averaging twice the 

total acquisition time for per tile does not exceed 32 s for all three modalities, i.e. CARS, TPEF and SHG. 

The average power at sample was 25 mW and 50 mW for the pump and Stokes beam, respectively. A 

discussion about the applied power and potential linear as well as non-linear tissue photodamage can be 

found elsewhere [36]. 

 

 

Supplementary figure S1: Schematic of the experimental setup used for non-linear multimodal 

microscopy. 1 Ti:Sa-laser; 2 Optical parametric oscillator (OPO); 3 Laser scanning microscope. 

 

 

Materials and Methods: sample preparation 

 

Head and Neck samples of 10 patients with primary diagnosis of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma 

(HNC) were collected at the Jena University Hospital, Jena. Institutional review board approval was 

obtained prior to study initiation by the Ethics Committee of the Jena University Hospital, Thuringia, 

Germany (No. 4158-07/14). The patients gave written informed consent to use tumor material for the 

presented investigations. The excised tissue blocks were frozen in distilled water and further sliced into 

20 µm thin sections. For each section under investigation several adjacent parallel section of 5 µm 

thickness were obtained and subject to various staining protocols including H&E- and 

immunohistochemistry. The 20 µm thick sections were placed on quartz object holders (Ted Pella, USA) 

and investigated by non-linear multimodal microscopy without further washing or staining steps.  
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Materials and Methods: image processing 

 

Prior to prediction all multimodal images were filtered, resampled 4x4, corrected for uneven illumination 

and contrast adjusted. Details about the preprocessing can be found elsewhere [37]. 

Various tissue types were labeled with distinct colors in H&E stained images by a trained pathologist. The 

areas marked were extracted and utilized for supervised classification - see fig. 4. A co-registration 

procedure between H&E stained and multimodal images was performed based on rigid transformation, 

since they were acquired with different microscopes [38]. The co-registration corrects shifts, rotation 

and zoom of H&E stained images relative to the corresponding multimodal images. 

For classification 20 features were extracted, i.e., SAAID, TCC and 6 texture features for each modality. 

Details concerning the definition and meaning of texture features can be found in reference [33] and 

sup. Table S4. All features were normalized to [0 ... 1]. The equality of TCC median value for cancerous 

and healthy epithelium was estimated using a Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test [34]. The test results a p-

value of 1.8∙10-10 supporting the rejection of the null hypothesis of equal medians. Fisher´s discriminant 

ratio (FDR) was used to rank the significance of each individual feature for the discrimination between 

cancerous and healthy squamous epithelium as well as cancerous and non-squamous epithelial tissue 

[39]. The FDRs were calculated for a two-class model. Each feature was evaluated separately. 
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Mean 𝑚 =∑𝑧𝑖𝑝(𝑧𝑖)

𝐿−1

𝑖=0

 Average intensity level of an image area. 

Standard 

deviation 
𝜎 = √∑(𝑧𝑖 −𝑚)2𝑝(𝑧𝑖)

𝐿−1

𝑖=0

 Average contrast. 

Smoothness  𝑅 = 1 −
1

1 + 𝜎2
 

Relative smoothness of the intensity levels. It is 0 for 

areas of constant intensity and returns a value of 1 for 

regions with large excursions of its intensity values. 

Third 

moment  
𝜇3 = √∑(𝑧𝑖 −𝑚)3𝑝(𝑧𝑖)

𝐿−1

𝑖=0

 

Skewness of intensity histogram. It returns a value of 0, 

a positive or negative value for histograms that are 

symmetric, skewed to the right or skewed to the left, 

respectively.  

Uniformity 𝑈 =∑𝑝2(𝑧𝑖)

𝐿−1

𝑖=0

 
U is maximal when all intensity values are equal and 

decreases from there.  

Entropy 𝑒 = −∑𝑝(𝑧𝑖) log2 𝑝(𝑧𝑖)

𝐿−1

𝑖=0

 
Variability of intensity levels. The entropy becomes 0 

for a constant image. 

 

Supplementary table S1: Texture feature calculation based on statistical properties of the intensity 

histogram. Note that L denotes the number of bins that are specified by the image type, e.g. an 8-bit 

image possesses 256 bins. 

 

Feature Cancer – Epithelium Cancer – Other tissue 
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Supplementary table S2: Calculation of class separability using Fisher´s discriminant ratio (FRD). All 

features are ranked in the order of descending values of 𝐹𝐷𝑅 for the two classes cancerous squamous 

cell carcinoma and healthy squamous epithelium. For discrimination between cancerous and healthy 

squamous epithelium in particular the standard deviation, smoothness and entropy of TPEF and CARS, as 

well as the TCC and the mean TPEF value are of significance. To distinguish between cancerous and other 

types of tissue excluding healthy epithelium, the Uniformity of SHG, the standard deviation of CARS, the 

entropy of SHG and CARS as well as the smoothness and 3rd moment of CARS are of importance. Note 

that 𝐹𝐷𝑅𝑖 = (𝜇1,𝑖 − 𝜇2,𝑖)
2/(𝜎1,𝑖

2 + 𝜎2,𝑖
2 ), where 𝜇1,𝑖,𝜎1,𝑖

2  and 𝜇2,𝑖, 𝜎2,𝑖
2 are the mean and dispersion values 

of class 1 and class 2, respectively. The index 𝑖 = 1,2,… ,𝑚 corresponds to the selected feature. The 

mean FDR and its standard deviation were obtained by “leave one patient out” cross validation.  

 

Mean of FDA Std of FDA Mean of FDA Std of FDA 

Std TPEF 0.889 0.149 0.009 0.009 

Std CARS 0.688 0.048 0.341 0.062 

Entropy TPEF 0.581 0.067 0.008 0.006 

Smoothness CARS 0.507 0.046 0.243 0.050 

Smoothness TPEF 0.431 0.074 0.030 0.014 

(TPEF-CARS)/(TPEF+CARS) 0.414 0.070 0.009 0.007 

Mean TPEF 0.395 0.125 0.065 0.029 

Entropy CARS 0.394 0.051 0.251 0.038 

Std SHG 0.160 0.029 0.144 0.062 

3rd moment CARS 0.146 0.032 0.197 0.037 

3rd moment SHG 0.098 0.018 0.026 0.018 

Smoothness SHG 0.090 0.020 0.078 0.040 

Uniformity TPEF 0.081 0.013 0.016 0.006 

Entrory SHG 0.076 0.025 0.339 0.122 

Mean SHG 0.064 0.018 0.138 0.047 

Uniformity SHG 0.061 0.023 0.359 0.138 

3rd moment TPEF 0.041 0.009 0.004 0.002 

Uniformity CARS 0.029 0.009 0.047 0.006 

(TPEF-SHG)/(TPEF+SHG) 0.020 0.006 0.111 0.020 

Mean CARS 0.011 0.011 0.193 0.048 
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The supervised classification of the samples was performed using a linear discriminant analysis method 

(LDA) [40]. Additionally, the classification results were filtered as follows: for each class connected areas 

were identified [33]. If a particular area were smaller than 50x50 pixel corresponding to 44x44 µm2 it was 

reclassified as “other type of tissue”. 

Evaluation of the observed prediction quality was performed by leave one patient out cross validation 

meaning that the whole dataset was divided into a testing dataset, i.e. images of 3 sections originating 

from one patient, and a training dataset, i.e. samples from rest of the patients. The individual classifier 

was trained on the basis of one training dataset following the prediction of all images of testing dataset. 

This procedure was repeated for each patient and averaged to calculate the overall performance of 

prediction.  

The prediction was executed for different 4 and 10 distinct classes. Pixelwise calculated classification 

results for 4 classes are presented as confusion matrix in sup. table S2. On the diagonal, true positive 

rates can be found for a particular class whereas non-diagonal elements present false negative or false 

positive rates for the corresponding class. 

The decision about cancer presence in the whole scan was stated if the number of cancer predicted 

pixels is more than 5% of overall number of specimen (sample) pixels. The confusion matrix of this 

procedure is presented in table 1. However this procedure results in high false positive rate that is 

caused by glandular and inflamed tissues and smooth muscle. To overcome this challenge we construct 

three additional LDA classifiers that are specially adjusted to detect the difference between these 

problematic classes and cancerous regions. These three classifiers are binary, work independent of each 

other, and are supposed to separate cancerous areas from glandular tissue, inflamed tissue and smooth 

muscle tissue, respectively. Since these classes are not well separated, the three additional classification 

models utilize the best feature selection based on FDR value. Entropy and uniformity of SHG as well as 

TPEF-SHG and CARS-SHG correlation (new feature) are most important for the discrimination between 

cancer and glandular tissue. Entropy and uniformity of SHG, standard deviation and smoothness of CARS 

allow for a good separation between cancer and inflamed tissue. The separation of smooth muscle and 

cancer regions could be distinguished by SHG and TPEF texture features. 

Now the decision about cancer presence in the whole image is performed according to the following 

steps: 

The multimodal image is classified by the LDA model into 4 classes: cancer, benign epithelium, other type 

of tissue and background. 

All cancer classified pixels are divided into isolated regions based on 8-connectivity property [34]. 
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Each isolated region is decided to be cancer if the three binary classifiers predict cancer tissue in more 

than 70% of region pixels. 

The presence of cancer in the whole sample is stated if at least one isolated region is predicted as cancer. 

 

4 class model Predicted class 

cancer epithelium background Other 

A
ct

u
al

 c
la

ss
 cancer 63.0 19.1 0.5 17.4 

epithelium 17.3 74.2 2.1 6.4 

background 0.2 4.6 88.7 6.5 

Other 18.8 10.7 2.6 67.9 

 

Supplementary table S3: Cancer prediction confusion matrix. The rates of the correct prediction 

can be found on the main diagonal. Though the prediction of true positive cancer is good a comparably 

high false negative result is obtained. See text for an explanation why and which tissue types are 

currently confused with cancerous tissue. All numbers are given in percent.  
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10 class model Predicted class 
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A
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u
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 c
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cancer 22.0 14.5 1.1 0.7 11.5 33.6 4.8 10.0 0.6 1.3 

epithelium 3.6 73.2 2.0 0.8 1.0 15.8 0.7 0.5 2.1 0.5 

inflamed area 1.4 10.8 45.0 0.6 16.6 4.0 3.1 10.8 0.7 7.0 

adipose tissue 1.9 21.7 6.5 35.6 3.0 4.4 10.1 11.5 1.6 3.7 

glandular tissue 13.3 16.9 15.2 0.8 18.0 9.2 8.9 11.4 0.1 6.2 

keratinization 7.4 16.9 0.1 7.2 5.2 45.6 15.5 2.0 0.0 0.2 

smooth muscle 23.4 8.4 6.2 0.7 11.4 4.9 30.4 8.6 0.9 5.1 

vascular tissue 6.4 19.5 38.7 2.4 3.8 4.8 5.4 14.1 0.0 5.1 

background 0.1 8.0 1.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.6 88.7 0.6 

other 10.5 20.0 25.2 1.8 4.1 3.3 9.1 11.9 2.4 11.8 

 

Supplementary table S4: Result of classification into 10 classes is also presented in table 3. As it can 

be seen such as Inflamed areas and adipose tissue do not influence the prediction of cancer, but 

glandular tissue, vascular tissue, muscle fiber bundles and keratinization is often predicted as cancer 

and cause a high false negative rate for cancer in addition. All numbers are given in percent.  
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Supplementary figure S2: Prediction of tissue type (fig. 4) continued.  
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Supplementary figure S3: Area ratios of predicted and diagnosed cancerous tissue. The histogram was 

calculated for 17 samples with diagnosis of HNC. To estimate the variation of predicted cancer sizes in 

comparison to the pathologist’s classifications the ratio of the pixel number of the predicted and 

corresponding diagnosed cancerous area was computed.  
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Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering Microscopy
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Michael Schmitt,[a] Ute Neugebauer,[a, b, c] Michael Bauer,[c, d] and Jergen Popp*[a, b, c]

1. Introduction

One of the multitude of varied functions performed by the

liver is vitamin A storage and processing. Vitamin A (collective
term for retinol and its derivatives) plays an essential role in

growth and development, immune systems, and vision.[1–3] As

much as 80 % of the vitamin A in the liver is encapsulated by
the lipid droplets residing within the cytoplasms of quiescent

hepatic stellate cells (HSCs)[4] which are non-parenchyma cells
of the liver situated between hepatocytes and liver sinusoids.

HSCs are particularly pertinent during liver injury or disease
wherein they become activated, lose their retinol content and
deposit extracellular matrix molecules within the perisinusoidal

space.[5] The metabolism of vitamin A as a whole is affected in

the early stages of hepatic diseases.[6] Therefore the investiga-

tion of the hepatic vitamin A content is of paramount signifi-
cance in understanding the physiological functions of the liver

as well as the onset and progression of hepatic diseases.

The vitamin A storing HSCs were discovered using gold
chloride impregnation of sectioned liver tissue; a procedure

which is still prevalently employed in anatomical studies ad-
dressing intra-lobular heterogeneity.[7, 8, 5, 9] This inherently inva-

sive method requires time consuming and delicate preparation
of the sample by expert anatomists. This calls for a technique
that potentially allows in vivo investigation of vitamin A in liver

tissue with minimal sample handling involved.
Vitamin A in fresh liver cryo-sections and thin tissue slices

could be identified in label-free manner due to its rapidly
fading, single-photon auto-fluorescence when excited by ultra-

violet light.[10] Microscopy that harnesses this fluorescence con-
trast has been used to demonstrate the distribution of HSCs in

liver lobules.[8, 11] However, ultraviolet illumination leads to pho-

tobleaching of vitamin A,[4] preventing its systematic study for
an extended period of time within a tissue.

Raman microspectroscopy, in contrast, is not susceptible to
photobleaching and enables high-resolution in vivo imaging of

tissue by allowing the visualization of its molecular composi-
tion.[12–15] The characteristic vibrational frequency of retinol has

been utilized to detect[16] and quantify[17] quiescent HSCs in

fresh liver tissue slices with Raman microspectroscopy alluding
to its role as an intrinsic marker for healthy liver.[18] Nonethe-

less, the incoherent and weak nature of spontaneous Raman
signals necessitates long acquisition times for imaging tissue.

In general, linear microscopic methods based on spontaneous
Raman scattering and one-photon autofluorescence provide

Standard techniques for examining the distribution of vitamin
A in liver either require staining or lead to rapid photobleach-

ing of the molecule. A potentially better alternative approach
is to use coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) micros-
copy; a fast, label-free, non-disruptive imaging method that
provides contrast based on molecular vibrations. This contribu-
tion evaluates the viability of CARS microscopy for imaging vi-
tamin A within thick hepatic tissue under physiological condi-

tions by tuning into its characteristic vibrational band in the
fingerprint region. Additional information about the morpholo-
gy and architecture of the tissue was acquired using second

harmonic generation (SHG) and multi-photon excited fluores-

cence (MPEF) to help mapping the intra-lobular positions of

the vitamin A droplets. We demonstrate the capability of our
multimodal imaging framework to selectively image lipid-solu-

ble vitamin A droplets deep in bulk liver tissue with a high
contrast while co-registering a complementary morphological

background that clearly visualizes hepatic lobules. The results
obtained envisage the good prospect of the technique for
in vivo studies assessing vitamin A distribution heterogeneity

and how it is affected by the progression of hepatic diseases.
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limited penetration depths and do not offer inherent optical
sectioning.

Microscopy exploiting non-linear variants of these methods,
two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF)[19] and coherent anti-

Stokes Raman scattering (CARS),[20, 21] circumvents these prob-
lems because the signal generation is limited to a tight focal

volume, providing an intrinsic three-dimensional sectioning ca-
pability. Furthermore, with these techniques there is a possibili-
ty to use sources operating in the NIR optical window which

allows better penetration depths because there is less absorp-
tion and scattering of the excitation wavelengths by the tissue.

Identification of HSCs in liver tissue employing TPEF microsco-
py of vitamin A has been reported.[22] Although the illumina-

tion of a single focal plane at a time reduces the overall tissue
damage and photo-bleaching in TPEF microscopy,[23] these

problems still persist due to higher-order photon interactions

in the focal volume.[24]

CARS microscopy, on the other hand, provides contrast

based on intrinsic molecular vibrations in the sample as in
spontaneous Raman microscopy but utilizes signals that are

stronger by orders of magnitude. CARS is a four-wave mixing
process involving the interaction of a pump (wp) and a Stokes

(ws) beam in the sample. Molecules with Raman resonances

matching the beat frequency of the excitation beams
(wp @ ws) are forced into coherent vibrations. A photon from

a probe beam, which is usually chosen to have the same fre-
quency as the pump beam for experimental simplicity, is then

inelastically scattered off these coherent vibrations generating
an anti-Stokes signal at was ¼ 2wp @ ws. The strength of the

CARS signal, arising from its coherent nature, allows fast vibra-

tional imaging of tissue because of the small acquisition times
needed.[25]

Most tissue investigations with CARS have, so far, focused
on probing limited number of strong Raman modes in the

high-wavenumber (2500–3500 cm@1) region of the vibrational
spectrum. In particular, the strong CARS signal in lipids, arising
from the high concentration of the CH2 symmetric stretching

vibration at 2845 cm@1, has prompted its prevalent use in as-
sessing the fat content of tissue.[26–28] In this regard, CARS has

been employed to detect the excessive accumulation of lipid
droplets in the hepatocytes of the liver tissue (hepatic steato-
sis) which is a precursor for hepatic diseases such as cirrho-
sis.[29, 30] CARS has also been demonstrated to have a good po-

tential for in vivo investigation of tissue mostly owing to a
significant back-scattering of the forward generated CARS
signals.[31]

CARS investigation of the fingerprint region (800–1800 cm@1)
has been typically avoided due to the presence of multiple,

overlapping peaks from different molecular groups in biologi-
cal tissue within the region. This congestion of the spectra

compounded by the fact that, in CARS, different spectral signa-

tures interfere with each other and with the non-resonant
background have made it difficult to utilize the information

obtained without significant post-processing.[32] However, mol-
ecules in the fingerprint region that have stronger Raman

bands and found with higher concentration than the rest of
the molecules in tissue or are localized in clearly definable

compartments could still be utilized as a means of contrast in
CARS images. For instance, the transdermal delivery of trans-

retinol has been assessed using CARS.[25] Therefore, CARS
seems to be able to fulfill the need for a fast, non-disruptive

technique to investigate hepatic vitamin A content in intact
bulk tissue.

In this contribution, the suitability and merits of CARS mi-
croscopy in assessing the vitamin A content of thick liver

tissue, by probing a vibrational peak in Raman spectra of reti-

nol, is examined. The intralobular distribution of vitamin A is
visualized using CARS with the aid of multi-photon excited

auto-fluorescence (MPEF) and second harmonic generation
(SHG) imaging to identify the rest of the background tissue

structure.

Methods

Sample Preparation

Animal Samples

The liver of a mouse was sampled in accordance with German leg-
islation on protection of animals and with notification to the re-
gional animal welfare committee of Thuringia. Liver was sampled
from a 12 week old male C57Bl/6 J wild-type mouse (Charles River,
Germany). The mouse was sacrificed by cervical dislocation prior to
liver sampling. The liver was sampled freshly on the day of the
CARS measurements. It was transferred into a flagon containing
physiological NaCl solution immediately after sampling and kept
therein at 4 8C and protected from light until the start of the CARS
measurements.

For the succeeding routine experiments that assess the distribution
of vitamin A, commercial pig livers purchased from a nearby super-
market were used. Tissue blocks, with sizes 2 mm V 8 mm V 8 mm
on average, were excised from the samples immediately upon ar-
rival to the laboratory. Water was pipetted on the tissue slices
before placing a cover slip to keep them from drying. The imaging
commenced shortly thereafter. The sample processing was deliber-
ately kept as minimal as possible to make future transitions into in-
travital imaging feasible.

Chemical Samples

Pure retinoid molecular species (retinol synthetic, retinyl palmitate
and all-trans-retinal) (Sigma–Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Germany) were
used for obtaining reference CARS spectra.

Image Processing and Analysis of Data

The processing of the acquired raw images, including the pseudo-
coloring in the composite multi-modal images, was performed
using ImageJ.[33] For presentation purposes, the raw images were
4> 4 resampled and minimal adjustments were made to their
brightness and contrast.

Mechanical movement and instability in unfixed thick tissue cause
mismatches when overlaying images acquired separately with dif-
ferent modalities. This also poses problems when examining the
effect of photobleaching among a series of successive acquisitions.
Here, registration of the images by just accounting for the transla-
tional shift between them using the TemplateMatching plugin in
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ImageJ was found to be sufficient for qualitative assessment. The
plugin’s Align slices option, an implementation of the openCV’s
template matching function, searches for a specific user-selected
feature or landmark in each image in a stack and tries to maintain
its position by translating the images. Large mosaic images were
stitched from small tile scans using a recently developed algorithm
presented in Ref. [34].

CARS spectra were extracted from a series of images obtained by
varying the pump wavelength. Each bright spot in the CARS
images was first segmented and its mean grey value was evaluat-
ed. The mean grey value for every spot was plotted as function of
pump wavelength (wavenumber shift) after normalization using
the maximum value for the spot within the series. This results in
a normalized wavelength series plot for every bright spot in the
CARS image. For each (wavenumber shift) point the normalized,
mean grey values of different spots are grouped together to con-
struct a box plot in Python (Python Software Foundation, U.S.A).
Such plots were then fitted to analyze the shape of the spectra
and how it is influenced by the non-resonant background. This fit-
ting procedure is adopted from a discussion reported elsewhere[35]

and the specifics are presented in the Supporting Information.

Experimental Setup

The experimental setup used for imaging retinol in bulk liver tissue
is depicted in Figure 1 (detailed descriptions of the laser source
and microscope were separately reported in Refs. [36] and [37], re-
spectively). The setup is comprised of an Nd:vanadate picosecond
laser source (High-Q picoTrain, High-Q Laser, Austria), generating
7.5 ps long pulses at 1064 nm with a repetition rate of 80 MHz.
The laser also delivers a frequency-doubled output used for pump-
ing an optical parametric oscillator (OPO, Levante Emerald, A.P.E,
Berlin, Germany). In this study, for probing the Raman-active vibra-

tional peak of retinol centered at 1595 cm@1, the wavelength of
the OPO signal is tuned to 909 nm, which together with the funda-
mental output from the picoTrain, results in an anti-Stokes radia-
tion at 795 nm. The two excitation beams are then overlapped
temporally as well as spatially, and directed to a home-built up-
right microscope. Two NIR focusing objectives, a 20>, 0.4 numeri-
cal aperture (NA) (M Plan Apo NIR 20X, Mitutoyo, Japan) and
a 25>, 1.1 NA water immersion (CFI Apo LWD 25XW, Nikon Inc. ,
U.S.A), are used in this study. Unless explicitly specified, the results
presented here are acquired using the 20>objective that has
a long working distance, making it apt for thick tissue investiga-
tions. The backward scattered light collected by the focusing ob-
jective is separated from the excitation beams using a 850 nm
longpass dichroic filter (Edmund Optics, U.S.A, (6.1) ) and a short-
pass filter (FF01-842/SP-25, Semrock, U.S.A, (6.2) ). The generated
CARS signal is separated from multi-photon excited auto-fluores-
cence (MPEF) and second harmonic generated (SHG) signals by
a dichroic mirror (FF775-Di01-25 V 36, Semrock, U.S.A, (6.3) ). The
CARS beam is then filtered through a series of bandpass filters
(FF01-785/62-25 (6.4), FF01-794/160-25 (6.5), FF01-731/137-25 (6.6),
Semrock, U.S.A) and detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT)
(H10721-20, Hamamatsu, Japan). To obtain complementary infor-
mation about the tissue, the separated MPEF and SHG signals, ex-
cited by the fundamental beam of the laser at 1064 nm, are col-
lected by another PMT (H10721-20, Hamamatsu, Japan) after pass-
ing through a bandpass filter (for both MPEF and SHG: FF01-550/
220-25, Semrock, U.S.A, for SHG only: FF01-550/88-25, Semrock,
U.S.A (6.7)).

This setup can be reconfigured for lipid detection using CARS by
retuning the pump wavelength to 816 nm to probe the CH2 sym-
metric stretching vibration at 2845 cm@1. The detection path in this
case consists of a dichroic mirror (FF775-Di01-25 V 36, Semrock,
U.S.A) and two bandpass filters (FF01-661/20–25, FF01-650/150-25,
Semrock, U.S.A).

Tissue images of different sizes were acquired with 2048> 2048
pixel resolution and a pixel dwell time of 1 ms. 2> 2 binning of the
pixels to increase the signal to noise ratio results in a total acquisi-
tion time of 16 s for a single tile. Tissue damage due to linear ab-
sorption (bulk heating) is typically avoided here, as in other multi-
photon microscopy applications.[38] The combined average power
of the excitation beams does not exceed 160 mW at the surface of
the sample and is distributed over a large field of view (1.2 V
1.2 mm2). This results in an average illumination intensity of
11.1 W c@2 which is below the reported linear tissue photodamage
threshold level of 500 W c@2.[39] Tissue damage caused by non-linear
mechanisms is also not observed, as peak irradiances at the focus
are limited to 17>1012 W m@2 for the Stokes beam; a value within
the bounds of the amount tolerable by tissue which is estimated
to be 750>1012 W m@2.[40]

For reference purposes, TPEF, SHG and CARS images were also ac-
quired with another non-linear, multi-modal setup (details are dis-
cussed in Ref [41]). In brief, the laser source for the reference setup
is a mode-locked coherent Mira-Hp Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent,
U.S.A.) that provides 3 ps long pulses at 831 nm with a pulse repe-
tition rate of 76 MHz. This fundamental output, besides serving as
a Stokes beam for the CARS process, is used to pump an optical
parametric oscillator (A.P.E, Germany) that provides the CARS
pump signal at 671 nm. The two beams are then recombined and
sent to a commercial laser scanning microscope (LSM 510 Meta,
Carl Zeiss, Germany). A 20>, 0.8 NA objective (Zeiss, Germany) fo-
cuses the beams, &20 mW each, on the sample. The forward scat-
tered light is collected by a 0.8 NA condenser placed after the

Figure 1. Experimental setup for imaging retinol in the hepatic tissue using
coherent anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) microscopy. One output of
a Nd:vanadate picosecond laser (High-Q picoTrain) (1) at 1064 nm is used as
Stokes beam for the CARS process while a frequency-doubled output
pumps an OPO (Levante Emerald) (2). The signal from the OPO, used as
CARS pump, and the fundamental output from the Nd:vanadate laser are
combined and sent directly to a laser scanning microscope (3). The galvo-
scanners (4) of the microscope direct the beams, through a tube and scan
lens, onto the back focal plane of a focusing objective lens (5). The generat-
ed CARS signal is epi-detected by a photomultiplier tube (7) after passing
through a series of filters (6.1–6.7).
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sample and separated from the excitation beams using a shortpass
filter (FF01-650/SP-25, Semrock, U.S.A). The forward generated
CARS signal is then detected by a PMT (R6357, Hamamatsu, Japan)
after being filtered by a shortpass and a bandpass filter (FF01-650/
SP-25, FF01-550/88-25, Semrock, U.S.A). The TPEF, on the other
hand, is filtered from the backward-scattered light that is collected
by the focusing objective using a bandpass filter (FF01-458/64-25,
Semrock, U.S.A)

2. Results and Discussion

The capability of the CARS setup in detecting vitamin A in
thick tissue was first evaluated with a fresh mouse liver

sample. The images acquired show Raman resonant contribu-
tion from bright spots on a relatively dark, uniform back-

ground (Figures 2 a–c). Similar Raman resonant contribution
was discernible in experiments with pig liver samples (Fig-

ures 2 d–f). These spots correspond to deposits of vitamin A in
the liver as confirmed by the profile of the extracted CARS

spectra which correlates well with that of pure retinol (Fig-
ure 2 g). The CARS spectra of the pure retinol resembles a Lo-
rentzian and exhibits the strong characteristic vibrational peak

of retinol at 1595 cm@1 which arises from the C=C stretching
vibration in its conjugated polyene structure,[25] indicating

most of the contributions to the CARS signal arise from the
Raman resonant part of the third-order non-linear susceptibili-

Figure 2. Vitamin A in bulk liver tissue imaged using CARS microscopy. A spectral series of CARS images from mouse liver (a–c) and pig liver (d–f) tissue. The
in-resonance images (b, e) show a strong signal from the vitamin A spots forming a sharp contrast from the rest of the background. This signal fades away as
we move resonance in either direction. g) CARS spectra extracted from a series of images obtained by varying the pump wavelength showing the characteris-
tic peak of retinol. The box plot obtained from pure retinol (red) and its corresponding fit resemble a Lorentzian. In comparison, the corresponding plots ex-
tracted from the droplets in the pig liver tissue images exhibit a small red shift of the peak (in wavenumber) and an asymmetry in the peak indicating
a minor contribution of the non-resonant background. These plots correspond well, in terms of peak position and width, with the SRS/CARS spectra of pure
retinol recorded by Freudiger et al.[51]
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ty. On the other hand, the spectra obtained from the vitamin A
droplets in liver tissue display the typical red-shift and disper-

sive shape introduced by interference with the non-resonant
background, although the non-resonant background contribu-

tion is not significant. For the mouse and different pig tissue
samples investigated the shape of the spectra remains consis-

tent with only minor variances due to different levels of non-
resonant background arising from the tissue.

To put the subsequently presented results into perspective,

a schematic representation of liver architecture is depicted in
Figure 3. On a microscopic level, the lobes of liver are com-

prised of a number of roughly hexagonal hepatic lobules that
have a central vein in the middle and portal triads (tracts) at

their vertices.[42] Connective tissue surrounds these hepatic lo-
bules and plates of hepatocytes, which are the most abundant

parenchyma cells of the liver, that stretch outwards from the

center of each lobule.[43] Enlarged capillaries with fenestrated
endothelium lining called liver sinusoids run from the hepatic

arteries and veins of the portal triads to the central vein. The
hepatic stellate cells containing vitamin A are positioned in the

space of Disse between liver sinusoids and the hepatocytes.[3, 5]

Such morphological details are not apparent in the CARS

images because, aside from the bright vitamin A spots, the

rest of the tissue appears merely as a uniform background due
to the non-resonant contribution originating from the elec-

tronic response of the sample. This hinders the assessment of
the hepatic lobule vitamin A content. To that end, complemen-

tary morpho-chemical information about the investigated sam-
ples was obtained using second harmonic generation (SHG)

and multi-photon excited autofluorescence (MPEF) imaging

modalities. SHG is used to image non-centrosymmetric tissue

structures with large hyperpolariziablity.[44] Highly ordered an-
isotropic structural proteins such as collagen and elastin are

typically suited for imaging with SHG.[45] MPEF has been used
to image the distribution of endogenous fluorophores such as

NADH and flavin in tissue.[46] Firstly, to independently optimize
the imaging parameters, SHG and MPEF were acquired sepa-

rately from CARS using only the fundamental output from the
Nd:vanadate picosecond laser at 1064 nm for excitation so as

not to alter the source for the setup much and realize the

other modalities by just changing the detection module.
The SHG image at the surface of healthy pig liver tissue is

dominated by signals from the Glisson’s capsule; a network of
fibrous connective tissue surrounding the liver.[47] Within the

sub-capsule region of the liver this network extends into
a sheathing for the blood vessels (veins and arteries) that inter-

connect the portal areas of the hepatic lobules. This connec-

tive tissue surrounding the hepatic lobules is relatively abun-
dant in pig liver, as compared to other species,[48] and gives

a decent SHG signal (Figure 4 a). Consequently, the SHG con-
trast offers a background-free elucidation of the liver’s func-

tional subdivision into hepatic lobules analogous to the way
liver vasculature is visualized using portal vein injections.

Broadening the spectral detection window to 440–660 nm

allows the collection of two- or three-photon excited fluores-
cence, here collectively termed as MPEF, from the tissue in ad-

dition to SHG (Figure 4 b). Most of the signal in the image is

Figure 3. A schematic representation of liver architecture. The lobes of the
liver are functionally subdivided into hexagonal hepatic lobules ; the borders
of which are outlined by a network of connective tissue (C). Each hepatic
lobule of the liver has a central vein (CV) in the middle and portal triads (P)
at its corners. Plates of hepatocytes (H) extend radially from the central vein
to the edges of the lobule. Liver sinusoids (S), the walls of which are lined
by endothelium (E), occupy the space in between the plates of hepatocytes.
Hepatic stellate cells (HS) are found in the space of Disse between the liver
sinsuoid and the hepatocytes.

Figure 4. The use of multi-modal imaging to provide complementary infor-
mation about tissue morphology. a) A second harmonic generation (SHG)
image of a pig liver tissue (&15 mm below the surface) depicts mainly the
connective tissue in the sample. b) Capturing multi-photon excited fluores-
cence (MPEF) in addition to SHG visualizes the hepatocytes and liver sinus-
oids. c) The CARS modality shows the vitamin A droplets laid out on an in-
distinct tissue background. d) A composite image formed by registering and
overlaying the images in (b) and (c) shows the localization of the vitamin A
droplets within the perisinusoidal space (red: retinol CARS, green: MPEF plus
SHG).
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likely arising from the NADH autofluorescence in the cyto-
plasm of hepatocytes as hypothesized elsewhere.[22] However,

in this study, as the detection is not spectrally resolved, identi-
fying individual fluorophore contributions in the MPEF image

is difficult due to the cross-talk between the broad emission
spectra of different molecules. Nonetheless, the overall fluores-

cence intensity helps to visualize the morphology of the tissue
with primary contrast formed between the bright plates of

hepatocytes and the dark, blood filled sinusoids within the lo-

bules. Although individual hepatocytes could be identified on
the surface of the liver and in thin frozen cryo-section prepara-

tions (Figure 5), they are not discernible at such sub-capsule
depths (starting from about 15 mm below the liver surface),

with the specified imaging parameters, due to strong tissue
absorption and scattering. Figure 4 b also shows three-photon
excited fluorescence from the droplets of vitamin A exhibited

as conspicuous bright dots within the dark sinusoids of the
lobule.

A CARS image from the same region of tissue shows reso-

nant contributions arising only from the bright vitamin A spots

(Figure 4 c). Registering these two image channels (Figure 4 n
and Figure 4 c) and overlaying them with pseudo-colors dem-

onstrates how the modalities complement each other in visual-
izing the vitamin A distribution within liver tissue (Figure 4 d).

It has been long held that vitamin A is fat-soluble and is
stored within the lipid droplets of the HSCs. Investigating the

lipid droplet content of the tissue is important to further cor-

roborate our assertion that the bright spots in the CARS
images do indeed correspond to vitamin A deposits. As stan-

dard lipid staining usually fails in healthy liver tissue due to the
small concentration of the droplets, the lipid imaging was per-

formed by modifying the CARS setup to probe the CH2 sym-
metric stretching vibration.

Hence, fresh pig liver tissue is first imaged with the CARS

channel tuned for retinol detection (Figure 6 a). A subsequently
acquired complementary MPEF image of the background

tissue morphology is depicted in Figure 6 b. Figure 6 c shows
the same area of tissue scanned with the CARS modality of the

setup reconfigured for lipid imaging. The composite image
from the two channels (Figure 6 d) reveals the expected co-lo-

calization of the bright vitamin A spots with the lipid droplets
of the liver lobule.

Large mosaic images allow the visualization of the extended
hepatic structure with a high resolution (Figure 7). A nearly

complete structure of a hepatic lobule and some of the fea-
tures introduced in the schematic representation of the liver

are recognizable in the stitched MPEF mosaic shown in Fig-

ure 7 a. In comparison, the parallel CARS image, Figure 7 b, is
a very specific indicator of the vitamin A distribution within

the liver. In Figure 7 a, some of the spots are situated very
close to each other possibly indicating a pair of droplets con-
tained within a single stellate cell. Most of the dark patches
(shadows) in the CARS image are coherent imaging artefacts
that arise due to the interference between the resonant contri-

bution from small droplets and the non-resonant background.
This is confirmed by the observed asymmetry in the CARS

signal at these positions, caused by Gouy phase shift, as we
laterally scan through the sample.[49] The strong contrast in the

CARS image enables a straightforward separation of the reso-
nant contribution from the non-resonant background which in

turn facilitates qualitative and quantitative assessment, regard-

ing number and volume, of the hepatic vitamin A droplet con-
tent as in studies performed on lipids ([29, 30]). For instance,

within 10,000 mm2 in the periportal zone of pig liver tissue as
many as 23 droplets could be identified with diameters reach-

ing up to about 7 mm. Diffraction-limited resolution of CARS
microscopy guarantees the detection of even the small vitamin

Figure 5. Identification of individual hepatocytes using MPEF. Images ac-
quired from a) the surface of pig liver tissue and b) a cryo-section excised
from a mouse liver.

Figure 6. Multi-modal imaging employed to confirm the accumulation of vi-
tamin A within the lipid droplets of the liver. (a) and (b) show a different
region of pig liver tissue (&20 mm below the surface) imaged using the
CARS (tuned for vitamin A detection) and MPEF respectively. c) The CARS
channel re-configured for probing the CH2 stretching vibration detects the
lipid droplets in the tissue. d) A pseudo-colored multi-modal image (d) (reti-
nol-CARS: red, lipid-CARS: green ) shows the co-localization of the bright
spots from both modalities confirming the accumulation of vitamin A in the
lipid droplets.
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A droplets in centrilobular zones of hepatic lobules, providing

a more accurate description of tissue content than what is
achievable with staining procedures, which often lead to un-
derestimations.[9] Although precise morphometric mapping of

vitamin A heterogeneity is beyond the scope of this study, the
zonal and regional gradients in vitamin A distribution reported
in literature Ref. [9] , such as relatively large droplet volumes in
the periportal regions, are recognizable from qualitative assess-

ment of the CARS images.
The increase in acquisition time needed for taking large area

scans leads to complicated mismatches, among subsequently
acquired modalities, which cannot simply be corrected with
the registration methods described in Section 2.2. A compro-

mise in the optimal imaging parameters of the modalities, par-
ticularly regarding the power of the fundamental beam, makes

simultaneous acquisition of the modalities possible. Although
simultaneous acquisition decreases the intensity of the signals

acquired, especially the MPEF, it ensures perfect co-registration

of the modalities. Such simultaneously acquired multi-modal
images are presented in Figures 7 c,d. Figure 7 c illustrates the

architecture of the liver from the classical hepatic lobule per-
spective while Figure 7 d depicts the metabolic functional unit

of the liver, the hepatic acinus,[42] partially. These images show
how intuitive non-linear multi-modal imaging is in providing

a clear insight into the morpho-chemical composition of a bulk
tissue sample in a label-free manner.

For thick-tissue investigations, the depth of penetration
achievable with the CARS setup is of particular relevance. Exci-
tation wavelengths well into the NIR region and long-working-
distance objectives were selected for this study with this con-

sideration in mind.[31, 50] In our CARS images, we were able to
get a decent contrast from the vitamin A 60 mm below the sur-
face of bulk pig liver tissue using the 20 V objective. The 25 V

objective, with its larger numerical aperture and better chro-
matic correction, allowed penetration depths up to 80 mm
below the surface of the mouse liver tissue. These limited
depths of penetration are likely due to the fact that liver is
a turbid tissue containing hemoglobin that causes strong
linear scattering of the excitation beams, which in turn leads

to a reduction of power deep inside the tissue and prevents
the formation of a tight focal spot. The reduction in power at
the focus is indirectly attested by the significant amount of

power the tissue is able to withstand before sample destruc-
tion could be noticed in the images. (Here, up to 500 mW of

the fundamental output of the laser at 1064 nm measured at
the surface of the tissue, focused using the 20>0.4 NA objec-

tive, did not cause observable damage at the focus.)

Another critical aspect of the setup, especially when imaging
in the Raman fingerprint region, is spectral resolution. The esti-

mated spectral resolution of the CARS setup (&5 cm@1), in prin-
ciple, allows the discrimination of retinol from other retinoid

metabolites that might be found in healthy or pathological
liver. To substantiate this claim, CARS spectra of either pure or

diluted (1:10 in ethanol) forms of the molecular species placed

alongside each other on a microscopic slide were acquired.
The spectral peak of retinol can be clearly discriminated from

that of trans-retinal or retinoic acid. However, retinol and retin-
yl palmitate have similar spectral properties, with peaks near

1594 cm@1 which prevents their separation with the setup.
Figure 8 shows the spectral separation of pure retinol from
trans-retinal situated within the same field of view; indicated

by the appearance of two distinct intensity peaks, one coming
after the other, as we change the pump wavelength to essen-
tially probe the Raman resonance modes of retinol at

Figure 7. Representative multi-modal images of pig liver (&15 mm below the
surface) portraying the intra-lobular distribution of vitamin A. (a) and (b)
show sequentially acquired images. a) The multi-fluorescence from the
tissue originates mostly from the hepatocytes (H) which form a clear con-
trast with the blood filled sinusoids of the liver (S). b) The SHG signal from
the connective tissue (C) de-marks the boundaries among hepatic lobules.
The CARS channel maps the distribution of the vitamin A (circled: R)
throughout the lobule. (c) and (d) are multi-modal images obtained from si-
multaneous acquisition of the modalities partially illustrating a classic hepat-
ic lobule and a liver acinus, respectively (retinol CARS: red, multi-photon ex-
cited fluorescence plus SHG: green, P portal tract.)

Figure 8. Result of an experiment testing the spectral resolving capabilities
of the CARS setup show separation of pure retinol and trans-retinal placed
alongside each other.
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1595 cm@1 and all trans-retinal at 1572 cm@1.[18] These results
anticipate the potential of CARS microscopy for investigating

retinoid metabolism.
Finally, the reduction in photobleaching and tissue photo-

damage when microscopically imaging vitamin A based on
CARS as compared to TPEF is demonstrated by taking a time

series of images with both modalities. Accordingly, a 0.5 mm
thin liver tissue slice was imaged using another multimodal

setup (see Section 2.3). A different multimodal setup was se-

lected for comparison because of its suitability for operation in
the visible spectrum wherein the two photon absorption maxi-

mum of retinol is located. In addition, this second setup em-
ploys shorter pulse duration sources, as compared to the main

NIR setup, that result in high peak irradiance optimum for ob-
taining similar contrast levels from the vitamin A droplets
using TPEF as in the CARS images. The TPEF image acquired,

displayed in Figure 9 a, exhibits the characteristic uniform dis-
tribution of patchy bright fluorescence from vitamin A in

healthy liver lobule.[22] The CARS modality of the reference
setup, whose excitation wavelengths are tuned for probing the

CH2 stretching vibration at 2850 cm@1, allows the visualization
of vitamin A storing lipid droplets in the liver. In these multi-

modal images the bright auto-fluorescence from vitamin A

fades away almost completely after 60 scans (acquired over

the course of 5 minutes), leaving behind the encapsulating
lipid droplets and causing evident tissue damage (Figure 9 b).

In comparison, the vitamin A spots in a similar time series
image of the tissue acquired by the CARS setup with NIR exci-

tation wavelengths with a MPEF background, Figure 9 c and
Figure 9 d, show no apparent decay in intensity after 100

scans. The characteristics of the excitation sources used and
the nature of the molecular mechanism probed for CARS imag-
ing led to less photo-bleaching of the sample though more

average power was present at the surface of the sample as
compared to the TPEF setup.

3. Conclusions

The results obtained and discussed in this contribution illus-

trate the feasibility of coherent anti-Stokes scattering (CARS)
microscopy for thick tissue probing of a vibrational band in

the fingerprint region. CARS microscopy was demonstrated to
be a label-free, non-disruptive and fast alternative to conven-

tional methods of assessing hepatic vitamin A content. Com-

plementary morpho-chemical information about the tissue ob-
tained using second harmonic generation and multi-photon

excited fluorescence (MPEF) provided a contextual background
to help evaluate the distribution of vitamin A within the hepat-
ic lobules of the liver. This multi-modal approach can be em-
ployed to quantitatively analyze liver heterogeneity with re-
gards to vitamin A storage in a label-free manner. It could also

potentially be used to track the effects of hepatic diseases pro-
gression on the distribution of vitamin A in vivo.
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CARS spectra fitting 
  The anti-Stokes signal intensity is generally given by :[52]  

 )
2

(|| 2222(3) kL
sincLIII spAS

∆⋅∝ χ  (1) 

 where cnwk /=  is the wavevector, k∆  is the wavevector mismatch computed as 

( )spas kkkk −−∆ 2=  for the case ppr kk = , and L  is the interaction length. The frequency dependence 

of the intensity is given by the resonant contribution to the third order non-linear susceptibility which is 

the Lorentzian function approximation of the solution to a damped harmonic oscillator formulation of 

the frequency dependence :[25]  
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 where RA  is the normalized vibrational mode strength, ∆  is the detuning frequency given by 

)(= spvib ωωω −−∆  in which vibω  is the vibrational frequency, and Γ  denotes the band width of the 

Raman line. With the additional non-resonant contribution to the third order non-linear susceptibility 

which arises as a result of electronic contributions to the polarization the third order non-linear 

susceptibility can stated as:  
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 Inserting this into (1) gives:  
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 Equation 2 can be inserted into the above equation to result in:  
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 The CARS spectra were then fitted using this model with the unknown parameters, vibω , Γ , RA  and 

(3)
NRχ  using a least square model in Python. 
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6.3 Investigation of microalgal carotenoid content

using coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS)

microscopy and spontaneous Raman spectroscopy
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The yield of high-value products such as pigments that could be extracted from microalgae is affected by
various nutritional and physical factors. Consequently, there is a need for fast visualization techniques that
investigate the responses of individual microalgal cells to changing environmental conditions without intro-
ducing perturbations. Here we apply CARS microscopy to map the distribution of pigments in the diatoms
Ditylum brightwellii and Stephanopyxis turris and report their relative change in response to varying light
cycles using a marker based watershed analysis of the acquired images. Simultaneously, the underlying specific
pigment composition alterations are revealed using Raman microspectroscopy at 785 nm excitation. In regards
to assessing the chemical content of microalgae, these methods present themselves as viable alternatives to the
standard techniques currently in use because of their non-disruptive nature and the wealth of complementary
information that could be obtained from them.

Keywords: CARS(Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering), Medical and biological imaging, Algae, Vibra-
tional spectroscopy, Carotenoids.

1. Introduction
There is an ever increasing interest in harvesting mi-
croalgae mainly driven by production of biofuels [1].
In parallel to this development, the extraction of other
value added co-products from microalgae is considerably
gaining traction. In this regard, microalgae are being
regarded as viable, renewable and abundant sources of
various biomolecules [2]. Carotenoids extracted from
algae have found diverse applications in pharmaceuti-
cal, food and cosmetic industries [3]. For instance,
fucoxanthin (Fx), a xanthophyll naturally found in
brown algae and diatoms has been demonstrated to have
anti-oxidant anti-inflammatory, and anti-cancer prop-
erties [4]. This has led to the growing volume of re-
search invested in understanding the intra-cellular mech-
anisms employed by microalgae in synthesizing and stor-
ing these biomolecules. Therefore, there is a need for
fast and reliable techniques that help assess the influ-
ence of different environmental factors such as nutrient
availability or light conditions on the pigment content
and metabolic response of microalgae.

Typically, analytic approaches such as High pressured
liquid chromatography (HPLC) and mass spectrometry

∗ Both authors share first authorship of this manuscript
† Corresponding author: juergen.popp@ipht-jena.de

are used to investigate the chemical content of microal-
gae. However, extensive sample preparation and bulk
sample volumes are required for these techniques. Vi-
brational spectroscopic methods, on the other hand, can
focus on single cell levels and identify changes in molec-
ular signatures in the algae that are caused by the differ-
ent external factors. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR)
spectroscopy is one such technique that has been applied
to investigate the effects of environmental growth factors
on microalgal response [5–7]. Nonetheless, FT-IR spec-
troscopy is perturbed by strong IR absorption of water
and thus requires the samples to be dried for investiga-
tion.

Raman spectroscopy presents itself as a non-
destructive alternative for investigating intact single
cells in vivo at a higher resolution than FT-IR spec-
troscopy. Accordingly, the capability of Raman micro-
spectroscopy in identifying chemical fingerprints has
been previously used to investigate the distribution of
lipids, and pigments in microalgae [8, 9]. However, Ra-
man cross-sections of typical molecules found in living
cells are quite low necessitating longer acquisition times.
The increase in scattering intensities achievable when
using resonance Raman has been employed to examine
metabolites and pigments on and in the vicinity of al-
gal surfaces [10]. However, photodegradation or photo-
bleaching and strong fluorescent background due to UV-
Vis excitation wavelengths in resonance with electronic
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excited states limits its applicability for imaging pigment
distribution inside diatoms.

These drawbacks can be alleviated by using Coher-
ent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS), a four-wave
mixing, non-linear technique that is able to extract sim-
ilar information as spontaneous Raman scattering but
provides signals that are much stronger. In the CARS
process a pump (ωp) and a Stokes (ωs) beam interact
in the sample and coherently drive Raman active vi-
brations at their difference frequency (ωp − ωs). The
in-elastic scattering of a third probe (ωp) beam off this
vibration results in an anti-Stokes signal ωas = 2ωp−ωs.
CARS allows label-free, video-rate imaging of samples
and avoids the problem of one-photon fluorescence as
the anti-Stokes signal is blue-shifted from the excitation
beams [11]. This is particularly advantageous for al-
gae investigations as spontaneous Raman scattering en-
counters problems with the strong chlorophyll fluores-
cence [12]. The large portion of CARS studies on algae
have particularly focused on examining the metabolism
of lipids as they provide strong signals due to the abun-
dance of the CH2 symmetric stretching vibration [13–
15]. There have also been studies employing CARS as
a means of mapping the distribution of carotenoids in
specific strains of microalgae [16, 17].

Here we employ CARS microscopy and Raman spec-
troscopy to investigate the effect of different light
cycles on pigment accumulation in the uni-cellular,
photo-synthetic, autotrophs Ditylum brightwellii and
Stephanopyxis turris. These diatoms store carotenoids,
mainly Fx, in their chloroplasts as accessory pigments.
These carotenoids play photo-synthetic as well as anti-
oxidative roles in the diatoms. For CARS imaging,
we focus on the prominent bands of carotenoids found
in the molecular fingerprint region. CARS microscopy
was used to show the relative intensity and morphol-
ogy changes observed among batches as the conditions
are varied. CARS microscopy reveals information about
the spatial distribution of the carotenoids within the
uni-cellular structure of the diatoms. It also permits
rapid entire-cell imaging of several diatoms for mon-
itoring comprehensive, specific pigment concentration
changes within the limited measurement times available,
a feat that is un-realizable by Spontaneous Raman spec-
troscopy. On the other-hand, Raman spectra from se-
lected points within the diatoms were acquired concur-
rently to help identify differences in the molecular fin-
gerprints of the cells that correlate with the change of
light cycles.

Consequently, an increase in carotenoid content and
a corresponding, relative change in pigment contribu-
tions were observed with cells kept longer in the dark
than the normal 12:12 hours light cycle. In general,
we demonstrate CARS and spontaneous Raman to be
complementary and potent techniques for thorough in-
vestigation of the influence of metabolic factors on the
pigment accumulation capabilities of diatoms.

2. Experiment

2.A. Cell culture and sample preparation

D. brightwellii and S. turris cultures were both iso-
lated from the North Sea and kept in 50 mL culture
flasks (Greiner) with artificial seawater medium pre-
pared as described in [18]. Three batches with vary-
ing light cycles (light:dark), 20:4 h, 12:12 h and 4:20 h,
were prepared and the measurements were performed
for three consecutive days. All batches were grown in
a homebuilt cultivation chamber at a constant temper-
ature of 18 ◦C and an illuminance of approximately
1000 lx with fluorescent tubes (Osram T5 36W 640). In
order to achieve varying light cycles, batches with light
exposure periods shorter than 20 h were transferred to
a light-excluding box at the appropriate time every day.
After onset of the corresponding light period, cells were
allowed to acclimate for at least 3 hours before spec-
troscopic measurements were performed. Cell densities
were controlled using a Fuchs-Rosenthal hemocytome-
ter. Over the course of the three-day experiments all
cultures were in the stationary growth phase. For ob-
taining reference CARS spectra pure β-carotene and Fx,
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Germany, were utilized.

2.B. CARS measurements

The setup used for acquiring CARS images of the di-
atoms has already been described in its entirety in ([19])
and detailed descriptions of the source and microscope
could be found elsewhere ([20] and [21] respectively).
To emphasize the specifics relevant to the discussion
here, the Stokes beam for the CARS process is gener-
ated by an 80MHz repetition rate Nd:vanadate picosec-
ond laser source (High Q picoTrain, High Q Laser, Aus-
tria) and the pump(and probe) beam is produced by
an OPO (Levante Emerald, A.P.E, Berlin, Germany).
In a previous study, the band assignments of Raman
spectra acquired from the specific strain of diatoms in-
vestigated here attributed the prominent peak located
around 1528 cm−1 to the carotenoid pigments in the
diatoms [22]. For investigating this particular Raman
active vibrational peak using CARS microscopy, the fun-
damental output of the pico-train at 1064 nm (7.5ps) is
combined with the OPO signal tuned to 915 nm(5ps).
This study was conducted using a 25×, 1.1 NA water
immersion objective (CFI Apo LWD 25XW, Nikon Inc.,
U.S.A) fitted on a home built nonlinear upright micro-
scope. In order to avoid the cells from moving around
during the acquisition period poly-L-lysine was applied
on glass bottom petri-dishes before the cells were de-
posited. After the diatoms are pipetted, a cover slip is
then placed on the top for examination under a water
immersion objective with a cover slip correction.

An 850 nm long pass dichroic filter (Edmund Op-
tics, U.S.A) separates the CARS signal from the back-
scattered light collected by the focusing objective. The
beam is further filtered by a short pass filter (FF01-
842/SP-25, Semrock, U.S.A) and a series of band-
pass filters (FF01-794/160-25, FF02-809/81-25, Sem-
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rock, U.S.A) before being detected by a photomultiplier
tube (PMT) (H10721-20, Hamamatsu, Japan). Two-
photon excited auto-fluorescence (TPEF) of the diatoms
was also investigated to obtain complementary informa-
tion that could be used as a reference for the CARS im-
ages. For acquiring this modality, just the pump beam
was used for excitation and in the detection module the
bandpass filters were removed.

The 2 µs pixel dwell time of the setup scales to a total
acquisition time of 8 s for a single CARS image tile con-
sidering a 1024×1024 pixel resolution and 2× averaging
employed to improve the SNR. The maximum combined
average power of the excitation beams used is 125 mW
(80 mW pump and 35 mW Stokes) before the objec-
tive and does not lead to observable photo-damage and
photo-bleaching of the diatoms during the image acqui-
sition period. This is evident from consistencies in the
CARS intensity measured and by afterwards microscopi-
cally monitoring the morphological intactness of the cells
investigated for a time series of CARS image acquisi-
tions. Axial image stacks were acquired by using the mo-
torized piezo scanner (PIFOC P-725.4CD,PI,Germany)
on which the objective is mounted.

In the CARS experiments the field of view is typi-
cally zoomed-in to an area covering ≈ 200 × 200 µm2

which can contain upto 5 diatoms. 15 images were taken
from each batch and this resulted in a variability of the
number of cells investigated due to difference in the cell
density among the batches and the particular region on
the slides investigated. The number of cells investigated
using CARS microscopy for each experiment is summa-
rized in Table 1.

Table 1. The number of D. brightwellii and S. turris cells
investigated using CARS microscopy.

D. brightwellii S. turris
20:4 12:12 4:20 20:4 12:12 4:20

Day 1 52 44 31 53 56 48
Day 2 50 27 34 49 49 64
Day 3 19 30 25 64 50 39

2.C. Processing and Analysis of CARS images
Individual cells are manually selected from CARS image
acquisitions in ImageJ ([23]) using the Polygon Selection
Tool to prepare the cell database presented in Table 1.
The segmentation and analysis of the acquired CARS
images was carried out in MATLAB (The MathWorks,
MA, USA). In order to segment the chloroplasts that en-
capsulate the carotenoids in the diatoms a marker based
watershed approach was followed [24]. In this method,
a grey-level image is regarded as a topographical ter-
rain wherein the regional maxima represent catchment
basins and the gradients in the image serve as watersheds
that segment filled basins. Accordingly, a gradient im-
age is first computed using the sobel operator to serve
as the input to the watershed segmentation function.
Foreground and background markers are used in order

to avoid over-segmentation. The foreground markers are
computed by first cleaning up the image by a series of
grey-level morphological operations and determining re-
gional maxima with the imregionalmax function. The
background marker applied here is the morphological
skeleton of the thresholded and inverted image. The
algorithm eventually results in labelled segmented re-
gions in the images. These are then used as masks for
computing the mean intensity of the carotenoid areas in
the original image. The aforementioned image analysis
procedure as applied to a sample image is presented in
the supplementary material (section A).

2.D. Raman measurements

Spontaneous Raman spectroscopic measurements were
performed using a commercial Raman microscope setup
(Holoprobe, Kaiser Optical System, USA) equipped
with a multi-mode diode laser at 785 nm emission and
previously described in more detail in [22]. Raman scat-
tered light was collected by a 60 x, 1.0 NA water im-
mersion objective lens (Nikon). Samples were placed
on CaF2 slides that have been surface-modified with
poly-L-lysine beforehand. From each batch 40 individ-
ual cells were investigated by taking 10 spectra along the
main axis of the elongated cells with an exposure time
of 0.5 s. During the measurements the automated cos-
mic spike removal option of the built-in software (Holo-
grams, Kaiser Optical System, USA) was active. The
laser power at the sample plane was limited to 30 mW
in order to prevent photo-damage of cells as monitored
by microscopic inspection. Before starting the measure-
ments a calibration lamp (Kaiser Optical System, USA)
was used for intensity and wavelength calibration of the
spectrometer.

2.E. Preprocessing and analysis of Raman spectra

Raw spectra were preprocessed and analysed in R using
the hyperSpec package [25]. The analysis was confined
to the spectral range from 700 to 1800 cm−1. Small vari-
ances in the wavenumber channels of spectra acquired on
different days were corrected applying spectral smooth-
ing and interpolation with the spc.loess function. Back-
ground correction was accomplished following an EMSC
approach as implemented in the cbmodels package [26].
10 spectra of each individual cell were averaged and the
resulting mean spectra were area-normalized relative to
the whole spectral range of interest. Subsequently per-
formed classification was realized with the help of the
plslda function from cbmodels.

3. Results and discussion

3.A. CARS microscopy results

Representative images of the diatoms taken using the
CARS microscopic setup are presented in Figure 1. Fig-
ure 1a depicts multi-modal images of the diatom D.
brightwellii. The red channel in the images is the CARS
modality while a subsequently taken reference two pho-
ton fluorescence image is co-displayed in the green chan-
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Fig. 1. Nonlinear microscopic images of single D. brightwellii.(a) Composite image of the diatom D. brightwellii with the
modalities epi-collected CARS at 1528 cm−1 (red) and TPEF from chlorophyll (green). (b) Contrast adjusted CARS image
of the diatom to enhance the non-resonant contributions so that the entire cellular structure is apparent. (c) Depth profile of
D. brightwellii constructed from 60 CARS images taken in 1 µm axial steps demonstrate the potential of the setup for optical
sectioning and subsequent three dimensional reconstruction with sub-micron resolution.

nel. The CARS channel, here tuned to probe the Raman
active vibration at 1528 cm−1, shows a resonant contri-
bution from chloroplasts containing carotenoid pigments
that forms a very strong contrast with the rest of the
cell background. The stretching vibrations arising from
conjugated double bonds (C=C) in the carotenoids are
responsible for the strong CARS signal observed. In
particular, the main contribution of this CARS signal
is from the catotenoid Fx (this point is elaborated in
the later part of this section). Although the fingerprint
spectral region (800-1800 cm−1) is typically congested
by the overlapping peaks from different bio-molecules,
here the main contribution from the carotenoids forms
an un-contested contrast in the images. The fluores-
cence channel, mostly filled with signal from the chloro-
phyll shows how these areas are situated relative to the
structure of the entire cell. Accordingly, the carotenoids
are found to be localized within the chloroplasts of the
diatom. Two photon auto fluorescence from chloro-
plasts of the diatoms does not cause apparent pertur-
bation or leak through to the CARS channels in these
measurements as in the case of lipid investigations. In
the test we performed by tuning to the CH2 stretch-
ing vibration (data not shown) the background fluo-
rescence is too high to allow significant analysis to be
carried out. Consequently, for examining lipid accu-
mulations in microalgae, modulated([15]) or time-gated
detection([14]) approaches might be needed. The flu-
orescence background-free detection of the carotenoids
here is possible due to reduced fluorescence from the
NIR excitation wavelengths utilized ([27]) and the large
gap between the anti-Stokes signal detected at 802 nm
and the peak of the fluorescence from chlorophyll cen-
tred around 680 nm [28]. In D. brightwellii, the area
of the carotenoid-containing chloroplasts, as determined
from these CARS acquisitions, is between 1 to 5 µm2.
Following an approach similar to Cavonius et al. ([14]),

the outline of the complete uni-cellular structure can be
traced by adjusting the contrast of the CARS image so
that the low-intensity parts of the image are also readily
visible as presented in Figure 1b. In this image, the long
spines extruding from the triangular valves at both ends
of the diatom are identifiable. The diatoms appear in
different sizes and shapes in the CARS images acquired
but are on average 130 µm in length and 25 µm in di-
ameter. One of the inherent advantages on non-linear
microscopic methods such as CARS is optical sectioning
possible due to the fact that signal generation is limited
to a tight focal spot. The lateral depth stack acquisitions
presented in Figure 1c serve to show these capabilities
with regards to imaging the entire volume of the cells
and the carotenoids in particular. The depth of pene-
tration achievable with the microscopic setup, which can
extend to 80 µm for turbid tissue samples, is sufficient
to cover the complete axial diameter of the diatoms.

Analogously, images of the diatom S. turris taken
with the CARS microscopic setup are presented in Fig-
ure 2. In Figure 2a, the Raman-resonant CARS chan-
nel in red maps the distribution of the carotenoids with
background fluorescence shown in green. The chloro-
plast containing the carotenoids in S. turris are arranged
around the periphery of the cell, as such the boundaries
of the cell are already demarked by the two modalities.
The sizes of chloroplasts in S. turris are smaller than
those in D. brightwellii and are in the range between 0.7
and 3 µm2. Orthogonal slices extracted from axial stack
acquisitions of the diatom near large carotenoid deposits
are shown in Figure 2b.

The microscopic setup used for CARS imaging evi-
dently did not lead to photo-bleaching of the signals or
destruction of the cells as inferred from preliminary tests
done by taking time series images of the diatoms. If the
power of the excitation beams is increased significantly
from the level stipulated in the section 2.B, the diatoms
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Fig. 2. S. turris cells imaged with the non-linear microscopic
setup. (a) CARS at 1528 cm−1 (red) and TPEF from chloro-
phyll (green) elucidating how the carotenoids are distributed
throughout the cells. (b) S. turris orthogonal slices con-
structed from 50 CARS axial stack acquisitions taken in steps
of 1 µm.

will exhibit clear damage as the pigments morphological
disintegrate in the image acquisitions.

To validate that the observed high-intensity ar-
eas in the resonant CARS images are actually from
carotenoids, CARS images acquired at different spec-
tral positions are displayed in Figure 3. Figure 3b
shows sample on-resonance images of the diatom D.
brightwellii. These strong resonant signals around
1528 cm−1 are from the carotenoids in the algae. This
signal fades away in the corresponding off-resonance im-
ages in figures 3a and 3c as the difference frequency is
shifted from the resonance in either direction. For con-
structing CARS spectra, images of the cells were ac-
quired as the pump wavelength was varied from 912-
918 nm in steps of 0.2 nm, thereby covering Raman
wavenumbers in the range of 1495-1566 cm−1.

The extracted mean intensity of the carotenoids as
the pump wavelength is varied is first normalized to
the maximum value within the series and then aver-
aged for a cell. The spectra of 5 cells is presented
as box plot as shown in Figure 3d. Similar spectra
computed from CARS microscopic images of pure Fx
and β-carotene are co-plotted in the graph for reference
purposes. The CARS spectra of the pure β-carotene
and Fx correlate well with the respective Raman spec-
tra and what is reported in literature [10, 29]. Simi-
larly, the observed CARS spectra of the diatoms resem-
bles a Lorentzian indicating an overwhelming contribu-
tion from Raman-resonant component of the third order
non-linear susceptibility. Various pigments in diatoms
that have prominent peaks in the proximity (1510-1530
cm−1) could contribute to the CARS spectra of the di-
atoms [30]. For instance, from reference Raman spec-
tra of such pigments, it is observed that the major pig-
ment in the diatom, Fx has a peak at 1531 cm−1 while
the peak of another commonly occurring microalgal pig-
ment diadinoxanthin (Ddx) is found at 1521 cm−1. As
the Raman-resonant contribution to the CARS intensity

quadratically increases with increasing concentration of
the molecules being probed, the relative concentrations
with which these pigments are co-localized in the di-
atoms will affect the shape of the total CARS spectra.
In the CARS spectra of the diatoms it could be observed
that the dominating carotenoid in these particular di-
atom strains is Fx.

This carotenoid imaging potential of the CARS setup
is then employed to examine the effect of varying the
light regimen on the amount of pigment accumulated in
the diatoms. For these investigations, the CARS im-
ages of the diatoms acquired at a single optimal axial
focus level where the signals were deemed the strongest
were analysed. The differences observed are explained
using sample images from the different light-dark cycles
are presented in Figure 4. Cells kept under longer dark
cycles (4:20) contained chloroplasts that provided rela-
tively stronger CARS signal intensity and were bigger
than those kept under (20:4) light dark cycles. This im-
plies that the prolongation of the dark cycle resulted in
accumulation of more pigments.

Following the approach discussed in section 2.C the
mean carotenoid intensity of the diatoms in different
light cycles is evaluated from the CARS images and
the results found are summarized in Figure 5. The bar
graphs present the median CARS intensity of the seg-
mented regions for the three light cycles in the three days
of experiments. Although there is considerable variabil-
ity in the CARS intensity even for the cells kept under
the same conditions, there is an overlaying trend of in-
creasing CARS intensity as the cells are kept in the dark
for longer times indicating an increase in the accumula-
tion of pigments. It is a well established fact that, in
addition to nutrimental factors, physical factors such as
light intensity affect the pigment composition in microal-
gae [31]. Depending on the particular strain of algae in-
vestigated changing the light regime or photo-period has
a particular effect on the carotenoid content. In the case
of D. brightwellii longer dark times seem to favour the
production of carotenoids. This relatively strong trend
is observable in all the three days of experiments as de-
picted in Figure 5a. The S. turris also exhibits this trend
in the first two days (Figure 5b). On day 3 of the ex-
periments, at which time point the cells are stressed the
most, the CARS intensity does not follow the increasing
trend for the last two light cycles and exhibits a lot of
variability (see overlapping error bars).

As demonstrated, CARS microscopy is a practical
technique for fast, disruption-free investigation of mi-
croalgal responses to changing environmental factors en-
abling the imaging of a large number of cells. The anal-
ysis incorporates information about the spatial distri-
bution of the pigments within each of the cells with
diffraction limited resolution. However, possible rela-
tive pigment contribution changes that accompany these
responses cannot be extracted from such single-band
CARS measurements. For these purposes, concurrent
Raman Spectroscopic measurements of the diatoms were
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Fig. 3. CARS spectral characteristics of carotenoids in the diatoms. A spectral series of CARS images of the diatom D.
brightwellii (a-c). The in-resonance image (b) shows a strong signal from the carotenoids forming a sharp contrast to the rest
of the background. This contrast decreases with off-resonance measurements on either side of the resonance (a,c). (d) CARS
spectra extracted from a series of images of D. brightwellii (in blue) exhibit the peak arising from the conjugated double bond
(C=C) structure. Similarly acquired CARS spectra of pure fucoxanthin and β-carotene (in red) show slightly shifted peaks.
For details see text.

10μm

a

10μm

b

Fig. 4. Example images showing the effect of different light
cycles on the accumulation of pigments in D. brightwellii (a)
under 20:4 light:dark cycle (b) under 4:20 light:dark cycle

performed as the light regimen was varied. In these Ra-
man measurements presented in the following section

only 10 spectra were taken per cell, as it would be im-
possible to obtain spectroscopic information from each
point in the cell and build carotenoid distribution maps
as shown in Figure 1a and 2a using spontaneous Ra-
man scattering considering the long acquisition times
required for Raman imaging and the number of cells
evaluated.

3.B. Raman Spectroscopy results

Detailed information about the biomolecular composi-
tion of the cells can be extracted from Raman microspec-
troscopy as it probes several molecular vibrations si-
multaneously in contrast to the single-band CARS mi-
croscopy. Raman spectra of living diatoms are domi-
nated by spectral contributions arising from the pho-
tosynthetic as well as photoprotective pigments due to
resonance enhancement effects. In Figure 6a a mean Ra-
man spectrum of all investigated diatom cells is shown
along with labels for the prominent bands. Minor Ra-
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Fig. 5. Mean CARS intensity of segmented regions in (a) D.
brightwellii (b) S. turris cells kept under different light cy-
cles for three consecutive days of measurements. The CARS
intensities, in general, show an increasing trend with the pro-
longation of the dark period within the light cycle.

man bands at 746, 988 and 1328 cm−1 can be assigned
to vibrations from chlorophyll a (Chl a) whereas most of
the remaining bands, especially those at 1162 and 1528
cm−1 originate from carotenoid species, above all the
photosynthetic Fx. Despite their lower abundances, the
photoprotective pigments diadinoxanthin and diatoxan-
thin (Ddx/Dtx) play a crucial role in the delicate control
mechanism of photosynthesis in diatom cells leading to
distinct changes in relative amounts upon environmental
impacts [32].

In our experiment of varying light-dark cycles we also
collected Raman spectra of individual D. brightwellii
and S. turris cells in order to test the modality's suit-
ability for monitoring changes in the pigmentary pool.
The applied area-normalization results in Raman spec-
tra that are normalized relative to the carotenoid con-

tent. Observable spectral variations can therefore be re-
garded as relative changes in pigment composition with
respect to Fx. During the experiment Raman spectra
of 40 individual cells per light-dark cycle were measured
on the three consecutive days resulting in 360 spectra
for each species. In a 100 times repeated procedure
PLS-LDA classification models were trained with ran-
dom subsamples of half the dataset whereas the rest
was used for model validation. Corresponding model co-
efficients with mean and standard deviation are shown
in Figure 6a for D. brightwellii (above) and S. turris
(below), respectively. To visualize classification perfor-
mances, the scores plots of one randomly chosen iter-
ation step are also depicted in Figure 6b. Herein, two
independent score layers are combined. In one layer, col-
ored hexagons represent a two-dimensional histogram of
the training data in linear discriminant (LD) subspace.
On the second layer a scatter plot with circles, squares
and triangles shows the respective model projections of
the test dataset. In both cases the majority of predicted
objects are correctly assigned to their appropriate class.
Taking into consideration the relative position of each
class in LD subspace allows for spectroscopic interpre-
tation of model coefficients.

In models trained with spectra from D. brightwellii
characteristic patterns in coefficients arise at around
1162 cm−1 for LD1 and 1528 cm−1 for LD2.
These wavenumbers reflect solely contributions from
carotenoid molecules. The corresponding scores plot in-
dicates a correlation between spectra from 4:20 light cy-
cle and positive coefficients on both axes. On the con-
trary, spectra from cells at 20:4 light cycle correlate with
negative coefficients. A strikingly similar coefficient pat-
tern has been observed in a previous Raman study on
the growth phases of D. brightwellii cultures [22]. From
the chemometric model it could be deduced that during
the transition from exponential to declining phase cells
tend to accumulate photoprotective pigments Ddx/Dtx
due to nutrient limitation. This reallocation in pigment
composition is favored over de novo biosynthesis of Chl
a and Fx. Accordingly, the exposure of D. brightwellii
cells to high light conditions triggers a similar control
mechanism to protect light-harvesting molecules from
photodamage. Cells kept under ambient light conditions
(12:12 light cycle) are in this regard projected in be-
tween these two classes. Coefficients of LD1 in models
of S. turris exhibit an analogous pattern at 1162 cm−1

that leads to a distinct separation of cell spectra from
high light conditions from the two other classes. More-
over, positive coefficients at 1048 and 1328 cm−1 indi-
cate spectral variations that can be assigned to Chl a
molecules and correlate with cell spectra from ambient
and low light conditions, respectively. The interpreta-
tion that the relative Chl a content is higher in the lat-
ter two is hampered by the fact that other prominent
Raman bands of Chl a are not represented in the coef-
ficients. LD2 clearly discriminates cells under ambient
conditions from those at low light. Overall, it can be
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Fig. 6. Acquisition and analysis of spontaneous Raman spectra from the diatoms D. brightwellii and S. turris. (a) Linear
discriminant (LD) coefficients (mean and standard deviation) are displayed in comparison with a mean Raman spectrum of all
investigated cells. Chemometric models were established using 50 % of the spectral dataset as training data whereas 50 % was
hold out for validation. This process was iterated 100 times. (b) Scores plots are shown for one randomly chosen iteration step
and contain two different layers. One of them represents a 2-dimensional histogram (hexagons) for the distribution of projected
training data into LD subspace. Points as the second layer indicate the projections of the corresponding test data that was left
out from modelling.

deduced that the same control mechanism leading to an
accumulation of Ddx/Dtx under high light conditions is
present in S. turris as well. Raman spectroscopy thereby
proofs to be a valuable and sensitive tool for probing
changes in the pigment pool of microalgae.

4. Conclusion

The study emphasizes the viability of CARS microscopy
to investigate microalgal pigments exhibiting strong
bands in the fingerprint region. As can be witnessed
from the images the resonant contributions are so strong
that the rest of the cell structures are not visible un-
less the contrast has been deliberately adjusted or other
modalities are co-registered. Here we capitalized on this
capability by performing relative intensity comparisons
to uncover a hypothesized increase in pigment accumu-
lation as the diatoms are kept in extended dark-light
cycles. The faster image acquisition rate of CARS mi-
croscopy as compared to spontaneous Raman micro-
spectroscopy allowed the whole-cell imaging of a large
number of diatoms, which is particularly relevant con-

sidering the limited time window between successive
measurement cycles. This introduces spatial distribu-
tion information into the pigment analysis procedure
via the wealth of image processing algorithms available,
among which a marker based watershed algorithm was
employed here. The comparative changes among the
different diatom pigments, that can not be monitored
from single band CARS microscopy images, could alter-
natively be accessed by Raman spectroscopic measure-
ments of selected points within the diatoms. In this re-
gard, chemometric models based on concurrent Raman
spectroscopic measurements revealed relative changes in
the carotenoid pool. Higher light conditions lead to a
distinct increase in the ratio of light-protecting pigments
Ddx/Dtx regarding to the accessory pigment Fx. Such
investigations have potential bearings on strategies to
be adopted for increasing the production of high-value
products from microalgae. This study also re-iterates
the importance of using different modalities and the in-
terplay of information between them.
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Appendix A: Supplementary material
In order to help elaborate the image processing proce-
dure followed, figure A.1a shows a CARS image taken
on the second day of experiments from diatoms kept
under Light Cycle 3 (4:20) conditions. Each cell was
independently extracted in ImageJ for analysis (A.1b).
The gradient image, on the basis of which the watershed
segmentation is performed, is depicted in Figure A.1c.
The regional maxima in the images (Figure A.1d) serve
as foreground markers, while the skeleton of the image
(Figure A.1e) is used as background marker wherein the
’flooding’ process in the watershed segmentation is initi-
ated. From the final result depicted in Figure A.1f it can
be seen that even touching chloroplasts in the cells are
segmented well and there is no severe over-segmentation.

Fig. A.1. The image processing work flow used for the anal-
ysis of CARS images. (a) An overview image containing 4
cells (b) A cell singled out using Imagej (c) A gradient image
of the cell (d) Regional maxima identified in the images. (e)
A morphological skeleton image of the cell. (f) The result of
the watershed segmentation process.
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1. Introduction

There is an ever-increasing interest in harvesting microalgae,

mainly driven by the production of biofuels.[1] In parallel to this

development, the extraction of other value-added co-products

from microalgae is considerably gaining attention. In this

regard, microalgae are being regarded as viable, renewable

and abundant sources of various biomolecules.[2] Carotenoids

extracted from algae have found diverse applications in phar-

maceutical, food and cosmetic industries.[3] For instance, fucox-

anthin (Fx), a xanthophyll naturally found in brown algae and

diatoms has been demonstrated to have anti-oxidant, anti-in-

flammatory, and anti-cancer properties.[4] This has led to the

growing volume of research invested in understanding the

intra-cellular mechanisms employed by microalgae in synthe-

sizing and storing these biomolecules. Therefore, there is a

need for fast and reliable techniques that help assess the influ-

ence of different environmental factors, such as nutrient availa-

bility or light conditions, on the pigment content and metabol-

ic response of microalgae.

Typically, analytic approaches such as high-pressure liquid

chromatography (HPLC) and mass spectrometry are used to in-

vestigate the chemical content of microalgae. However, exten-

sive sample preparation and bulk sample volumes are required

for these techniques. Vibrational spectroscopic methods, on

the other hand, can focus on single-cell levels and identify

changes in molecular signatures in the algae that are caused

by the different external factors. Fourier-transform infrared (FT-

IR) spectroscopy is one such technique that has been applied

to investigate the effects of environmental growth factors on

microalgal response.[5–7] Nonetheless, FT-IR spectroscopy is per-

turbed by strong IR absorption of water and thus requires the

samples to be dried for investigation.

Raman spectroscopy presents itself as a non-destructive al-

ternative for investigating intact single cells in vivo at a higher

resolution than FT-IR spectroscopy. Accordingly, the capability

of Raman micro-spectroscopy in identifying chemical finger-

prints has been previously used to investigate the distribution

of lipids, and pigments in microalgae.[8, 9] However, Raman

cross-sections of typical molecules found in living cells are

quite low necessitating longer acquisition times. The increase

in scattering intensities achievable when using resonance

Raman has been employed to examine metabolites and pig-

ments on and in the vicinity of algal surfaces.[10] However, pho-

todegradation or photo-bleaching and strong fluorescent

background due to UV/Vis excitation wavelengths in resonance

with electronic excited states limits its applicability for imaging

pigment distribution inside diatoms.

These drawbacks can be alleviated by using coherent anti-

Stokes Raman scattering (CARS), a four-wave mixing, non-

linear technique that is able to extract similar information as

spontaneous Raman scattering but provides signals that are

much stronger. In the CARS process a pump (wp) and a Stokes

(ws) beam interact in the sample and coherently drive Raman

The yield of high-value products, such as pigments that could

be extracted from microalgae, is affected by various nutritional

and physical factors. Consequently, there is a need for fast vis-

ualization techniques that investigate the responses of individ-

ual microalgal cells to changing environmental conditions

without introducing perturbations. Here, we apply CARS mi-

croscopy to map the distribution of pigments in the diatoms

Ditylum brightwellii and Stephanopyxis turris and report their

relative change in response to varying light cycles using a

marker-based watershed analysis of the acquired images. Si-

multaneously, the underlying specific pigment composition al-

terations are revealed using Raman microspectroscopy at

785 nm excitation. In regards to assessing the chemical con-

tent of microalgae, these methods present themselves as

viable alternatives to the standard techniques currently in use

because of their non-disruptive nature and the wealth of com-

plementary information that could be obtained from them.
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active vibrations at their difference frequency (wp-ws). The in-

elastic scattering of a third probe (wp) beam off this vibration

results in an anti-Stokes signal was=2wp@ws. CARS allows

label-free, video-rate imaging of samples and avoids the prob-

lem of one-photon fluorescence as the anti-Stokes signal is

blue-shifted from the excitation beams.[11] This is particularly

advantageous for algae investigations as spontaneous Raman

scattering encounters problems with the strong chlorophyll

fluorescence.[12] The large portion of CARS studies on algae

have particularly focused on examining the metabolism of

lipids as they provide strong signals due to the abundance of

the CH2 symmetric stretching vibration.[13–15] There have also

been studies employing CARS as a means of mapping the dis-

tribution of carotenoids in specific strains of microalgae.[16, 17]

Here, we employ CARS microscopy and Raman spectroscopy

to investigate the effect of different light cycles on pigment ac-

cumulation in the uni-cellular, photosynthetic, autotrophs Dity-

lum brightwellii and Stephanopyxis turris. These diatoms store

carotenoids, mainly Fx, in their chloroplasts as accessory pig-

ments. These carotenoids play photosynthetic as well as anti-

oxidative roles in the diatoms. For CARS imaging, we focus on

the prominent bands of carotenoids found in the molecular

fingerprint region. CARS microscopy was used to show the rel-

ative intensity and morphology changes observed among

batches as the conditions are varied. CARS microscopy reveals

information about the spatial distribution of the carotenoids

within the uni-cellular structure of the diatoms. It also permits

rapid entire-cell imaging of several diatoms for monitoring

comprehensive, specific pigment concentration changes within

the limited measurement times available, a feat that is un-real-

izable by spontaneous Raman spectroscopy. On the other

hand, Raman spectra from selected points within the diatoms

were acquired concurrently to help identify differences in the

molecular fingerprints of the cells that correlate with the

change of light cycles.

Consequently, an increase in carotenoid content and a corre-

sponding, relative change in pigment contributions were ob-

served with cells kept longer in the dark than the normal

12:12 hours light cycle. In general, we demonstrate CARS and

spontaneous Raman to be complementary and potent tech-

niques for thorough investigation of the influence of metabolic

factors on the pigment accumulation capabilities of diatoms.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Cell Culture and Sample Preparation

D. brightwellii and S. turris cultures were both isolated from the

North Sea and kept in 50 mL culture flasks (Greiner) with artificial

seawater medium prepared as described in Ref. [18]. Three batches

with varying light cycles (light:dark), 20:4 h, 12:12 h and 4:20 h,

were prepared and the measurements were performed for three

consecutive days. All batches were grown in a homebuilt cultiva-

tion chamber at a constant temperature of 18 8C and an illumi-

nance of approximately 1000 lx with fluorescent tubes (Osram T5

36W 640). To achieve varying light cycles, batches with light expo-

sure periods shorter than 20 h were transferred to a light-excluding

box at the appropriate time every day. After onset of the corre-

sponding light period, cells were allowed to acclimate for at least

three hours before spectroscopic measurements were performed.

Cell densities were controlled using a Fuchs–Rosenthal hemocy-

tometer. Over the course of the three-day experiments all cultures

were in the stationary growth phase. For obtaining reference CARS

spectra, pure b-carotene and Fx, purchased from Sigma–Aldrich,

Germany, were utilized.

2.2. CARS Measurements

The setup used for acquiring CARS images of the diatoms has al-

ready been described in its entirety in Ref. [19], and detailed de-

scriptions of the source and microscope can be found elsewhere

(Refs. [20] and [21], respectively). To emphasize the specifics rele-

vant to the discussion here, the Stokes beam for the CARS process

is generated by an 80 MHz repetition rate Nd:vanadate picosecond

laser source (High Q picoTrain, High Q Laser, Austria) and the pum-

p(and probe) beam is produced by an OPO (Levante Emerald,

A.P.E, Berlin, Germany). In a previous study, the band assignments

of Raman spectra acquired from the specific strain of diatoms in-

vestigated here attributed the prominent peak located around

1528 cm@1 to the carotenoid pigments in the diatoms.[22] For inves-

tigating this particular Raman-active vibrational peak using CARS

microscopy, the fundamental output of the pico-train at 1064 nm

(7.5 ps) is combined with the OPO signal tuned to 915 nm(5 ps).

This study was conducted using a 25V , 1.1 NA water immersion

objective (CFI Apo LWD 25XW, Nikon Inc. , U.S.A) fitted on a home

built nonlinear upright microscope. To avoid the cells from moving

around during the acquisition period, poly-l-lysine was applied on

glass bottom petri-dishes before the cells were deposited. After

the diatoms are pipetted, a cover slip is then placed on the top for

examination under a water immersion objective with a cover slip

correction.

An 850 nm long pass dichroic filter (Edmund Optics, U.S.A) sepa-

rates the CARS signal from the back-scattered light collected by

the focusing objective. The beam is further filtered by a short pass

filter (FF01-842/SP-25, Semrock, U.S.A) and a series of bandpass fil-

ters (FF01-794/160-25, FF02-809/81-25, Semrock, U.S.A) before

being detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) (H10721-20, Ha-

mamatsu, Japan). Two-photon excited auto-fluorescence (TPEF) of

the diatoms was also investigated to obtain complementary infor-

mation that could be used as a reference for the CARS images. For

acquiring this modality, just the pump beam was used for excita-

tion and in the detection module the bandpass filters were re-

moved.

The 2 ms pixel dwell time of the setup scales to a total acquisition

time of 8 s for a single CARS image tile considering a 1024V

1024 pixel resolution and 2V averaging employed to improve the

SNR. The maximum combined average power of the excitation

beams used is 115 mW (80 mW pump and 35 mW Stokes) before

the objective and does not lead to observable photo-damage and

photo-bleaching of the diatoms during the image acquisition

period. This is evident from consistencies in the CARS intensity

measured and by afterwards microscopically monitoring the mor-

phological intactness of the cells investigated for a time series of

CARS image acquisitions. Axial image stacks were acquired by

using the motorized piezo scanner (PIFOC P-725.4CD,PI,Germany)

on which the objective is mounted.

In the CARS experiments, the field of view is typically zoomed-in to

an area covering &200V200 mm2, which can contain upto five dia-

toms. 15 images were taken from each batch and this resulted in a

variability of the number of cells investigated due to difference in
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the cell density among the batches and the particular region on

the slides investigated. The number of cells investigated using

CARS microscopy for each experiment is summarized in Table 1.

2.3. Processing and Analysis of CARS Images

Individual cells are manually selected from CARS image acquisi-

tions in ImageJ([23]) using the Polygon Selection Tool to prepare the

cell database presented in Table 1. The segmentation and analysis

of the acquired CARS images was carried out in MATLAB (The

MathWorks, MA, USA). To segment the chloroplasts that encapsu-

late the carotenoids in the diatoms a marker based watershed ap-

proach was followed.[24] In this method, a grey-level image is re-

garded as a topographical terrain wherein the regional maxima

represent catchment basins and the gradients in the image serve

as watersheds that segment filled basins. Accordingly, a gradient

image is first computed using the sobel operator to serve as the

input to the watershed segmentation function. Foreground and

background markers are used in order to avoid over-segmentation.

The foreground markers are computed by first cleaning up the

image by a series of grey-level morphological operations and de-

termining regional maxima with the imregionalmax function. The

background marker applied here is the morphological skeleton of

the thresholded and inverted image. The algorithm eventually re-

sults in labelled segmented regions in the images. These are then

used as masks for computing the mean intensity of the carotenoid

areas in the original image. The aforementioned image analysis

procedure as applied to a sample image is presented in the Sup-

porting Information.

2.4. Raman Measurements

Spontaneous Raman spectroscopic measurements were performed

using a commercial Raman microscope setup (Holoprobe, Kaiser

Optical System, USA) equipped with a multi-mode diode laser at

785 nm emission and previously described in more detail in.[22]

Raman scattered light was collected by a 60V , 1.0 NA water im-

mersion objective lens (Nikon). Samples were placed on CaF2 slides

that have been surface-modified with poly-l-lysine beforehand.

From each batch 40 individual cells were investigated by taking

ten spectra along the main axis of the elongated cells with an ex-

posure time of 0.5 s. During the measurements the automated

cosmic spike removal option of the built-in software (Holograms,

Kaiser Optical System, USA) was active. The laser power at the

sample plane was limited to 30 mW to prevent photo-damage of

cells as monitored by microscopic inspection. Before starting the

measurements, a calibration lamp (Kaiser Optical System, USA) was

used for intensity and wavelength calibration of the spectrometer.

2.5. Preprocessing and Analysis of Raman Spectra

Raw spectra were preprocessed and analysed in R using the hyper-

Spec package.[25] The analysis was confined to the spectral range

from 700 to 1800 cm@1. Small variances in the wavenumber chan-

nels of spectra acquired on different days were corrected applying

spectral smoothing and interpolation with the spc.loess function.

Background correction was accomplished following an EMSC ap-

proach as implemented in the cbmodels package.[26] 10 spectra of

each individual cell were averaged and the resulting mean spectra

were area-normalized relative to the whole spectral range of inter-

est. Subsequently performed classification was realized with the

help of the plslda function from cbmodels.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. CARS Microscopy Results

Representative images of the diatoms taken using the CARS

microscopic setup are presented in Figure 1. Figure 1a depicts

multi-modal images of the diatom D. brightwellii. The red chan-

nel in the images is the CARS modality while a subsequently

taken reference two photon fluorescence image is co-displayed

in the green channel. The CARS channel, here tuned to probe

the Raman active vibration at 1528 cm@1, shows a resonant

contribution from chloroplasts containing carotenoid pigments

that forms a very strong contrast with the rest of the cell back-

ground. The stretching vibrations arising from conjugated

double bonds (C=C) in the carotenoids are responsible for the

strong CARS signal observed. In particular, the main contribu-

Table 1. The number of D. brightwellii and S. turris cells investigated

using CARS microscopy.

D. brightwellii S. turris

20:4 12:12 4:20 20:4 12:12 4:20

Day 1 52 44 31 53 56 48

Day 2 50 27 34 49 49 64

Day 3 19 30 25 64 50 39

Figure 1. Nonlinear microscopic images of single D. brightwellii. a) Composite image of the diatom D. brightwellii with the modalities epi-collected CARS at

1528 cm@1 (red) and TPEF from chlorophyll (green). b) Contrast-adjusted CARS image of the diatom to enhance the non-resonant contributions so that the

entire cellular structure is apparent. c) Depth profile of D. brightwellii constructed from 60 CARS images taken in 1 mm axial steps demonstrate the potential

of the setup for optical sectioning and subsequent three dimensional reconstruction with sub-micron resolution.
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tion of this CARS signal is from the carotenoid Fx (this point is

elaborated in the later part of this section). Although the fin-

gerprint spectral region (800–1800 cm@1) is typically congested

by the overlapping peaks from different bio-molecules, here

the main contribution from the carotenoids forms an un-con-

tested contrast in the images. The fluorescence channel,

mostly filled with signal from the chlorophyll shows how these

areas are situated relative to the structure of the entire cell. Ac-

cordingly, the carotenoids are found to be localized within the

chloroplasts of the diatom. Two photon auto fluorescence

from chloroplasts of the diatoms does not cause apparent per-

turbation or leak through to the CARS channels in these meas-

urements as in the case of lipid investigations. In the test we

performed by tuning to the CH2 stretching vibration (data not

shown) the background fluorescence is too high to allow sig-

nificant analysis to be carried out. Consequently, for examining

lipid accumulations in microalgae, modulated[15] or time-gated

detection[14] approaches might be needed. The fluorescence

background-free detection of the carotenoids here is possible

due to reduced fluorescence from the NIR excitation wave-

lengths utilized[27] and the large gap between the anti-Stokes

signal detected at 802 nm and the peak of the fluorescence

from chlorophyll centred around 680 nm.[28] In D. brightwellii,

the area of the carotenoid-containing chloroplasts, as deter-

mined from these CARS acquisitions, is between 1 to 5 mm2.

Following an approach similar to Cavonius et al. ,[14] the outline

of the complete uni-cellular structure can be traced by adjust-

ing the contrast of the CARS image so that the low-intensity

parts of the image are also readily visible as presented in Fig-

ure 1b. In this image, the long spines extruding from the trian-

gular valves at both ends of the diatom are identifiable. The di-

atoms appear in different sizes and shapes in the CARS images

acquired but are on average 130 mm in length and 25 mm in di-

ameter. One of the inherent advantages on non-linear micro-

scopic methods such as CARS is optical sectioning possible

due to the fact that signal generation is limited to a tight focal

spot. The lateral depth stack acquisitions presented in Fig-

ure 1c serve to show these capabilities with regards to imag-

ing the entire volume of the cells and the carotenoids in par-

ticular. The depth of penetration achievable with the micro-

scopic setup, which can extend to 80 mm for turbid tissue sam-

ples, is sufficient to cover the complete axial diameter of the

diatoms.

Analogously, images of the diatom S. turris taken with the

CARS microscopic setup are presented in Figure 2. In Fig-

ure 2a, the Raman-resonant CARS channel in red maps the dis-

tribution of the carotenoids with background fluorescence

shown in green. The chloroplast containing the carotenoids in

S. turris are arranged around the periphery of the cell, as such

the boundaries of the cell are already demarked by the two

modalities. The sizes of chloroplasts in S. turris are smaller than

those in D. brightwellii and are in the range between 0.7 and

3 mm2. Orthogonal slices extracted from axial stack acquisitions

of the diatom near large carotenoid deposits are shown in Fig-

ure 2b.

The microscopic setup used for CARS imaging evidently did

not lead to photo-bleaching of the signals or destruction of

the cells as inferred from preliminary tests done by taking time

series images of the diatoms. If the power of the excitation

beams is increased significantly from the level stipulated in the

section 2.2, the diatoms will exhibit clear damage as the pig-

ments morphological disintegrate in the image acquisitions.

To validate that the observed high-intensity areas in the res-

onant CARS images are actually from carotenoids, CARS

images acquired at different spectral positions are displayed in

Figure 3. Figure 3b shows sample on-resonance images of the

diatom D. brightwellii. These strong resonant signals around

1528 cm@1 are from the carotenoids in the algae. This signal

fades away in the corresponding off-resonance images in Fig-

ures 3a and 3c as the difference frequency is shifted from the

resonance in either direction. For constructing CARS spectra,

images of the cells were acquired as the pump wavelength

was varied from 912–918 nm in steps of 0.2 nm, thereby cover-

ing Raman wavenumbers in the range of 1495–1566 cm@1.

The extracted mean intensity of the carotenoids as the

pump wavelength is varied is first normalized to the maximum

value within the series and then averaged for a cell. The spec-

tra of five cells is presented as box plot as shown in Figure 3d.

Similar spectra computed from CARS microscopic images of

pure Fx and b-carotene are co-plotted in the graph for refer-

ence purposes. The CARS spectra of the pure b-carotene and

Fx correlate well with the respective Raman spectra and what

is reported in literature.[29, 10] Similarly, the observed CARS spec-

tra of the diatoms resembles a Lorentzian indicating an over-

whelming contribution from Raman-resonant component of

the third order non-linear susceptibility. Various pigments in di-

atoms that have prominent peaks in the proximity (1510–

1530 cm@1) could contribute to the CARS spectra of the dia-

toms.[30] For instance, from reference Raman spectra of such

pigments, it is observed that the major pigment in the diatom,

Fx has a peak at 1531 cm@1 while the peak of another com-

monly occurring microalgal pigment diadinoxanthin (Ddx) is

found at 1521 cm@1. As the Raman-resonant contribution to

the CARS intensity quadratically increases with increasing con-

centration of the molecules being probed, the relative concen-

trations with which these pigments are co-localized in the dia-

toms will affect the shape of the total CARS spectra. In the

Figure 2. S. turris cells imaged with the non-linear microscopic setup.

a) CARS at 1528 cm@1 (red) and TPEF from chlorophyll (green) elucidating

how the carotenoids are distributed throughout the cells. b) S. turris orthog-

onal slices constructed from 50 CARS axial stack acquisitions taken in steps

of 1 mm.
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CARS spectra of the diatoms it could be observed that the

dominating carotenoid in these particular diatom strains is Fx.

This carotenoid imaging potential of the CARS setup is then

employed to examine the effect of varying the light regimen

on the amount of pigment accumulated in the diatoms. For

these investigations, the CARS images of the diatoms acquired

at a single optimal axial focus level where the signals were

deemed the strongest were analysed. The differences observed

are explained using sample images from the different light-

dark cycles are presented in Figure 4. Cells kept under longer

dark cycles (4:20) contained chloroplasts that provided relative-

ly stronger CARS signal intensity and were bigger than those

kept under (20:4) light dark cycles. This implies that the pro-

longation of the dark cycle resulted in accumulation of more

pigments.

Following the approach discussed in Section 2.3 the mean

carotenoid intensity of the diatoms in different light cycles is

evaluated from the CARS images and the results found are

summarized in Figure 5. The bar graphs present the median

CARS intensity of the segmented regions for the three light

cycles in the three days of experiments. Although there is con-

siderable variability in the CARS intensity even for the cells

kept under the same conditions, there is an overlaying trend

of increasing CARS intensity as the cells are kept in the dark

for longer times indicating an increase in the accumulation of

pigments.

It is a well-established fact that in addition to nutrimental

factors, physical factors such as light intensity affect the pig-

ment composition in microalgae.[31] Depending on the particu-

lar strain of algae investigated, changing the light regime or

photo-period has a particular effect on the carotenoid content.

In the case of D. brightwellii longer dark times seem to favour

the production of carotenoids. This relatively strong trend is

observable in all the three days of experiments, as depicted in

Figure 5a. The S. turris also exhibits this trend in the first two

days (Figure 5b). On day three of the experiments, at which

time point the cells are stressed the most, the CARS intensity

does not follow the increasing trend for the last two light

cycles and exhibits a lot of variability (see overlapping error

bars).

Figure 3. CARS spectral characteristics of carotenoids in the diatoms. A spectral series of CARS images of the diatom D. brightwellii (a–c). The in-resonance

image (b) shows a strong signal from the carotenoids forming a sharp contrast to the rest of the background. This contrast decreases with off-resonance

measurements on either side of the resonance (a,c). d) CARS spectra extracted from a series of images of D. brightwellii (in blue) exhibit the peak arising from

the conjugated double bond (C=C) structure. Similarly acquired CARS spectra of pure fucoxanthin and b-carotene (in red) show slightly shifted peaks. For de-

tails see text.

Figure 4. Example images showing the effect of different light cycles on the

accumulation of pigments in D. brightwellii : a) under 20 :4 light :dark cycle

and b) under 4 :20 light:dark cycle.
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As demonstrated, CARS microscopy is a practical technique

for fast, disruption-free investigation of microalgal responses

to changing environmental factors, enabling the imaging of a

large number of cells. The analysis incorporates information

about the spatial distribution of the pigments within each of

the cells with diffraction-limited resolution. However, possible

relative pigment contribution changes that accompany these

responses cannot be extracted from such single-band CARS

measurements. For these purposes, concurrent Raman Spectro-

scopic measurements of the diatoms were performed as the

light regimen was varied. In these Raman measurements pre-

sented in the following section, only ten spectra were taken

per cell, as it would be impossible to obtain spectroscopic in-

formation from each point in the cell and build carotenoid dis-

tribution maps as shown in Figures 1 and 2a using spontane-

ous Raman scattering considering the long acquisition times

required for Raman imaging and the number of cells evaluat-

ed.

3.2. Raman Spectroscopy Results

Detailed information about the biomolecular composition of

the cells can be extracted from Raman microspectroscopy as it

probes several molecular vibrations simultaneously in contrast

to the single-band CARS microscopy. Raman spectra of living

diatoms are dominated by spectral contributions arising from

the photosynthetic as well as photoprotective pigments due

to resonance enhancement effects. In Figure 6a a mean

Raman spectrum of all investigated diatom cells is shown

along with labels for the prominent bands. Minor Raman

bands at 746, 988 and 1328 cm@1 can be assigned to vibrations

from chlorophyll a (Chl a) whereas most of the remaining

bands, especially those at 1162 and 1528 cm@1 originate from

Figure 5. Mean CARS intensity of segmented regions in: a) D. brightwellii

and b) S. turris cells kept under different light cycles for three consecutive

days of measurements. The CARS intensities, in general, show an increasing

trend with the prolongation of the dark period within the light cycle.

Figure 6. Acquisition and analysis of spontaneous Raman spectra from the diatoms D. brightwellii and S. turris. a) Linear discriminant (LD) coefficients (mean

and standard deviation) are displayed in comparison with a mean Raman spectrum of all investigated cells. Chemometric models were established using 50%

of the spectral dataset as training data whereas 50% was hold out for validation. This process was iterated 100 times. b) Scores plots are shown for one ran-

domly chosen iteration step and contain two different layers. One of them represents a two-dimensional histogram (hexagons) for the distribution of project-

ed training data into LD subspace. Points as the second layer indicate the projections of the corresponding test data that was left out from modelling.
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carotenoid species, above all the photosynthetic Fx. Despite

their lower abundances, the photoprotective pigments diadi-

noxanthin and diatoxanthin (Ddx/Dtx) play a crucial role in the

delicate control mechanism of photosynthesis in diatom cells

leading to distinct changes in relative amounts upon environ-

mental impacts.[32]

In our experiment of varying light–dark cycles, we also col-

lected Raman spectra of individual D. brightwellii and S. turris

cells to test the modality’s suitability for monitoring changes in

the pigmentary pool. The applied area-normalization results in

Raman spectra that are normalized relative to the carotenoid

content. Observable spectral variations can therefore be re-

garded as relative changes in pigment composition with re-

spect to Fx. During the experiment Raman spectra of 40 indi-

vidual cells per light-dark cycle were measured on the three

consecutive days resulting in 360 spectra for each species. In a

100 times repeated procedure PLS-LDA classification models

were trained with random subsamples of half the dataset

whereas the rest was used for model validation. Corresponding

model coefficients with mean and standard deviation are

shown in Figure 6a for D. brightwellii (above) and S. turris

(below), respectively. To visualize classification performances,

the scores plots of one randomly chosen iteration step are also

depicted in Figure 6b. Herein, two independent score layers

are combined. In one layer, colored hexagons represent a two-

dimensional histogram of the training data in linear discrimi-

nant (LD) subspace. On the second layer a scatter plot with cir-

cles, squares and triangles shows the respective model projec-

tions of the test dataset. In both cases the majority of predict-

ed objects are correctly assigned to their appropriate class.

Taking into consideration the relative position of each class in

LD subspace allows for spectroscopic interpretation of model

coefficients.

In models trained with spectra from D. brightwellii, character-

istic patterns in coefficients arise at around 1162 cm@1 for LD1

and 1528 cm@1 for LD2. These wavenumbers reflect solely con-

tributions from carotenoid molecules. The corresponding

scores plot indicates a correlation between spectra from 4:20

light cycle and positive coefficients on both axes. On the con-

trary, spectra from cells at 20:4 light cycle correlate with nega-

tive coefficients. A strikingly similar coefficient pattern has

been observed in a previous Raman study on the growth

phases of D. brightwellii cultures.[22] From the chemometric

model it could be deduced that during the transition from ex-

ponential to declining phase cells tend to accumulate photo-

protective pigments Ddx/Dtx due to nutrient limitation. This

reallocation in pigment composition is favored over de novo

biosynthesis of Chl a and Fx. Accordingly, the exposure of D.

brightwellii cells to high light conditions triggers a similar con-

trol mechanism to protect light-harvesting molecules from

photodamage. Cells kept under ambient light conditions

(12:12 light cycle) are in this regard projected in between

these two classes. Coefficients of LD1 in models of S. turris ex-

hibit an analogous pattern at 1162 cm@1 that leads to a distinct

separation of cell spectra from high light conditions from the

two other classes. Moreover, positive coefficients at 1048 and

1328 cm@1 indicate spectral variations that can be assigned to

Chl a molecules and correlate with cell spectra from ambient

and low light conditions, respectively. The interpretation that

the relative Chl a content is higher in the latter two is ham-

pered by the fact that other prominent Raman bands of Chl a

are not represented in the coefficients. LD2 clearly discrimi-

nates cells under ambient conditions from those at low light.

Overall, it can be deduced that the same control mechanism

leading to an accumulation of Ddx/Dtx under high light condi-

tions is present in S. turris as well. Raman spectroscopy thereby

proofs to be a valuable and sensitive tool for probing changes

in the pigment pool of microalgae.

4. Conclusions

The study emphasizes the viability of CARS microscopy to in-

vestigate microalgal pigments exhibiting strong bands in the

fingerprint region. As can be witnessed from the images, the

resonant contributions are so strong that the rest of the cell

structures are not visible unless the contrast has been deliber-

ately adjusted or other modalities are co-registered. Here, we

capitalized on this capability by performing relative intensity

comparisons to uncover a hypothesized increase in pigment

accumulation as the diatoms are kept in extended dark–light

cycles. The faster image acquisition rate of CARS microscopy as

compared to spontaneous Raman micro-spectroscopy allowed

the whole-cell imaging of a large number of diatoms, which is

particularly relevant considering the limited time window be-

tween successive measurement cycles. This introduces spatial

distribution information into the pigment analysis procedure

via the wealth of image processing algorithms available,

among which a marker based watershed algorithm was em-

ployed here. The comparative changes among the different

diatom pigments, that can not be monitored from single band

CARS microscopy images, could alternatively be accessed by

Raman spectroscopic measurements of selected points within

the diatoms. In this regard, chemometric models based on

concurrent Raman spectroscopic measurements revealed rela-

tive changes in the carotenoid pool. Higher light conditions

lead to a distinct increase in the ratio of light-protecting pig-

ments Ddx/Dtx regarding to the accessory pigment Fx. Such

investigations have potential bearings on strategies to be

adopted for increasing the production of high-value products

from microalgae. This study also re-iterates the importance of

using different modalities and the interplay of information be-

tween them.
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We present a dual-focus second harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy approach based on stable, compact, and
inexpensive fiber technology. One-tenth of the fiber laser output is coupled into a 100 m (≙500 ns) long single-mode
fiber and further amplified to achieve two separately guided beams with time-alternating pulse trains. SHG detec-
tion is performed sequentially, generating two individual images in one scan. Thus, the configuration allows for
imaging of distinct areas within the field of view at twice the repetition rate of the fiber laser but is readily extended
to a multiple of the repetition rate with tens of foci. © 2015 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (170.0180) Microscopy; (190.2620) Harmonic generation and mixing; (110.2350) Fiber optics imaging;

(060.3735) Fiber Bragg gratings; (170.3880) Medical and biological imaging.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.40.002505

Laser scanning second harmonic generation (SHG)
microscopy is a versatile tool for the investigation of non-
centrosymmetric organic and inorganic matter [1–4].
Among the former, collagen SHG imaging emerged to a
valuable diagnostic technique providing insight to aging,
healing, or tumor progression processes [5]. Use of SHG
microscopy for medical purposes, however, is still in its
infancy. The delay of technology transfer into the clinics
can be attributed to a limited imaging speed especially for
deep tissue examination of collagen’s microstructure,
amongother reasons.Dependingon the average andpulse
peak power, the SHG image acquisition rate is limited by
the tissue’s damage threshold [6]. One possibility to avoid
tissue damage caused by overheating is to increase the
scanning speed of the laser scanning mirrors by replacing
nonresonant with resonant galvo scanners or polygonal
mirrors. Resonant scanners, however, can be only driven
at one velocity while the performance of polygonal mir-
rors is compromised by pyramidal errors that result in
beam fluctuations [1]. Besides increasing the SHG imag-
ing speed by implementing novel scanning technologies,
numerous multifocus approaches were proposed. Among
the latter, microlens arrays [7], passive beam splitters [8],
and beam splitters relying on the etalon effect [9] were
implemented. Since all these configurations utilize cam-
eras as detecting elements, intervoxel SHG cross talk
occurs in particular for thick samples due to scattering
of the SHG radiation. The image quality is further compro-
mised by coherence artifacts if simultaneous illumination
of the sample is applied, i.e., if the laser pulses interact
isochronally with each focal position. Coherence artifacts
canbe avoidedbydelaying laser pulses for different foci in
time, also referred to as timemultiplexing [10]. To remove
the intervoxel cross talk for strongly scattering samples
the detection has to be either confocal [11], thereby in-
trinsically losing the majority of the generated photons,
or time demultiplexed. The latter was achieved using
photomultiplier tubes together with a solid state laser

source with up to six foci [12]. This illumination and de-
tection layout by Sheetz et al. [12] is ideal for deep tissue
investigation, since it minimizes artifacts and tissue dam-
age, but still allows the adjustment of the scanning veloc-
ity. For routine clinical applications, however, the ideal
experimental implementation also has to be compact
and stable, rendering the majority of bulk solid state laser
sources unsuitable in favor of fiber technology. A one-to-
one transition of conventionally applied femtosecond (fs)
solid state lasers at repetition rates of 70–80 MHz to fiber
laser and fiber pulse guidance is complicated by linear and
nonlinear dispersion leading to a severe loss of peak irra-
diance of spectrally broad fs-pulses. To avoid laborious
pulse pre- or postcompression, it is beneficial to utilize
spectrally narrow picosecond pulses and to reduce the
laser’s repetition rate to 1–10 MHz to maintain high peak
irradiances [13]. If single element detectors, such as
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), are employed for time
demultiplexing, low repetition rates also allow the free
choice of the number of foci to implement. State of
the art PMTs possess rise and transit times on the order
of a few tens of nanoseconds, which puts a constraint on
the pulse to pulse time slice for all foci combined to avoid
interfocal cross talk.

With these considerations in mind, we selected a
1 MHz fiber laser at 1032 nm with a temporal and spectral
pulse (FWHM) width of 75 ps and 0.8 nm, respectively, to
prove the concept of a fiber-based dual-focus SHGmicro-
scope. A schematic sketch of the experimental setup is
displayed in Fig. 1. Technical details concerning the basic
optical layout, detection, and control of the microscope
can be found elsewhere [14].

The fiber laser output of 90 mW is split 10∶1 (NDC-
100S-4M, Thorlabs). The minor beam part is coupled into
a 100 m single-mode fiber (SM800, Thorlabs) using
aspheric fiber couplers (PAF-X-18-PC-B, Thorlabs) to de-
lay the pulses by half of the repetition rate. For amplifi-
cation, the single-mode fiber is spliced to 1.5 m of a Yb
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fiber (LAS-YB-07-01, CorActive) that is core-pumped at
976 nm. As a result, 80 mW average power at 1032 nm
with a spectral width of only 2.5 nm (FHWM) and a pulse
length of 56 ps determined by autocorrelation are ob-
tained. Both beams, i.e., fiber-delayed and amplified as
well as the nonfiber-delayed part, are centered on the
first laser scanning mirror with a distinct angle of inci-
dence. The scanning mirror is imaged onto the back aper-
ture of a 25× water immersion objective (CFI Apo LWD
25XW, Nikon) via tube and scan lens (MPM-SL, Thorlabs)
and further focused onto the sample with an average
power of 15 mW per beam. Depending on the difference
in their angles of incidence, both beams are focused at
different lateral positions, which is readily shown for a
scalar approximation. The incoming wave is given via

Ei�x; y; z� � E0 exp�ik�x sin θ cos φ� y sin θ sin φ

� z cos θ��; (1)

where E0 is a constant amplitude factor and k � 2π∕λ is
the absolute value of the wave vector of the incoming
beam. Dropping constants, the intensity distribution in
the back focal plane is given by [15]

If �u; v� � ‖
ZZ

Ei exp�−i2π�f xx� f yy��dxdy‖
2

� ‖F �Ei�‖2; (2)

where f is the focal length of the objective lens; u, v de-
note the Cartesian coordinates at the back focal plane;
and f x � u∕�λf �, f y � v∕�λf � are the input Fourier com-
ponents. Inserting Eq. (1) into Eq. (2) and dropping E0
yields

If �u; v� � δ�u − f sin θ cos φ; v − f sin θ sin φ�: (3)

Thus, changing the incoupling angles θ and φ of both
beams at the objective’s back aperture allows for tuning
the relative position of the foci at the sample. The gener-
ated SHG radiation is collected in the backward direction,

separated from the fundamental beam by a dichroic
mirror (SEM-FF775-Di01-25x3, Semrock) and filtered
by short- and bandpass filters (1 × FF01–525∕45–25,
1 × FF01–750∕SP–2, Semrock). A PMT (H10721-20,
Hamamatsu) is used for detection. To demultiplex
the SHG signal, a fiber laser internal photodiode
generates 80 ns-long voltage pulses that are temporally de-
layed (9520 Digital Delay Pulse Generator, Quantum
Composers) and further used to gate the PMT output
by the SHG signal integrator. Compared to a single focus
approach, the gated PMT readout, therefore, also halves
the impact of system specific external noise sources such
as ambient light. For demonstration of a clinically relevant
application, Fig. 2 displays in-plane dual-focus SHG im-
ages of a 20 μm-thick section of human skin arising from
tumor surgery. The two foci are displaced horizontally by
approximately 100 μm. The total acquisition time for both
SHG images of each 4096 pixels × 4096 pixels was 16 s,
with an effective pixel dwell time of 0.48 μs collecting sin-
gle shots. To reduce noise, the SHG images were binned 4
by 4, corresponding to a pixel dwell time of 7.6 μs. The
image alignment was adjusted manually while laser
scanning by changing the angle of incidence of one beam
relative to the other. Note that overlapping areas could be
used in future applications for an automatic image

Fig. 1. Experimental setup and time multiplexing: (a) the fiber laser emits pulses at 1032 nm of 75 ps (FWHM) with a repetition rate
of 1 MHz. The output is split 10∶1 by a reflective filter wheel. The minor beam part is coupled into a 100 m long single-mode fiber to
delay the pulses by half of the repetition period of the fiber laser and further amplified. Both beams are centered on the laser
scanning mirrors and imaged to the back focal plane of the objective lens. Due to the angle shift, both beams are focused at distinct
positions at the sample. A triggered PMT demultiplexes the SHG signals from both beams. (b) Schematic of time multiplexing. ➀
fiber laser;➁beam splitter;➂ laser scanning mirrors;➃ 100 m single-mode fiber spliced to 1.5 m of a Yb fiber;➄ pump laser diode
at 976 nm; ➅ PMT; ➆ sliced skin section; and ➇ objective lens.

Fig. 2. In-plane dual-focus SHG microscopy images of a hu-
man skin section. Both images were acquired time multiplexed,
i.e., sequentially pulse after pulse. The adjacent images were
aligned manually. Scale bar: 20 μm.
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registration, e.g., by phase correlation [16], but is beyond
the scope of the work presented here. The images
displayed in Fig. 2 clearly prove the capability of the dual-
focus approach to reveal the collagen’s fibrous micro-
structure. No interimage cross talk is observed, though
it shall be noted that saturation in one SHG image results
in dimmed areas at corresponding positions in the other
SHG image. The reason for this artifact is a reduced PMT
sensitivity for short times after PMT saturation affecting
both images. Thus, penalties for image saturation are
higher than for a single focus approach and shall be
avoided.
Besides splitting the field of view, several depths can be

scanned simultaneously if the divergence of one beam is
altered, as exemplified in Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) shows a z
stack of a 100 μm-thick section of pig ear skin imagedwith
two foci of different axial positions. By gently changing
the distance between the single-mode fiber end with re-
spect to the output coupler the beam divergence was re-
duced to change the focus to higher depths in the sample.
The interfocal axial distance is approximately 15 μm. SHG
images of nearly corresponding z positions are displayed
in Fig. 3(b). The difference within the images results from
a slight axial displacement and a difference between the
incident polarizations of the electric fields. The latter can
be controlled by using more expensive polarization main-
taining single-mode fibers to delay the pulse trains.
Nevertheless, for clinical decision making the distinction
between epithelium and connective tissue is of particular

importance and, therefore, an alteration of the incident
polarization after the fiber is of minor impact. As a conse-
quence of the angle shifted incoupling, both images
exhibit a lateral displacement in addition to the axial off-
set. Reducing the angle betweenboth imageswill diminish
this displacement. Alternatively, a polarizing beam com-
biner for perpendicularly polarized beams may be
exploited to avoid lateral displacement.

In conclusion, we presented a simple, stable, and in-
expensive dual-focus SHG microscopy approach on the
grounds of compact fiber technology that is readily trans-
ferred to clinics. The fiber laser output is split and time
multiplexed as well as amplified by a combination of a
100 m single-mode and a 1.5 m Yb fiber. Recombination
of the two beams with a selected angular displacement
allows for splitting the field of view and, therefore, imag-
ing at twice the rate of the corresponding single-focus ap-
proach. Furthermore, alteration of the divergence of one
beam enables the imaging of different depths of bulky bio-
medical samples at once without interfocal cross talk. If
saturation is avoided, the presented approach does not
lose any advantage of a single-focus setup, i.e., it requires
no redesign of the optics nor does it compromise the
lateral resolution for in-plane SHG measurements like
in nontime-multiplexed multifocus implementations with
small interfoci distances [17]. Switching between the dual-
and single-focus configuration is as simple as removing a
beam splitter. Moreover, the presented approach can be
scaled up until the combined repetition rate of all foci is
equal to the PMT’s readout rate (10–100 s of foci) if the
output power of the fiber laser is increased accordingly.
We consider the latter as our current limitation though in-
creasing power is noncritical considering the recent de-
velopment of high-power fiber laser systems [18]. An
upscaling of the fiber laser source with an in-built fiber
splitter spliced to time multiplexing single-mode fibers
will create an alignment-free system that minimizes cou-
pling losses. Furthermore, the approachmay be extended
to other kinds of clinically relevant coherent nonlinear
microscopy techniques including third harmonic genera-
tion and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering. Among
these, the latter is part of our current work.

This work was financially supported by the Federal
Ministry of Education and Research, Germany (Project
Fiber Health Probe FKZ: 13N1225, 3N12526), and the
Carl-Zeiss-Stiftung.
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We have developed a dual-focus coherent anti-Stokes
Raman scattering (CARS) microscope based on a dual out-
put, compact fiber laser source. The underlying concepts of
time-multiplexed, two-beam scanning and demultiplexed
detection that we already employed for second-harmonic
generation are here naturally extended for CARS micros-
copy. The layout of a robust, all-fiber laser source was re-
configured to provide two outputs, each containing the
two colors necessary for the CARS process. The utilization
of the design for simultaneously imaging two laterally or ax-
ially separated fields of view and, thus, inherently speeding
up the image acquisition process, is demonstrated on human
artery tissue samples. © 2017 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (300.6230) Spectroscopy, coherent anti-Stokes Raman

scattering; (060.2350) Fiber optics imaging; (170.3880) Medical and

biological imaging; (060.3510) Lasers, fiber; (180.0180) Microscopy.

https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.42.000183

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) is a third-
order, nonlinear Raman spectroscopic technique that provides
a coherent, high-intensity signal [1,2]. The great benefit of
CARS is its vibrational contrast mechanism which is similar
to spontaneous Raman scattering, but is orders of magnitude
stronger, thus leading to smaller image acquisition times [3].
After a significant development by the introduction of tight
focusing to relax phase matching requirements, the technique
was subsequently integrated into standard laser scanning micro-
scopes that use fast galvo-scanners [4,5]. CARS microscopy has
since then been increasingly employed to investigate cells and
tissues in a label-free manner by providing a chemical contrast.
Concurrently, diagnostically relevant information has been

extracted from CARS images of tissues, demonstrating its
potential applicability for clinical purposes [6,7].

The bulk of the research employing CARS for biomedical
purposes has been so far limited to case studies investigating a
small number of tissue samples. In order to make the analysis of
the images more robust, increase the validity of the results, and
cope with inter-patient variance that is normally encountered
with routine clinical diagnostics, a large volume of tissue sam-
ples has to be imaged within a reasonable time scale. In addi-
tion, imaging dynamic processes in cells and tissues requires
high-speed acquisition [8]. Hence, increasing the image acquis-
ition rate of CARS microscopes is crucial for such applications.

Both single and multi-focus approaches have been proposed
to speed up the image acquisition rate of nonlinear microscopes
in general. Single focus approaches increase the image acquis-
ition rate by employing faster scanning methods. The reduction
in pixel dwell times inherent with faster scanning necessitates
the simultaneous increase of excitation powers to maintain
decent signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). Unfortunately, linear and
nonlinear tissue damage pose a constraint on the amount of
average and peak power that can be applied on the sample,
respectively. With large excitation powers and spatial oversam-
pling of the tissue area, faster scanning without giving the
tissue enough cooling time between successive laser pulses also
leads to linear tissue damage. Rapid scanning has been imple-
mented with resonant galvo-scanners and polygon mirrors,
both of which have drawbacks [9]. Resonant scanners can only
be driven at a fixed speed in a sinusoidal pattern leading to
position-dependent pixel dwell times for a constant pixel rate
frame grabber. Polygonal mirrors, on the other hand, signifi-
cantly complicate the optical design of the microscope and
are prone to artefacts due to beam fluctuations.

The alternative route typically followed in multi-photon
microscopy is to use a multi-focus setup. These methods
essentially split a laser beam output into a number of beamlets,
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usually using micro-lens arrays, which eventually form multi-
ple, separated focal spots within the sample [8,10,11]. Large
area detectors such as CCD cameras are then used to collec-
tively detect the response from multiple spots at the same time.
This detection scheme is prone to coherence artefacts due to
the interference between the responses of different foci. This
problem has been circumvented by using time multiplexing
with point detection, wherein the pulses are temporally delayed
from each other, e.g., using thick glass plates so that signals
arriving at the detector are temporally de-multiplexed [12].
However, what still persists, especially when imaging in turbid
media, is inter-focus crosstalk. In addition, these approaches are
vulnerable to intensity inhomogeneities among the beamlets,
and much of the laser light generated is wasted. Bulk laser
source designs with multiple outputs mitigate some of these
drawbacks, but have the issue of scaling up [13]. More impor-
tantly, multi-focal fiber laser sources that are compact, robust,
and easy to use are needed in order to adapt CARS for
routine clinical use. In this regard, NIR laser sources based on
four-wave mixing of a fiber oscillator output inside a photonic
crystal fiber (PCF), have been successfully employed for single-
focus CARS imaging [14,15].

In our previous Letter, we reported dual-focus second-
harmonic generation microscopy based on such fiber laser
designs [16]. We demonstrated the feasibility of using a time-
multiplexed, two-beam excitation and demultiplexed detection
for speeding up the imaging acquisition by a factor of 2. In this
followup Letter, we extended this basic approach to CARS
microscopy. The CARS process generates a strong signal that
is resonantly enhanced when the difference frequency of a
pump (ωp) and a Stokes (ωs) excitation beam matches a certain
Raman band within the sample being investigated. For this
purpose, the layout of a previously reported fiber laser source
was redesigned to provide two temporally delayed outputs, each
having the required two colors [15].

To recapitulate the characteristics of the setup pertaining to
the discussion here, the original fiber laser design is based on an
amplified ytterbium fiber oscillator, generating 1032 nm pulses
with a duration of 40 ps, spliced to a PCF fiber after being
amplified in two steps. A low repetition rate and ps duration
pulses were chosen to compromise the resulting spectral reso-
lution, nonlinear artefacts, and fiber integration ease with the

duty cycle necessary for nonlinear imaging. Optical parametric
generation by degenerate four-wave mixing inside the PCF pro-
vides a synchronized second signal output at 797 nm that is
inherently overlapped with the fundamental output temporally
and spatially. The PCF fiber is chosen so that the frequency
difference of the fundamental and the signal corresponds to
the CH2 stretching vibration at 2850 cm−1.

The schematic of the modified fiber laser design is depicted
in Fig. 1. In the current configuration, the pre-amplified output
from the fiber oscillator is split in two before optical parametric
generation. One part is delayed by half the repetition rate of the
oscillator using a 100 m single-mode fiber in line with the all-
single-mode fiber design of the laser. Each part is then further
amplified and spliced into a PCF to generate a signal at 797 nm
with 25 ps pulse duration, using four-wave mixing. Integrating
the optical components for temporal multiplexing into the
source itself, as compared to our previous implementation,
greatly simplifies the whole scheme and makes it more robust
and compact. In addition to stabilization of the outputs, the
in-built splitting and splicing into a single-mode fiber reduces
in-coupling losses.

Figure 2 shows how the two outputs of the source are then
collimated using acromatic doublets on to the scanning mirrors
of an in-house built laser scanning microscope, the specific de-
scription of which can be found elsewhere [17]. Separating the
incident angles of the beams on the galvo-scanners by adjusting
the in-coupling mirrors ensures the lateral separation of the la-
ser foci on the sample. The two beams are then focused onto
the back focal plane of a 0.4 NA, 20× objective (M Plan Apo
NIR 20×, Mitutoyo) using a tube and a scan lens. At the focal
plane of the objective, each beam has an average power of
25 mW. The microscope is configured for F-CARS imaging
with a series of detection filters (Short Pass 750, Semrock
and Bandpass 650/40 Thorlabs) for separating the signal from
the excitation lasers. The generated CARS signal is ultimately
detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) [H10721-20,
Hamamatsu]. Temporal de-multipexing is achieved by feeding
the 80 ns long voltage pulse outputs of the fiber laser internal
photodiode to a delay generator (9520 Digital Delay Pulse
Generator, Quantum Composers) for generating the pulses that
gate the PMT readout.

Fig. 1. Schematic for a dual output fiber laser. The basic oscillator consists of a semi-conductor saturable absorber mirror at one end and a fiber
Bragg grating at the other. After pre-amplification and a reduction of the pulse repetition rate by an acousto-optical modulator, the oscillator output
at 1032 nm is split into two paths. Time multiplexing is performed by fiber delaying one arm of the oscillator output. The ytterbium fundamental is
further amplified, and a second color is generated using four-wave mixing in a piece of PCF. (This schematic is a modified version of the layout
presented in [14].)
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The imaging capabilities of the whole system are demon-
strated on a 20 μm thick cryosection of human perivascular
tissue surrounding an artery obtained from a routine biopsy
(with permission from the ethics committee for human re-
search, from the Medical Faculty, Friedrich-Schiller-University
Jena, Germany). A CARS signal generated at the sample surface
could be detected after transmission through the tissue as
thick as 1 mm. However, the generation of a signal at depths
exceeding 200 μm would require higher excitation powers.
Alternatively, for thick cryosections and bulk tissue samples,
a backward detection path can be used by placing a dichroic
(Beam splitter 775, Semrock) to separate the epi-directed signal
from the incident radiation. In the corresponding resonant,
CARS images of the lipid content of the tissue give a strong
contrast due to the CH2 stretching vibration it abundantly
contains.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show a sample result wherein two
laterally displaced in-focus CARS images of the tissue are ac-
quired with the se-up. The fields of view of these particular
images are horizontally overlapping. The custom-built acquis-
ition software allows simultaneous viewing of the two images so
that the alignment can be carried out by using the overlapping
region as a reference. Each image has a resolution of 2048 ×
2048 pixels and, with the averaging of 4× chosen to improve
the SNR, the total image acquisition time totals 16 s. This
corresponds to a pixel dwell time of ≈2 μs which, in essence,
equates to a doubling in image acquisition speed, compared to
single-beam CARS microscopy with the same beam repetition
rate and equal power at the sample.

Similarly, two focal planes can be simultaneously imaged
with this approach, thereby splitting the field of view in the
lateral direction, by changing the depth of focus of the beams
independently. This is made possible by adjusting the distance
between fiber ends and the collimating acromats so that the
divergence of the two beams is different. Figure 3(c) shows
an in-focus CARS image from one beam, and Fig. 3(d) depicts
an image from the second beam whose focus is placed at the

border between the thin tissue slice and the sample holder made
of quartz glass.

The excitation parameters used for the two beam paths are
similar to each other and to the basic single focus implemen-
tation. Consequently, the quality and contrast of the images
acquired are comparable, and there is no apparent linear or
nonlinear tissue damage observed in the images. The temporal
multiplexing and demultiplexing ensured that there is no inter-
ference or crosstalk between the responses of the two foci.

In conclusion, we have developed an all-fiber, alignment-
free dual output source for CARS microscopy and demon-
strated its use for faster acquisition by splitting the field of
view between the two foci. This is, to the best of our knowl-
edge, the first working and scalable dual-focus CARS setup that
does not require a microlens array scanner. The setup can be
used to acquire other nonlinear imaging modalities as well by
just changing the combination of detection filters and is a
promising approach for faster image acquisition using turnkey,
compact source designs. Scaling up the current approach to a
larger number of foci could be accomplished by further adding
similar extensions of varying delay the fiber length within the
source. The number of foci to be accommodated can theoreti-
cally be increased until the time slice between two consecutive
pulses approaches the temporal resolution of the detector.
However, the mere use of mirrors to in-couple multiple
beams on the small area scanners of the microscope objective
is practically challenging and not feasible. In this regard, the
design of dedicated multi-focal scanning optics as proposed
by Sheetz et al. might be required [13]. The improvement
of image acquisition rates is particularly pertinent for applica-
tions that use nonlinear multi-modal imaging for pathological

Fig. 2. Experimental setup for using the dual output laser source
with the laser scanning microscope. The two outputs of the laser
are guided by mirrors onto the galvo-scanners (1) of the microscope
which directs the beams through a tube and scan lens onto the back
plane of a focusing objective lens (2). The generated CARS signal is
forward-detected by a photomultiplier tube (3).

Fig. 3. Dual-focus CARS microscopy of human artery tissue show-
ing the imaging capabilities of the setup. (a) and (b) show two laterally
displaced fields of view acquired simultaneously. (c) and (d) show two
axially shifted images with one being out of focus. Scale bars: 50 μm.
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diagnosis, as it would facilitate the adaptation of the technique
for clinical use. Another way to exploit this approach is to
improve the SNR of the obtained images by simultaneously
increasing the pixel dwell time while maintaining the total
image acquisition time similar to the single focus case [8]. The
configuration also presents a way to accommodate different
nonlinear modalities, such as epi-CARS, without the need
for adding other detection modules.

Funding. Carl-Zeiss-Stiftung; Bundesministerium für
Bildung und Forschung (BMBF) (13N13805).
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We report about laser scanning coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy using a Bessel beam to
enhance the lateral resolution. This study covers a numerical investigation that predicts an improvement in the
lateral resolution by a factor of up to 1.33, while the axial depth of view increases up to a factor of 2 for an ideal
Bessel beam serving as both a pump and a probe. Further, we present a simple experimental implementation of a
Bessel-like beam by adding only two axicons and a telescope to a conventional CARS laser scanning microscopy
setup. The predicted resolution improvement is demonstrated for well-scattering, structured polymer
samples. © 2015 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1982, Duncan et al. added a high-magnifying lens to a
folded-box illumination geometry utilized in coherent anti-
Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) spectroscopy to obtain the
first laser scanning microscopic CARS image of deuterated
water in onion cells [1]. Seventeen years later, Zumbusch et al.
noticed that, under tight-focusing conditions, phase-matching
is widely relaxed, allowing for the use of collinear Gaussian
beams for an efficient generation of anti-Stokes radiation [2].
Ever since, the plane-phase collinear illumination geometry has
been applied mostly in CARS microscopy because of its sim-
plicity with only a few exceptions, such as wide-field configu-
rations [3,4]. Over the past 10 years, however, it has been
increasingly recognized that the relaxed phase-matching condi-
tion permits the implementation of alternative excitation
beam profiles. Since then, spatially resolved multi- or single-
resonance CARS spectroscopy has been developed to an elab-
orated microscopy technique yielding valuable microstructural
information in a label-free manner [5–11]. In particular, phase
shaping of the excitation profile, known as focus engineering
[8], received considerable attention for its ability to increase
the sensitivity of CARS microscopy to interfaces [7,9] and
to enhance the overall spatial resolution [10,11]. Similarly,
amplitude shaping was performed for the anti-Stokes emission
path using an annular mask to suppress low spatial frequency
components [12]. Shaping of the excitation profile, however,
was neglected until today, which may be attributed to critical

power losses because of, e.g., annular aperture discarding the
majority of the Gaussian beam profile of low peak power
ps-lasers. Here, we present an amplitude shaping approach
using two axicons for lossless generation of a hollow beam
[13]. The obtained thin laser ring yields a Bessel-like beam
profile near the nominal focal plane. In a multiplicative focal
volume approach, the Stokes beam is used as a conventional
Gaussian beam overfilling the objective’s back aperture to trun-
cate the effective anti-Stokes scattering source, i.e., the anti-
Stokes polarization that is predefined by the Bessel-like profile
of the pump and probe beam. As a consequence, the lateral
resolution is enhanced, while the axial resolution drops for the
Bessel illumination as compared to the conventional Gaussian
illumination scheme.

The subsequent part of the paper is organized as follows.
First, results from numerical simulations based on the Debye
integral and Green’s function are summarized. Second, the
experimental setup is presented, and the Bessel beam CARS
microscopy images of polymer samples are discussed.

2. ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL
CALCULATIONS

For the experimental realization of conventional laser scanning
CARS microscopy, a narrow Gaussian beam is magnified by a
tube and scan lens to overfill the back aperture of high NA
objective lenses [14]. Here, an increase of the misalignment
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insensitivity and an improvement of spatial resolution have to
be balanced against power losses for extending this overfilling.
For the following comparison with the Bessel illumination, we
consider the best spatial resolution that is achieved by utilizing a
plane-phase Gaussian beam profile, i.e., the infinite overfilling
of the objective’s back aperture. In scalar approximation, the
lateral intensity profile near the nominal focal plane is described
by the Airy disc, which is given by I � I 0 · �2J1�ka sin α�∕
�ka sin α��2, where k � 2π∕λ is the magnitude of the wave
vector, a denotes the radius of the aperture, α is the angle
of observation with respect to the optical axis and Jm, and m �
0; 1; 2 is the mth-order Bessel function. Compared to the best
Gaussian illumination, the lateral intensity profile of an ideal
Bessel beam is characterized by a zeroth-order Bessel function,
i.e., I � I 0 · �J0�ka sin α��2. Figure 1(a) shows that the Bessel
beam displays a narrower central lobe than the Airy disc. For
linear microscopy, the side lobes of the Bessel illumination lead
to a reduction in spatial resolution, unless they are filtered out,
e.g., by truncation of the image that is acquired perpendicular
to the excitation direction [15]. In nonlinear microscopy, arti-
facts arising from the side lobes are readily removed by utilizing
the multiplicative nature of the CARS process. Here, inspired
by the principle of stimulated emission depletion (STED) [16],
we use the Bessel beam as a pump and probe beam, while for
the Stokes beam, we still use a Gaussian beam overfilling the
back aperture of the objective. As a result, the squared absolute
value of the anti-Stokes polarization, which can be regarded as
the effective source of radiation, ‖P�3�

aS ‖
2 ∝ I 2pI S , is narrowed

by a factor of 1.33 as compared to an overfilling of the back
aperture (see Fig. 1(b)).

The generation of an ideal Bessel beam would require an
infinite amount of energy and, therefore, is not possible. In
practice, a beam profile with reasonably similar properties to
a Bessel beam can be obtained by focusing a thin laser ring
using, e.g., an annular aperture in the excitation path [17].
For visualization, the x-polarized, complex amplitude distribu-
tions of the pump and Stokes beams near the nominal focus
were calculated employing the Debye integral (see
Appendix A), assuming an excitation wavelength of 797 and

1032 nm, respectively. For modeling the pump Bessel beam,
the incident angles were restricted between θp;min � 39° and
θp;max � 48°, while the incident angle for the Stokes
Gaussian beam was set to a range between θS;min � 0° and
θS;max � 48°, corresponding to a numerical aperture (NA) of
0.75 (air immersion). Figure 2 displays the focal intensity plots
of the pump, Stokes, and anti-Stokes polarization for Bessel and
best Gaussian beam illumination. Figure 2 clearly highlights
that the anti-Stokes polarization under Bessel illumination is
axially more elongated and laterally slimmer than under
Gaussian illumination. Figure 3 provides a scheme about the
reshaping of the anti-Stokes polarization, as well as the reduc-
tion of the peak power of the pump beam as a function of the
minimum incident angle of the pump beam θp;min. Note that
the experimentally accessible ratio of the laser ring width d and
laser ring diameter D is related to the incident angles via
�sin θp;max − sin θp;min�∕�2 sin θp;max� � d∕D; see also Fig. 7.

For θp;min → θp;max, the lateral full width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of the squared absolute value of anti-Stokes polari-
zation drops by a factor of 1.33, while the axial FWHM
increases by a factor of 2. In reality, θp;min∕θp;max � 1 �d � 0�
transfers no light toward the focus and, therefore, yields no
CARS signal, but a ratio of θp;min∕θp;max � 0.8 is readily
achieved using the experimental configuration presented in
the following section. Thus, a lateral resolution enhancement

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Lateral intensity profiles of the illumination and anti-Stokes
polarization near the nominal focus. (a) Lateral intensity profile for
the best conventional Gaussian illumination (Airy, black) and Bessel
illumination (green). (b) Lateral intensity profile of the anti-Stokes
polarization generated by the conventional illumination (black) or a
Bessel beam used as pump and probe, in combination with a Gaussian
beam serving as Stokes (green). For simplicity, the wavelengths of the
pump and Stokes beams were assumed to be equal.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 2. Intensity plots of (a), (d) pump and (b), (e) Stokes beams, as
well as (c), (e) anti-Stokes polarization near the nominal focus in the
xz plane for (a)–(c) best Gaussian illumination and (d)–(f ) Bessel
illumination. Note that the intensity distribution of the anti-Stokes
polarization for Bessel illumination is elongated in the axial direction,
but narrowed in the lateral direction, as compared to its counterpart
for the Gaussian illumination. The green bar equals 1 μm.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Change in resolution and reduction of peak power as a func-
tion of the ratio θp;min∕θp;max. (a) The plot shows the ratio of the
FWHM of the intensity distributions of the anti-Stokes polarization
displayed in Figs. 2(c) and 2(e). (b) The intensity drop of the pump
beam is plotted as a function of the minimum incident angle θp;min,
assuming equal incident power at the objective’s back aperture.
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beyond the best Gaussian illumination by a factor of 1.25 is
considered here to be realistic for the applied laser scanning
CARS experiment utilizing Bessel beams. To determine the
best signal collection geometry and to estimate the strength of
the overall observed anti-Stokes radiation, we calculated the ra-
diation pattern for various excitation and sample geometries
(see Appendix A for details of the numerical implementation).
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) compare the radiation patterns of a
homogeneous sample under Gaussian and Bessel illumination,
respectively.

The transparent dark cones in Fig. 4 indicate the maximum
excitation angle at θmax � 48° as a reference. As is evident from
Fig. 4(a), the anti-Stokes radiation of a homogeneous sample
under Gaussian illumination is mostly forward directed. In
contrast, the strongest radiation under Bessel illumination is
observed for higher angles than the largest excitation angle.
As a consequence, it is beneficial for the collection efficiency
to use optics with larger NA in a forward direction to collect
the light than was used for excitation. For calculation, the in-
cident power on the back focal plane of the objective lens was
normalized. With the same total power at the sample, anti-
Stokes generation under Gaussian illumination is about 21 fold
more efficient than under Bessel illumination which has to be
attributed partially to peak power reduction of the pump, as
visualized in Fig. 3(b). Furthermore, the difference in the
radiation pattern between Gaussian and Bessel illumination
will have an impact on the image contrast obtained. It is well
known that small scattering objects display a scattering pattern
that is less directed. If the NAs of the excitation and collection
objective lenses are similar, a higher signal of small objects is
collected under Bessel illumination, while a lower signal is
obtained under Gaussian illumination, as is evident from
Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), where the radiation patterns of spheres with
a radius of 400 nm are presented. Consequently, structures with
high spatial frequency components, such as edges, will be

pronounced in Bessel illumination, if a suitable collection
geometry is selected. Note that a similar conclusion was drawn
for CARS microscopy using Laguerre–Gaussian beams [7].

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup is based on a fiber laser [18] and a
homebuilt laser scanning microscope that was presented else-
where [19]. A schematic of the experimental configuration is
depicted in Fig. 5. The fiber laser generates two collinear propa-
gating colors at a repetition rate of 1 MHz. Serving as a Stokes
beam, 90 mW of average power at 1032 nm (�0.8 nm
FWHM) is generated with a temporal pulsewidth of 75 ps
(FWHM). A 9 mW pump beam is generated at 797 nm
(�3 nm FWHM) and 20 ps (FWHM). The energy difference
between 1032 and 797 nm corresponds to the CH2-stretching
vibration at 2850 cm−1.

The pump beam is reshaped to a hollow beam of narrow
width by means of two axicons (1-APX-2-G254, Altechna;
X50-200 FPX, Asphericon) and further reduced in size by a
Keplerian telescope (ACA254-030-B and AC508-150-B-ML;
Thorlabs). Both beams, i.e., pump and Stokes, are temporally
and spatially overlapped and scanned via a tube and scan lens
(MPM-SL, Thorlabs), as well as the objective lens (CFI Plan
Apo Lambda 20X, Nikon) over the sample. The combined
average power of the pump and Stokes beams at the sample
did not exceed 15 mW. Anti-Stokes radiation is collected in
a forward direction by a 25× water immersion objective lens
(CFI Apo LWD 25XW, Nikon). It shall be noted that Bessel
beams are sensitive to aberrations and misalignment [20].
Thus, the quality of the laser ring generation and, therefore,
of the Bessel beam formation was evaluated and adjusted by

Fig. 4. Far-field anti-Stokes radiation pattern. (a) and (c) display the
radiation pattern under Gaussian illumination. (b) and (d) show the
corresponding radiation pattern under Bessel illumination. For (a) and
(b), a homogeneous sample was assumed, while, for (c) and (d), spheri-
cal samples of a diameter of 400 nm were considered. The transparent
dark cones indicate the maximum incident angle of θmax � 48°. The
images were normalized to the maximum intensity of (a).

Fig. 5. Experimental setup: a fiber laser generates the pump and
Stokes beams at 797 and 1032 nm, respectively. The pump beam is
separated from the Stokes beam using a dichromatic beamsplitter and
is reshaped into a narrow hollow beam by two axicons, in combination
with a Keplerian telescope. Pump and Stokes beams are recombined
and scanned over the sample by Galvo scanners. CARS radiation is
collected in a forward direction and detected by a photomultiplier tube
(PMT). 1, fiber laser; 2, two axicons and telescope creating a hollow
beam; 3, scanning mirrors; 4, PMT; 5, objective lenses, sample and
translational stage.
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replacing both objective lenses with a single weak lens (AC254-
200-B-ML, Thorlabs). The weakly focused Bessel beam is
monitored by a camera (DCC1645C, Thorlabs) that is placed
at the back focal plane. For demonstration purposes, we used
microstructured test samples, namely, polyethylene (PE) beads
(Cospheric LLC, USA) or cyclic olefin copolymer (COC). The
microstructured COC samples were produced in-house by
electron beam lithography and plasma etching. CARS images
of a size of 4096 × 4096 pixels were acquired with a dwell time
of 4 μs per pixel, averaging over four laser shots.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For demonstration of the expected properties of Bessel beams,
Fig. 6 presents CARS images of polymer samples. Figures 6(a)
and 6(b) display PE beads under conventional Gaussian and
Bessel illumination. The blue boxes magnify three PE beads,
highlighting the change of the lateral resolution. In Fig. 6(c),
the intensity profile outlined by the green dashed lines in
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) is shown. The black curve corresponds
to the Bessel illumination, while the blue curve shows the
intensity profile for Gaussian illumination. The black curve in-
dicates a better separation of the two beads under Bessel illu-
mination than under Gaussian illumination. Our laser scanners
introduce a jitter that depends on the scanning speed and size of
the area selected. This jitter displaces individual image lines in a
sweep direction by up two 200 nm for the blue boxes shown in
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), thereby putting a constraint on the ability
to quantify the resolution improvement. This problem can be
overcome by using laser scanners with better precision and
reproducibility. To mitigate the effect of the jitter (i.e., the
artifact), we have selected for quantification 30 corresponding
lines for all three beads and each illumination type. Each profile

was fitted by a Gaussian function. On average, the FWHM of
each bead under Bessel illumination is 82 nm smaller than
under Gaussian illumination. For the Gaussian illumination
experiment, we used a gentle overfilling of the objective’s back
aperture for the pump and Stokes beams corresponding to the
filling factors of f 0 � 0.88 (20% truncation of the beam) and
f 0 � 0.96 (40% truncation of the beam); see Appendix A for
the implementation and definition of the filling factor.

The corresponding numerically calculated FWHM of the
anti-Stokes polarization in a lateral direction is FWHMGauss

PaS
�

587 nm. For the Bessel illumination, we assumed an overfilling
factor of f 0 � ∞ and f 0 � 0.96 for the pump and Stokes
beams, respectively, resulting in an FWHM of the anti-
Stokes polarization of FWHMBessel

PaS
� 416 nm. For simplicity,

we assumed here that the sample scatter profile N �r�, as well as
the amplitude of the anti-Stokes polarization PaS�r�, can be
approximated by a Gaussian function. Further, we assume
a negligible nonresonant background and relaxed phase-
matching so that the observed anti-Stokes intensity scales quad-
ratically with the number of coherently oscillating scatters. The
size of each PE bead in the laser scanning CARS image is given
by the square of the convolution (*) of the anti-Stokes polari-
zation with the sample profile I aS � ‖PaS � N‖2. The corre-
sponding FWHM of the PE bead in the CARS image can be
calculated by � ffiffiffi

2
p

· FWHMIaS �2 � FWHM2
N 	 FWHM2

PaS
.

For a bead size of FWHMN � 500 nm, corresponding well
to the size of the beads investigated, the difference of the image
bead sizes FWHMBessel

IaS − FWHMGauss
IaS � 85 nm agrees nicely

with the experimentally observed difference of 82 nm. Thus,
the theoretical prediction of a lateral resolution enhancement of
a Bessel beam CARS illumination geometry has been experi-
mentally confirmed. Note that edge or point-like samples will
benefit more from the resolution enhancement because of a
negligible size of FWHMN .

Figures 6(d) and 6(e) compare a microstructured COC
sample under Bessel and Gaussian illumination, respectively.
As a reference, Fig. 6(f ) displays a scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image of a similar area revealing the sample to be com-
posed of variously bent columns of approximately 1 μm in
width and 3 μm in height. The columns in Fig. 6(d) appear
narrower and sharper than those in Fig. 6(e)—compare struc-
tures in the dotted green boxes—providing further evidence for
the lateral resolution enhancement under Bessel illumination,
as well as modification of the image contrast under Bessel
illumination, which favors higher spatial sample frequencies;
see Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), as well as the corresponding discussion.
Furthermore, Figs. 6(d) and 6(e) provide evidence for the elon-
gation of the anti-Stokes polarization, as outlined exemplarily
by dotted yellow boxes. Apparently, some columns appear dark
under Gaussian illumination, but still appear bright under
Bessel illumination; this may be attributed to the difference
in height of the COC columns. Thus, the reduced axial reso-
lution for the Bessel illumination can be exploited as an exten-
sion of the depth of view for suitable applications.

Finally, it shall be noted that there are advantages that have
not been discussed yet, making the implementation of CARS
microscopy with Bessel beams even more attractive. Because of

(a) (b)

(d) (e) (f)

(c)

Fig. 6. Experimental results: (a) and (b) display Bessel and Gaussian
illuminated CARS images of PE beads, respectively. The plot in
(c) compares the lateral intensity profiles in a laser scanner sweep di-
rection indicated by dashed green lines in (a) and (b). The blue and the
black curves in (c) correspond to the Gaussian and Bessel illumination,
respectively. Dashed lines delineate the results of Gaussian fitting.
(d) and (e) show CARS images under Bessel and Gaussian illumination
of a structured cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) sample, respectively. A
secondary electron micrograph (SEM) image of the corresponding area
is displayed in (f ). The surface of the sample was tilted by 60° with
respect to the incident electrons. The yellow, red, white, and green
scale bars equal 500 nm, 1 μm, 2 μm, and 5 μm, respectively.
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an elongation of the excitation profile, the overlap of the pump
and Stokes beams will be guaranteed, even in the presence of
strong chromatic aberrations. Thus, a reduction of the anti-
Stokes generation because of the mismatch of axial focus posi-
tions for different colors while varying the imaging depth will
become less pronounced. Furthermore, Bessel beams are also
expected to maintain the lateral resolution for higher penetra-
tion depths. For investigations at high penetration depths, the
optical path length increases with the illumination angle θ.
Consequently, on-axis rays are less attenuated by scattering and
absorption than off-axis rays, leading to a reduction of the
effective NA of the objective lens [21]. Since the optical path
length for all illumination angles θ under Bessel illumination
displays only a minimal variation, the reduction of resolution
with increasing penetration depth is minimized.

5. CONCLUSION

We compared laser scanning CARS microscopy under the con-
ventional Gaussian scheme with a Bessel illumination scheme.
Analytically, it was found that an ideal Bessel beam yields a 1.33
fold lateral resolution enhancement for point-like or edge ob-
jects over a homogeneous illumination of the objective lens’s
back aperture. This expectation was confirmed numerically,
assuming a homogeneous hollow laser ring entering the back
aperture of an objective lens. Furthermore, the Bessel illumi-
nation favors sample structures with high spatial frequencies
if the NA of excitation and collection is matched. For the
lossless generation of a hollow laser beam, two axicons were
implemented into the pump beam path of a laser scanning
microscope. The resolution enhancement was demonstrated,
qualitatively investigating polymer samples. In summary,
we found that the combination of the nonlinearity of the
CARS process and the Bessel illumination yields an easy-to-
implement, intrinsically confocal microscopy technique provid-
ing a lateral resolution beyond the diffraction limit that may
also serve as an extension of the depth of view. The results pre-
sented apply to all multicolor nonlinear microscopy techniques,
such as sum frequency generation microscopy or dual-color,
two-photon excited fluorescence.

APPENDIX A: NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

The Debye integral is given by [22]

Ep∕Sx �ρ;ϕ; z� �
ikf
2

exp�−ikf ��I 00 	 I02 cos�2ϕ��; (A1)

where f is the focal length of the objective lens and r�ρ;ϕ; z�
points toward the excitation position of the back focal plane in
cylindrical coordinates; see also Fig. 7. I 0m is given by

I0m �
Z

θmax

θmin

f w�θ�E0 sin�θ��cos�θ��1∕2gm�θ�Jm�kρ sin�θ��dθ:

(A2)

Here, gm denotes 1	 cos�θ�, sin�θ�, and 1 − cos�θ� for
m � 0; 1; 2, respectively, and E0 is a constant amplitude factor
of the incoming x-polarized electrical field. θmax and θmin are the
maximum and minimum incident angles of the focused laser at
the sample, respectively. The ratio �sin θmax − sin θmin�∕
�2 sin θmax� � d∕D characterizes our Bessel geometry. d and

D correspond to the ring width and ring diameter of the hollow
laser beam, respectively; see also Fig. 3. f w�θ� is given by

f w�θ� � exp

�
−

sin2 θ

f 2
0 sin

2 θmax

�
; (A3)

where f 0 is the filling factor of the objective lens’s back aperture.
Unless otherwise stated, f 0 was set to∞. The anti-Stokes polari-
zation of an isotropic sample is given by [23]

P�3�
aSx

�r� � 3χ�3�xxxx�r�E2
px E

�
Sx
; (A4)

where χxxxx is the anti-Stokes susceptibility. Note that, even
for high NA objective lenses with a θmax ≤ 60° electrical field,
components polarized along the y and z axes can be neglected for
the anti-Stokes generation because of the nonlinearity of the
CARS process. Verification of this statement is provided in the
following section.

The far-field anti-Stokes radiation is given by�
EaS;Θ�R;Θ;Φ�
EaS;Φ�R;Θ;Φ�

�
� −

ω2
aS

c2
exp�ikaS jRj�

jRj

×
ZZZ

∞

−∞
ρdρdϕdz

exp�ikaSrR�
jRj

×
�
cos�Θ� cos�Φ�P�3�

aS;x�r�
− sin�Φ�P�3�

aS;x�r�

�
; (A5)

where R�R;Θ;Φ� denotes the detection position in spherical
coordinates. The corresponding measurable anti-Stokes inten-
sity is given by

I aS;far�R;Θ;Φ� � ‖EaS;Θ‖2 	 ‖EaS;Φ‖2: (A.6)

APPENDIX B: CONTRIBUTION OF y AND z
POLARIZATIONS

It was noticed earlier that, even under tight-focusing condi-
tions, only the x-polarized field components of the pump,
probe, and Stokes beams contribute to the anti-Stokes radiation
[23]. In our Bessel illumination, the back aperture of the ob-
jective lens is not filled, but illuminated by a hollow laser beam
of narrow width. As a consequence, the y- and z-polarized
field components of the pump and probe beam, Epy and Epz ,
are more pronounced, as compared to the conventionally per-
formed filling or overfilling of the objective lens’s back aperture.

Fig. 7. Depiction of the parameters used for the numerical
calculations.
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Thus, a reevaluation is required for the approximation that
neglects the non-x-polarized field components.

As an extension of Eq. (A1), the angular spectrum represen-
tation of a focused field, including y and z components, is given
by [22,24]"Ex�ρ;ϕ;z�

Ey�ρ;ϕ;z�
Ez�ρ;ϕ;z�

#
� ikf

2
exp�−ikf �

"I00	 I 02 cos�2ϕ�
I02 sin�2ϕ�
−i2I 01 cos�ϕ�

#
: (B1)

The superposition of the pump, probe, and Stokes fields,
and multiplication with the anti-Stokes susceptibility tensor,
yields the polarization density. Contributions to the polariza-
tion density by single elements of the anti-Stokes susceptibility
are given as

P�3�
aS;l �r� � 3χ�3�lmno�r�Ep;mEp;nE�

S;o; (B2)

where l , m, n, and o correspond to x, y, or z. Under the
assumption of an isotropic medium, only 21 of 81 χ�3�lmno�r�
elements are nonzero [5]. In Fig. 8(a), the four most important
contributions of anti-Stokes susceptibility elements are dis-
played as a function of the maximum incident angle θp;max,
where the index p indicates the pump or probe pulse.
Apparently, the impact of components other than x-polarized
field components rises significantly with an increasing incident
angle θp;max. For the incident angle θp;max � 56° (NA 1.1,
water immersion), the squared absolute values of the sum of
all seven nonzero anti-Stokes polarization density elements that
are polarized in the x direction ‖

P
P�3�
aS;x‖

2 are visualized in

Fig. 8(b). Corresponding plots for ‖
P

P�3�
aS;y‖

2, ‖
P

P�3�
aS;z‖

2,

and ‖
P

P�3�
aS;x‖

2 	 ‖
P

P�3�
aS;y‖

2 	 ‖
P

P�3�
aS;z‖

2 are given in
Figs. 8(c)–8(e). As is evident from Figs. 8(a) and 8(d), the
z-polarized anti-Stokes polarization density reduces the
resolution only if very high NA objective lenses are used,

e.g., NA � 0.95 (air immersion). Thus, we confirmed that
contributions other than χ�3�xxxx are negligible for the generation
of anti-Stokes radiation with the soft condition θp;max ≤ 60°.
†These authors contributed equally to this work.
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